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THE YOUNG FORESTER

I

CHOOSING A PROFESSION

( LOVED outdoor life and hunting. Some way
* a grizzly bear would come in when I tried to
explain forestry to my brother.

"Hunting grizzlies!" he cried. "Why, Ken,
father says you've been reading dime novels."

"Just wait, Hal, till he comes out here. FII
show him that forestry isn't just bear-hunting."
My brother Hal and I were camping ^ few days

on the Susquehanna River, and we had divided the
time between fishing and tramping. Our camp
was on the edge of a forest some eight miles from
Harrisburg. The property belonged to our father^,

and he had promised to drive out to see us. But
he did not come that day, and I had to content my-
self with winning Hal over to my side.

" Ken, if the governor lets you go to Arizona
can't you ring me in ?"



THE YOUNG FORESTER

"Not this summer. I'd be afraid to ask him.

But in another year I'll do it."

"Won't it be great f But what a long time to

wait! It makes me nick to think of you out there

riding mustangs and hunting bears and lions."

"You'll have to stand it. You're pretty much
of . kid, Hal—not yet fourteen. Besides, I've

graduated."

"Kid!" exclaimed Hal, hotly. "You're not

such a Methuselah yourself! I'm nearly as big as

you. I can ride as well and play ball as well, and
I can beat you all

—

**

"Hold on, Hal! I V/ant you to help me to per-

suade father, and if you get your temper up you'll

like as not go against me. If he lets me go I'll

bring you in as soon as I dare. That's a prom-
ise. I guess I enow how much I'd like to have
you."

"All right,^ replied Hal, resignedly. "I'll have

to hold in, I suppose. But I'm crazy to go. And,
Ken, the < owboys and lions are not all that interest

me. I like what you tell me about forestry. But
who ever heard of forestry as a profession ?"

"It's just this way, Hal. The natural resources

have got to be conserved, and the Government is

trjring to enlist intelligent young men in the work

—

particularly in the department offorestry. I'm not

exaggerating when I say the prosperity of th«
country depends upon forestry.'

.
t*



CHOOSING A PROFESSION

I have to admit that I was repeating what I had
read

«Why ^ioes it ? Tell me how/' demanded Hal.
"Because the lumbermen are u.^mg out all the

timber and never thinking of the future. They are
in such a hurry to get rich that they'll leave their

grandchildren only a desert. They cut and slash
in every direction, and then fires come and the
country is mined. Our rivers depend upon the
forests for water. The trees draw the rain; the
leaves break it up and let it fall in mists and drip-
pings; it seeps into the ground, and is held by the
roots. If the trees are destroyed the rain rushes
off on the surface and floods the rivers. The
forests store up water, and they do gpod in other
ways."

" We've got to have wood and lumber," said Hal.
"Of course we have. But there won't be any

unless we go in for forestry. It's been practised in

Germany for three hundred years."

We spent another hour talking about it, and if

Hal's practical sense, which he inherited from
father, had not been offset by his real love for the
forests I should have been discouraged. Hal was
of an industrious turn of mind; Ije meant to make
money, and anything that was good business ap-
pealed strongly to him. But, finally, he began to
see what I was driving at; he admitted that there
was something in the argument.

3



THE YOUNG FORESTER

The late afternoon was the best time for fishing.

For the next two hours our thoughts were ofquiver-
ing rods and leaping bass.

" You'll miss the big bass this August/' remarked
Hal, laughing. "Guess you won't ^'•ve all the

sport."

"That's so, Hal," I replied, regretfully. "But
we* ' talking as if it were a dead sure thing that

I'm ^jing West. Well, I only hope so."

WhaL Hal and I liked best about camping—of

course after the fishing—^was to sit around the

camp-fire. To-night it was more pleasant than
ever, and when darkness fully settled down it was
even thrilling. We talked about bears. Then
Hal told of mountain-lions and the habit they have
of creeping stealthily after hunters. There was a
hoot-owl crying dismally up in the woods, and down
by the ed^e of the river bright-green eyes peered

at us from the darkness. When the wind came
up and moaned through fhe trees it was not hard
to imagine we were out i.i the wilderness This
had been a favotite game for Hal and mc, only

to-night there seemed some reality about it. From
the way Hal whispered, and listened, and looked,

he might very well have been expecting a visit

from lions or, for that matter, even from Indians.

Finally we went to bed. But our slumbers were
broken. Hal often had nightmares even on or-

dinary nights, and on this one he moaned o much

" mwwTt^



CHOOSING A PROFESSION
and thrashed about the tent so desperately that Iknew the hons were after him.

I dreamed of forest lands with snow-capped
peaks nsmg m the background; I dreamed of elk
standmg on the open ridges, of white-tailed deer
trooping out of the hollows, of antelope browsing
on the sage at the edge of the forests. Here was
the broad track of a grizzly in the snow; there on
a sunny crag lay a tawny mountain-lion asleep,
rhe bronzed cowboy came in for his share, and the
lone bandit played his part in a way to make me
shiver. The great pines, the shady, brown trails,
-he sunlit glades, were as real to me as if I had
been among them. Most vivid of all was the
lonely forest at night and the camp-fire. I heard
the sputter of the red embers and smelled the wood
smoke; I peered into the dark shadows watching
and listening for I knew not what.
On the next day early in the afternoon father aL-

pcared on the river road.

"There he is," cried Hal. "He's driving Billy.How he's coming!" * ^

Billy was father's fastest horse. It pleased me
immensely to see the pace, for father would not
have been driving fast unless he were in a par-
ticularly good humor. And when he stopped on
the bank above camp I could have shouted. He
wore his corduroys as if he were ready for outdoor
We. There was a smile on his face as he ded

5



THE YOUNG FORESTER

Billy, and, coming down, he poked into everything
in camp and asked innumerable questions. Hal
talked about the bass until I was afraid he would
want to go fishing and postpone our forestry tramp
in the woods. But presently he spoke directly to

me.

"Well, Kenneth, are you going to come out with
the truth about that Wild-West scheme of yours ?

Now that youVe graduated you want a fling. You
want to ride mustangs, to see cowboys, to hunt and
shoot—all that sort of thing."

When father sp^oke in such a way it usually meant
the defeat of my schemes. I grew cold all over.

"Yes, father, I'd like all diat— But I mean
business. I want to be a forest ranger. Let me
go to Arizona this summer. And in the fall I'd

—

I'd like to go to a school of forestry."

There! the truth was out, and my feelings were
divided between relief and fear. Before father

could reply I launched into a set speech upon
forestry, and talked till I was out of breath.

"There's something in what you say," replied

my father. "You've been reading up on the
subject ?"

"Everything I could get, and I've been trying

to apply my knowledge in the woods. I love the
trees. I'd love an outdoor life. But forestry

won't be any picnic. A ranger must be able to

ride and pack, make trail and camp, live alone in

6



CHOOSING A PROFESSION

the woods, fight fire and wild beasts. Oh! It'd

be great!"

"I dare say," said father, dryly; "particularly

the riding and shooting. Well, I guess you'll

make a good-enough doctor to suit me."
"Give me a square deal," I cried, jumping up.

"Mayn't I have one word to say about my future f

Wouldn't you rather have me happy and success-

ful as a forester, even if there is danger, than just

an ordinary, poor doctor ? Let's go over our wood-
land. I'll prove that you are letting your forest

run down. You've got sixty acres of hard woods
that ought to be bringing a regular income. If I

can't prove it, if I can't interest you, I'll agree to

study medicine. But if I do you're to let me try

forestry."

"Well, Kenneth, that's a fair proposition," re-

turned father, evidently surprised at my earnest-

ness. "G)me on. We'll go up in the woods.
Hal, I suppose he's won you over ?"

"Ken's got a big thing in mind," replied Hal,
loyally. "It's just splendid."

I never saw the long, black-fringed line of trees

without joy in the possession of them and a desire

to live among them. The sixty acres of timber
land covered the whole of a swampy valley, spread
over a rolling hill sloping down to the glistening

nver
«<

i
M

Now, son, go ahead," said my father, as we
7



THE YOUNG FORESTER

clambered over a rail fence and stepped into the

edge of shade.

"Well, father
—

" I began, haltingly, and could

not collect my thoughts. Then we were in the

cool woods. It was very still, there being only a

faint rustling of leaves and the mellow note of a

hermit-thrush. The deep shadows were lightened

by shafts of sunshine which, h?re and there, man-

aged to pierce the canopy of foliage. Somehow, the

feeling roused by these things loosened my tongue.

"This is an old hard-wood forest," I began.

"Miich of the white oak, hickory, ash, maple, is

virgin timber. These trees have reached maturity;

many are dead at the tops; all of them should have

been cut long ago. They make too dense a shade

for the seedlings to survive. Look at that bunch

of sapling maples. See how they reach up, trying

to get to the light. They haven't a branch low

down and the tops are thin. Yet maple is one

of our hardiest trees. Growth has been sup-

pressed. Do you notice there are no small oaks

or hickories jus here.? They can't live in deep

shade. Here's the stump of a white oak cut last

fall. It was about two feet in diameter. Let's

count the rings to find its age—about ninety years.

It flourished in its youth and grew rapidly, but it

had a hard time after about fifty years. At that

time it was either burned, or mutilated by a falling

tree, or struck by lightning."

8



CHOOSING A PROFESSION

"Now, how do you make that out?" asked
father, intensely interested.

"See the free, wide rings from the pith out to
about number forty-five. The tree was healthy
up to that time. Then it met with an injury oif

some kind, as is indicated by this black scar. Af-
ter that the rings grew narrower. The tree strug-
gled to l-'ve."

We waiiced on with me talking as fast as I could
get the words out. I showed fadier a giant, bushy
chestnut which was dominating all the trees around
it, and told him how it retarded their growth. On
the other hand, the other trees were absorbing nu-
trition from the ground that would have benefited
the chestnut.

"There's a sinful waste of wood here," I said,
as we climbed over and around the windfalls and
rotting tree-trunks. "The old trees die and are
blown down. The amount of rotting wood equals
the yearly growth. Now, I want to s^ow you the
worst enemies of the trees. Here's a big white
oak, a hundred and fifty years old. It's almost
dead. See the little holes bored in the bark.
They were made by a beetle. Look!"

I swung my hatchet and split off a section of
bark. Everywhere in the bark and round the
tree ran little dust-filled grooves. I pried out a
number of tiny brown beetles, somewhat the shape
of a pinching-bug, only very much smaller.

, i

f;^



THE YOUNG FORESTER

"There! You'd hardly think that that great

tree was killed by a lot of little bugs, would you ?

They girdle the trees and prevent the sap from
flowing."

I found an old chestnut which contained nests of

the deadly white moth, and explained how it laid

its eggs, ^nd how the caterpillars that came from
them killed the trees by eating the leaves. I

showed how mice and squirrels injured the forest

by eating the seeds.

" First I'd cut and sell all the matured and dead
timber. Then I'd diin out the spreading trees

that want all the light, and the saplings that grow
too close together. I'd get rid of the beetles, and
try to check the spread of caterpillars. For trees

grow twice as fast if they are not choked or dis-

eased. Then I'd keep planting seeds and shoots

in the open places, taking care to favor the species

best adapted to the soil, and cutting those that

don't grow well. In this way we'll be keeping our

forest while doubling its growth and value, and
having a yearly income from it."

"Kenneth, I see you're in dead earnest about
this business," said my father, slowly. "Before
I came out here to-day I had been looking up the

subject, and I believe, with you, that forestry

really means the salvation of our country. I think

you are really interested, and I've a mind not to

oppose you."

ID



CHOOSING A PROFESSION
"You'll never regret it. I'll learn; I'll work up.

Then It's an outdoor life—healthy, free—why!
all the boys I've told take to the idea. There's
something fine about it."

"Forestry it is, then," replied he. "I like the
pronuse of it, and I like your attitude. If you
have learned so much while you were camping
out here the past few summers it speaks well
for you. But why do you want to go to Ari-
zona ?"

"Because the best chances are out West. I'd
like to get a line on the National Forests there be-
fore I go to college. The work will be different;
those Western forests are all pine. I've a friend
Dick Leslie, a fellow I used to fish with, who went
West and is now a fire ranger in the new National
Forest m Arizona—Penetier is the name of it. He
has written me several rimes to come out and
spend a while with him in the woods."

** Penerier ? Where is that—near what town ?"

"Holston. It's a pretty rough countiy, Dick
says; plenty of deer, bears, and lions on his range
So I could hunt some while studying the forests.
I think I'd be safe with Dick, even if it is wild out
there."

"All right, I'll let you go. When you return
we'll see about the college." Then he surprised
me by drawing a letter from his pocket and handing
It to me. "My friend, Mr. White, got this letter
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from the department at Washington. It may be
of use to you out there."

So it was settled, and when father drove off

homeward Hal and I went back to camp. It

would have been hard to say which of us was the
more excited. Hal did a war -dance round the
camp-fire. I was glad, however, that he did not
have the little twinge of remorse which J experi-

enced, for I had not told him or father all that Dick
had written about the wilderness of Penetier. I am
afraid my mind was as much occupied with rifles

and mustangs as with 'the study of forestry. But,
though the adventure called most strongly to me,
I knew I was sincere about the forestry end of it,

and I resolveu that I would never slight my op-
portunities. So, smothering conscience, I fell to

the delight of making plans. I was for breaking
camp at once, but Hal persuaded me to stay one
more day. We talked for hours. Only one thing

bothered me. Hal was jolly and glum by turns.

He revelled in the plans for my outfit, but he
wanted his own chance. A thousand times I had
to repeat my promise, and the last thing he said

before we Slept was:
" Ken, you're going to ring me in next summer!'*

•-•^-es-,
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THE MAN ON THE TRAIN

•^RAVELLING was a new experience to me,
* and on the first night after I left home I lay
awake until we reached Altoona. We rolled out
of smoky Pittsburg at dawn, and from then on
the only bitter drop in my cup of bliss was that
the train flew so fast I could not see everything out
of my window.

Four days to ride! The great Mississippi to
cross, the plains, the Rocky Mountains, then the
Arizona plateaus—a long, long journey with a wild
pine forest at the end I I wondered what more any
young fellow could have wished. With my face
glued to the car window I watched the level country
speed by.

There appeared to be one continuous procession
of well-cultivated farms, little hamlets, and pros-
perous towns. What interested me most, ofcourse,
were the farms, for all of them had some kind of
wood. We passed a zone of maple forests which
looked to be more carefully kept than the others.
Then I recognized that they were maple-sugar

13
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THE YOUNG FORESTER
Th*i farmers had cleaned out the other

•peacs, and this primitive method of forestry had
produced the finest maples it had ever been my
good- fortune to s^-e. Indiana was flatter than
Ohio not so well watered, and therefore less
heavily timbered. I saw, with regret, that the
woodland was being cut regularly, tree after tree,
and stacked in cords for firewood.
At Chicago I was to change for Santa Fe, and

hndmg my train in the station I climbed aboard.My car was a tourist coach. Father had insisted
on buymg a ticket for the California Limited, but
I had argued that a luxurious Pullman was not
exactly the thmg for a prospective forester. Still
I pocketed the extra money which I had assured
him he need not spend for the first-class ticket.
The huge station, with its glaring lights and

dangmg bells, and the outspreading city, soon
gave place to prairie land.

That night I slept little, but the very time I
wanted to be awake—when we crossed the Missis-

^''IPir u ^^ slumbering soundly, and so missed it.

1 11 bet I don't miss it coming back," I vowed.
The sight of the Missouri, however, somewhat

repaid me for the loss. What a muddy, wide river!
And I thought of the thousands of miles of country
It dramed, and of the forests there must be at
Its source. Then came the never-ending Kansas
corn-fields. I do not know whether it was their

14
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THB MAN ON THE TRAIN
length or their treeless monotony, but I grew tired
looking at them.

*^

From then on I began to take some notice ofmy
fellow-travellers. The conductor proved to be an
agreeable old fellow; and the train-boy, though
1 mistrusted his advances because he tried to sellme everything from chewing-gum to mining stock,
turned out to be pretty good company. The negro
porter had such a jolly voice and laugh that I
talked to him whenever I got the chance. Then
occasional passengers occupied the seat opposite
me from town to town. They were much alike,
all sunburned and loud-voiced, and it looked as
though they had all bought their high boots and
wide hats at the same shop.
The last traveller to face me was a very heavy

man with a great bullet head and a shock of light
hair. His blue eyes had a bold flash, his hng
mustache drooped, and there was something about
him that I did not like. He wore a huge diamond
in the bosom of his flannel shirt, and a leather
watch-chain that was thick and strong enough to
have held up a town-dock.

«S**'*"
^® ^^^^* ^^ ^^ mopped his moist brow.

Not so hot as it was," I replied.
"Sure not. We're dimbin' a little. He's

whistlin' for Dodge City now."
"Dodge City?" I echoed, with interest. The

name brought back vivid scenes from certain
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yellow-backed volumes, and certain uncomfort-
able memories of my father's displeasure. "Isn't

this the old cattle town where there used to be so
many fights ?"

"Sure. An* not so very long ago. Heic. jok
out the window." He clapped his big ban *. on
my knee; then pointed. "See that hill there.

Dead Man's Hill it was once, where they buried
the fellers as died with their boots on."

I stared, and even stretched my neck out of the
window.

,

"Yes, < d Dodge was sure lively," he con-

tinued, as our train passed on. "I seen a little

mix-up there myself in the early eighties. Five
cow-punchers, friends they was, had been visitin'

town. One feller, playful-like, takes another
feller's quirt—that's a whip. An' the other feller,

playful-like, says, *Give it back.' Then they
tussles for it, an* rolls on the ground. I was
laughin', as was everybody, when, suddenly, the

owner of the quirt thumps his friend. Both cow-
boys got up, slow, an' watchin' of each other.

Then the first feller, who had started the play,

pulls his gun. He'd hardly flashed it when they
all pulls guns, an* it was some noisy an' smoky.
In about five seconds there was five dead cow-
punchers. Killed themselves, as you might say,

just for fun. That's what life was worth in old

Dodge."

i6
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THE MAN ON THE TRAIN
After this story I felt more kindly disposed

toward my travelling companion, and would have
asked for more romances but the conductor came
along and engaged him in conversation. Then my
neighbor across the aisle, a young fellow not much
older than myself, asked me to talk to him.
"Why, yes, if you like," I replied, in surprise.

He was pale; there were red spots in his cheeks,
and dark lines under his weary eyes.

"You look so strong and eager that it's done me
good to watch you," he explained, with a sad
smile. "You see—I'm sick."

I told him I was very sorry, and hoped he would
get well soon.

^^

" I ought to have come West sooner," he replied,
"but I couldn't get the money."
He looked up at me and then out of the window

at the sun setting red across the plains. I tried to
make him think of something beside himself, but I

made a mess of it. The meeting with him was
a shock to me. Long after dark, when I had
stretched out for the night, I kept thinking of him
and contrasting what I had to look forward to
with his dismal future. Somehow it did not seem
fair, and I could not get rid of the idea that I was
selfish.

Next day I had my first sight of real moun-
tains. And the Pennsylvania hills, that all my life

h^d appeared so high, dwindled to nothing. At
'
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THE YOUNG FORESTER
Trinidad, where we stopped for breakfast, I walked
out on the platform sniffing at the keen thin air.
When we crossed the Raton Mountains into New
Mexico the sick boy got off at the first station, and
Iwaved good-bye to him as the train pulled out.
Then the mountains and the funny little adobe
huts and the Pueblo Indians along the line made
me forget everything else.

The big man with the heavy watch-chain was
soil on the train, and after he had read his news-
paper he began to talk to me.
"This road follows the old trail that the gold-

seekers took in forty-nine," he said. "We're
comin' soon to a piace, Apache Pass, where the
Apaches used to ambush the wagon-trains. It's
somewheres along here."

Presently the train wound into a narrow yellow
ravine, the walls of which grew higher and higher.
"Them Apaches was the worst redskins ever in

the West. They used to hide on top of this pass
an' shoot down on the wagon-trains."

Later in the day he drew my attention to a
mountain standing ail by itself. It was shaped
like a cone, green with trees almost to the summit,
and ending in a bare stone peak that had a flat top.

"Starvation Peak," he said. "That name's
three hundred years old, dates back to the time the
Spaniards owned this land. There's a story about
It that's likely true enough. Some Spaniards were

iS
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THE MAN ON THE TRAIN
attacked by Indians an' climbed to the peak, ex-

^T '^ iT' ""^^^ '"^ ^"^*"*^ themselves up
there The Indians camped below the peak an»carved the Spaniards. Stuck there till they
starved to death! That's where it got its name^

Those times you tell of must have been great,"
I said, regretfully "I'd like to have been he^

fcingr'
'"'"" ''''' '^'^'-'^ - »-

"It's not like it used to be, but there's still warm
places in the West. Not that the Indians break
out often any more But bad men are almost as
bad, If not so plentiful, as when Billy the Kid run

?T/'"u r^ T "^^ '"^^ ^'^o* »"' another
knifed jest before I went East to St. Louis "

Where ?'*

"In Arizona Holston is the station where I
get ott, an it happened near there."

"Holston is where Tm going."
"You don't say. Well, I'm glad to meet you,young mam My name's Buell, an' I'm someknown in Holston. What's your name ?"
He eyed me in a sharp but not unfriendly man-

ner, and seemed pleased to learn ofmy destination.
Ward. Kenneth Ward. I'm from Pennsyl-

vania. ^

"You haven't got the bugs. Any one can sec
that, he said, and as I looked puzzled he went on,

«9
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THE YOUNG FORESTER
with a smile, and a sounding rap on his chest:
Most young fellers as come out here have con-

sumption. They call it bugs. I reckon you're
seckin' your fortune."*

"Yes, in away."
"There's opportunities for husky youngsters out

here What're you goin' to rustle for, if I may
ask f

-^

"I'm going in for forestry."

"Forestry .? Do you mean lumberin* ?"

^
"No. Forestry is rather the opposite of lumber-

mg. I'm going in foi^ Government forestry—to
save the timber, not cut it."

It seemed to me he gave a little start of surprise;
he certamly straightened up and looked at me
hard.

"What's Government forestry?"
I told him to the best of my ability. He listened

attentively enough, but thereafter he had not an-
other word for me, and presently he went into the
next car. I took his manner to be the Western
abruptness that I had heard of, and presently for-
got him in the scenery along the line. At Al-
buquerque I got off for a trip to a lunch-counter,
and happened to take a seat next to him.
"Know anybody in Holston .?" he asked.
As I could not speak because of a mouthful of

sandwich I shook my head. For the moment I
had forgotten about Dick Leslie, and when it did

20
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THE MAN ON THE TRAIN
occur to me some Indius offering c. sell me beads
straightway drove it o. . cf my ml d again

''

When I awoke the .u.t d.,. j^ ^gf to ... rU
sage ridges and red buttes of Arizol Wrw':
cnppled engme the train was hours late. At last

Holston. Your stop. Holston," the con-ductor was saying.
°"

"All right," I said, sitting up and then matins

^ix hours. It's two o'cloct."
"Hope I can get a room," I said, as I followedh.m out on the platform. He held up his laZmsothat the light would shine in „y fa«

"
1 here s a hotel down the street a block or so

pracrrorTst"'
'°°'

'""T
"'"«°»'» »- -a°eplace Jor a stranger at night."

I stepped off into a windy darkness. A lamo
glimmered m the station window. By its ligh"?made out several men, the foremost of whom hada dark, pointed face and glittering eyes. H^wtea strange hat, and I knew from pictures I hadZ"that he was a Mexican. Then the bulky form"?

no" heaTm:" "^ ' ""^''' ''« -''-4Zmnot hear me. The men took his grips, and thev

I paused hoping to see some one to direct m" thettam puffed out, leaving me alone on a,TpZo^.
21
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THE YOUNG FORESTER

When I turned the comer I saw two dim lights,

one far to the left, the other to the right, and the
black outline of buildings under what appeared to

be the shadow of a mountain. It was the quietest

and darkest town I had ever struck.

I decided to turn toward the right-hand light,

for the conductor had said "down the street." I

set forth at a brisk pace, but the loneliness and
strangeness of the place were rather depressing.

Before I had gone many steps, however, the
sound of running water halted me, and just in the
nick of time, for I was walking straight into a
ditch. By peering hard into the darkness and
feeling my way I found a bridge. Then it did not
take long to reach the light. But it was a saloon,

and not the hotel. One peep into it served to

make me face about in double-quick rime, and
hurry in the opposite direction.

Hearing a soft footfall, I glanced over my
shoulder, to see the Mexican that I had noticed at

the station. He was coming from across the

street. I wondered if he w:ere watching me. He
might be. My heart began to beat violently.

Turning once again, I discovered that the fellow

could not be seen in the pitchy blackness. Then
I broke into a run.

I
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A SHORT dash brought me to the end of the

afterth^H "^^ T^' "^^ "°^ ^° ^^^^' -"d

backward """' ''" ^^^^ ^^^^ ^ «»-"<!

Soon I sped into a wan circle of hght andreaching a door up
: .hich was a hotel sign fburst ,n. Chairs V cattered about a 'b^r

b^nki;
"'" '""'' ^" ^ ^^^^^^ ^"'^ ^- - "P»

I said""

^^'^'^~~^ ^^^^""^ "^'"^ «>"e's chasing me,"

sJpHy?
''^'" '^"^ "^' ""^ ^- <^-wled,

"Thet ain't no call to wake a feller, is it ?"

do^d^T^/ef
^' ^i-el^comfortably again, and

crild^^'
''"'^ "^^ "" '''''^^^

^
"^^"^ ^ '°°"^'" I

"Up-stairs; first door," And with that the
porter went to sleep in good earnest.

I made for the stairs, and, after a backward look
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THE YOUNG FORESTER

into the street, I ran up. A smelly lamp shed a
yellowish glare along a hall. I pushed open the
first dcor, and, entering the room, bolted myself in.

Then all the strength went out of my legs. When I

sat down on the bed I was in a cold sweat and
shaking like a leaf. Soon the weakness passed, and
I moved about the room, trying to find a lamp or
candle. Evidently the hotel, and, for that matter,
the town of Holston, did not concern itself with
such trifles as lights. On the instant I got a bad
impression of Holstoni I had to undress in the
dark. When I pulled the window open a little at
the top the upper sash slid all the way down. I

managed to get it back, and tried raising the lower
sash. It was very loose, but it stayed up. Then
I crawled into bed.

Though I was tired and sleepy, my mind whirled
so that I could not get to sleep. If I had been
honest with myself I should have wished myself
back home. Pennsylvania seemed a long way off,

and the adventures that I had dreamed of did not
seem so alluring, now that I was in a lonely roon*
in a lonely, dark town. Buell had seemed friendly
and kind—at least, in the beginning. Why had he
not answered my call ? The incident did not look
well to me. Then I fell to wondering if the
Mexican had really followed me. The first thing
for me in the morning would be to buy a revolver.

Then if any Mexicans

—
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A sirep on the tin roof outside frightened me
stiff I had noticed a porch, or shed, under my
window. Some one must have climbed upon it
I stopped breathing to listen. For what seemed
moments there was no sound. I wanted to think
that the noise might have been made by a cat, but
I couldn t. I was scared-frightened half to death.

If there had been a bolt on the window the
matter would not hrve been so disturbing. I lay
there a-quiver, eyes upon the gray window space ofmy room Dead silence once more intervened.
An^I heard was the pound of my heart against my

Suddenly I froze at the sight of a black figure
against the light of my window. I recognized the
strange hat, the grotesque outlines. I was about
to shout for help when the fellow reached down
and softly began to raise the sash.
That made me angry. Jerking up in bed, I

caught the heavy pitcher from the wash-stand and
nung it with all my might.
Crash

!

Had I smashed out the whole side of the room
it could scarcely have made more noise. Ac
companied by the clinking of glass and the creak-
ing of tin, my visitor rolled off the roof. I waited
expecting an uproar from the other inmates of the
hotel, x^o footstep, no call sounded within hear-
ing. Once again the stillness settled down.
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THE YOUNG FORESTER

Then, to my relief, the gray gloom h'ghtened, and
dawn broke. Never had I been so glad to see the
morning. While dressing I cast gratified glances
at the ragged hole in the window. With the day-
light my courage had returned, and I began to have
a sort of pride in my achievement.
"If that fellow had known how I can throw a

baseball he'd have been careful," I thought, a little

cockily.

I went down-stairs into the office. The sleepy
porter was mopping the floor. Behind the desk
stood a man so large that he made Buell seem
small. He was all shoulders and beard.

"Can I get breakfast i*''

"Nobody's got a half-hitch on you, has they?"
he replied, jerking a monstrous thumb over his
shoulder toward a door.

I knew the words half-hitch had something to
do with a lasso, and I was rather taken back by the
hotel proprietor's remark. The dining-room was
more attractive than anything I had yet seen about
the place: the linen was clean, and the ham and
eggs and coffee that were being served to several
rugged men gave forth a savory odor. But either
the waiter was blind or he could not hear, for he
paid not the slightest attention to me.

I waited, while trying to figure out the situation.
Something was wrong, and, whatever it was, I
guessed that it must be with me. After about an
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THE TRAIL
hour I got my breakfast. Then I went into the
office intending to be brisk, businesslike, and care-
tul about asking questions,

"rd Hke to paj my bill, and also for a little
damage, I said, telling what had happened.

Somebody '11 kill thet Greaser yet," was all the
comment the man made.

I went outside, not knowing whether to be angry
or amused with these queer people. In the broad
light of day Holston looked as bad as it had mademe feel by night All I could see were the station
and freight-sheds, several stores with high, wide
signs, glaringly painted, and a long block of
saloons. When I had turned a street comer, how-
ever, a number of stores came into view with some
three-stoned brick buildings, and, farther out,many trame houses.

Mor<«ver, this street led my eye to great snow-
capped mountains, and I stopped short in my
tracks, for I realized they were the Arizona peaks.
Up the swelling slopes swept a black fringe that I
knew to be timber. The mountains appeared to
be dose, but I knew that even the foot-hills were
miles away. Penetier, I remembered from one of
Uick s letters, was on the extreme northern slope,

ff "JT"^'
^^ anywhere from forty to sixty miles

"«^ ^he sharp, white peaks glistened in the morn-
; the air had a cool touch of snow and a
pine. I drew in a full breath, wit

off.
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THE YOUNG FORESTER
of satisfaction that I was in the West and would
soon be among the pines.

Now I must buy my outfit and take the trail for
Penetier. This I resolved to do with as few ques-
tions as possible. I never before was troubled by
sensitiveness, but the fact had dawned upon me
that I did not like being taken for a tenderfoot.
So, with this in mind, I entered a general mer-
chandise store.

It was very large, and full of hardware, harness,
saddles, blankets—everything that cowboys and
ranchmen use. Several men, two in shirt-sleeves,
were chauing near the door. They saw me come
m, and then, for all that it meant to them, I might
as well not have been in existence at all. So I sat
down to wait, determined to take Western ways
and things as I found them. I sat there fifteen
minutes by my watch. This was not so bad; but
when a lanky, red-faced, leather-legged individual
came in to be at once supplied with his wants, I
began to get angry. I waited another five minutes,
and still the friendly chatting went on. Finally I
could stand it no longer.

"Will somebody wait on me ?" I demanded.
One of the shirt-sleeved men leisurely got up

and surveyed me.
"Do you want to buy something .?" he drawled.
"Yes, I do."

"Why didn't you say so ?" ''

28
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THE TRAIL
The reply trembling on my lips was cut short by

the entrance of Buell.
^

w.vl,"'"°'".!'v":'^
'" ^ ^^"^^ ^°'^^» '''^^'''"g hands

with me. "You've trailed into the right place
Smith, treat this lad right. It's guns an' jfnivesan lassoes he wants, I'll bet a hoss."

rasse^''' "l"'"'
'" °"'^''"

^ ''^^' '""^'^ ^"^'^"-
rassed. im gomg to meet a friend out in
I'enetier. a ranger—Dick Leslie."

"llct"
^'"«^^/'°.'^"^»y» and his eyes flashed.

I ^1 ?;'^ ^''''"' '^^ "^^' ^nd coughed

outfit *
'

•

'
^"' """ ^''P >^°" ^"h the

Anything strange in Buell's manner was for-
gotten m the absorbing interest of my outfit,
father had given me

, lenty of money, so that Ihad but to choose. I had had sense enough tobnng my old corduroys and boots, and I had
donned them that morning. One after another Imade my purchases-Winchester, revolver, hol-
sters, ammunition, saddle, bridle, lasso, blanket.When I got so far, Buell said: "You'll need amustang an' a pack-pony. I know a feller who's
got jest what you want." And with that he ledme out of the store.

"Now you take it from me," he went on, in a
fatherly voice, "Holston people haven't goi any
use for Easterners. An' if you mention your

29



THE YOUNG FORESTER
business-forcstiy an' that-why. you wouldn't be
safe. Theres many in the lumbcrin' business

s!I! TK
°" ' l"K ^^"^'^ '° '^' CSovemment.

Seel That s why I'm givin' you advice. Keep
It to yourself an' hit the trail tLlay, soon as yoJ
can. I II steer you right."

^

A '7f!
'°°,'"»'^\«cited to answer clearly; in-

d.-d, I hardly thanked him. However, he scarcely
gave me the chance. He kept up his talk about
the townspeople and their attitude toward East-
erneTs until we arrived a^ a kind of stc-k-yard full
of shag^ httle ponie The sight of them drove
every other thought out of my head.
"Mustangs!" I exclaimed.
"Sure. Can you ride?"
"Oh yes. I have a horse at home What

wiiy httle fellows! They're so wild-looking."
You pick out the one as suits you, an' I'll step

mto^Clessshere. He's the man who owns this

It did not take me long to decide. A black
mustang at once took my eye. When he had been
curned and brushed he would be a little beautv Iwas trymg to coax him to me when Buell retumed
with a man.

"Thet your pick?" he asked, as I pointed.
Well, now you re not so much of a tenderfoot.

Ihets the best mustang in the lot. Qess, howmuch for him, an' a pack-pony an' pack-saddle ?"
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THE TRAIL

been very much afraid that I could 10^^ Jmustang. let alnn« *K .

"°* buy the
«,,, ^' '^^ 7°"e the pack-pony and saddU

tome. ''Now some crubTn'o
^''"" '^^ ^"^^ed

said'
" J;T^

'° "'' *""'' a"-! g« "y things " I

.^ut Buell said it would be better for him .w;th me, though he did not ^1^ ^Z t
^

«.h me, still he remained in ^office wlife"!went up.sta.rs. Somehow this suited me for I

t^k7fZ7w '"'"'r'°
"^ "-^ broken w,!^dof

I^undle Th"^' r '""r^ «"P
^"'l """I ">em in

-d"el,K-,\:-^^!:j^^^
%ped it into my pocket HuTi T*""^

'"''

I left my grip with 'hel^ner ^X«ndT?!,'"
Po«al card to my fath^ and fo t j T''''

*

padent Buell.
' **

'°"°"^<' *e im-

"You see, ifs a smart i.ck of a ride to Penetier.
31



THE YOUNG FORESTER
an* I want you to get there before dark." he ex-
plained, kindly.

I could have shouted for very glee when I saw
the black mustang saddled and bridled

''He's well broke." said Cless. "Keep his
bridle down when you ain't in the saddle. An'
find a patch ofgrass fer him at night. The pony '11

stick to him. '

Cless fell to packing a lean pack-pony.
Watch me do this," said he; "you'll hev

trouble if you don't git the hang of the diamond-

I watched him set the little wooden criss-cross
on the pony s back, throw the balance of my outfit
(which he had tied up in a canvas) over the saddle,
and then pass a long rope in remarkable turns and
wonderful loops round pony and pack.

''What's the mustang's name ?" I inquired.
Never had any." replied the former owner.
Then It s Hal." I thought how that name

would please my brother at home.
''Oimb up Let's see if you fit the stirrups."

said Cless. "Couldn't be better."
"Now, young feller, you can hit the trail." put in

Buell. with his big voice. "An' remember what I
told you. This country ain't got much use for a
feller as can t look out for himself."
He opened the gate, and led my mustang into the

road and quite some distance. The pony jogged

m.^w r-i^^^c -i> m^H
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traT^IS it'W sriV^
*'' "•*"' ^'''" «><• »

moumai:/"'
'''"'"" "'^ °" "'* »<'"'• «.de of the

heart I faced the black J""'"^'
""'^

' ''^'^^

^^^
black mountain and my jour-

It was about ten o'clock when Hoi •

broad trail on the outsHm f u .^°^'^ '"*° »

flat was miles wide th,.c k
'^^^ ^^^^ ''^ge-m back ofthltef:g "CZ'Z

""'°^-
dark green, which told me I 1^"

,

"«* '° "

ffcser to the mountains, even iflA""^" «'"'"«
The trail began to rise Z7 1

"°' ""» ^°-

III
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THE YOUNG FORESTER

They prored to me that trees isolated from their
fellows fare as poorly as trees overcrowded.
Where pines grow closely, but not too closely, they
rise straight and true, cleaning themselves of the
low branches, and making good lumber, free of
knots. Where they grow far apart, at the mer-
cy of wind and heat and free to spread many
branches, they make only gnarled and knotty
lumber.

As I rode on the pines became slowly more nu-
merous and loftier. Then, when I had sur-
mounted what I took to be the first foot-hill, I came
upon a magnificent forest. A little farther on the
traU walled me in with great seamed trunks, six
feet m diameter, rising a hundred feet before
spreading a single branch.

Meanwhile my mustang kept steadily up the
slow-rising trail, and the time passed. Either the
grand old forest had completely bewitched me or
the sweet smell of pine had intoxicated me, for as I
rode along utterly content I entirely forgot about
Dick and the trail and where I was heading. Nor
did I come to my senses until Hal snorted and
stopped before a tangled windfall.

Then I glanced down to see only the clean, brown
pine-needles. There was no trail. Perplexed
and somewhat anxious, I rode back a piece, expect-
mg surely to cross the trail. But I did not. I
went to the left and to the right, then circled in a
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THE TRAIL
wide curve. No trail! The forest about meseemed at once familiar and strange

cri'n''''/"^'^'''"
'^^ ^^^"8 ^'^^d^ws began tocreep under the trees that I awoke fully I'^l

I had missed the traih I was lost in the forest!

ii
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LOST IN THE FOREST

pOR a moment I was dazed. And then came
* panic. I ran up this ridge and that one, I
rushed to and fro over ground which looked, what-
ever way I turned, exactly the same. And I kept
saying, "I'm lost! I'm lost!'* Not until I dropped
exhausted against a pine-tree did any other thought
come to me.

The moment that I stopped running about so
aimlessly the panicky feeling left me. I remem-
bered that for a ranger to be lost in the forest was
an every-day affair, and the sooner I began that
part of my education the better. Then it came to
me how foolish I had been to get alarmed, when I
knew that the general slope of the forest led down
to the open country.

This put an entirely different light upon the
matter. I still had some fears that I might not
soon find Dick Leslie, but these I dismissed for the
present, at least. A suitable place to camp for the
night must be found. I led the mustang down
into the hollows, keeping my eye sharp for grass.
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LOST IN THE FOREST

rial and tied him w th mv la^^n r»,oi,- .

haher as possible. sST^e ±'?ft:i°"i^pony was an easier task tha'n the SniTbatkagain was lilcely to prove New I K^i
box of cartridge^ an/load;,,Kn ^"1°"

M^«volver was already loaded, and hung on my bdfRemembenng Dick's letters about Ae LZ aidmoun.a.n-l,ons in Penetier Forest, I g« a "d

^'Tn^-fo^XTeXLTbr^^^^^^^^

:n;oS"nr^'"'^'"''^-^—o^X
But When I had finished and had everythingpacked away and covered, my mind began tTw^n^der in unexpected directions/ Why wa!'t tha7the'twihght seemed to move under the gian pinerandcreep down the hollow? TOile I |azed^he 'avshadows deepened to black, and nfght came fid-denlv. Mv ca„,o-fire seemed to gte ah^osttlight, yet close at hand the flick(
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THE YOUNG FORESTER

I J

played hide-and-seek among the pines and chased
up the straight tree trunks. The crackling of my
fire and the light steps of the grazing mustangs
only emphasized the silence of the forest. Then a

low moaning from a distance gave me a chill.

At first I had no idea what it was, but presently

I thought it must be the wind in the pines. It

bore no resemblance to any sound I had ever be-

fore heard in the woods. It would murmur from
different parts of the forest; sometimes it would
cease fc r a little, and then travel and swell toward
me, Giiiy to die away again. But it rose steadily,

with shorter intervals of silence, until the inter-

mittent gusts swept through the tree-tops with a

rushing roar. I had listened to the crash of the

ocean surf, and the resemblance was a striking one.

Listening to tlils mournful wind with all my ears

I was the better prepared for any lonesome cries

of the forest; nevertheless, a sudden, sharp

"Ki-yi-i!" seemingly right at my back, gave me a

fright that sent my tongue to the roof ofmy mouth.
Fumbling at the hammer of my rifle, I peered

into the black-streaked gloom of the forest. The
crackling of dry twigs brought me to my feet. At
the same moment the mustangs snorted. Some-
thing was piowling about just beyond the light.

I thought of a panther. That was the only beast I

could think of which had such an unearthly cry.

Then another howl, resembling that of a dog, and
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LOST IN THE FOREST
WW.d by yelps and barks, told me that I wa,

out ol the'softtdT- "^^ ' ^"^ -«^''*'«

rl!l. k J ^ "'^ P'ne-needles with my rifle

tZrLTd"''' '" ^""S and warn, undlrAeheavy blanket, .t seemed that nothing was so ftraway from me as sleen Tl,. . j * 7 ""^

rion kept me w dlTwakTm? " "'^"T""-
huge piL and the g ."m^r 7strZ ""' ''"'

open to the rush ani.ar ofl^S.^.^.-^
flert. Hours must have passed as I lay there Hv

?.h°T
*"*> *"' '^<' happened^aX":to thmk out what was to come. At last, hoX^I rolled over on my side, and with my hand on Ae

Asgust at my tardiness. Then began the «embus-ncss of the day. While getting breX™
toT %V r."'"'^

*' P^P^r thing for Leto do. Evidently I must pack and find fhe traTThe pony had wandered ofTinto the woods, but waseasily caught-a fact which lightened my ^™
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for I knew how dependent I was upon my mus-
tangs. When I had tried for I do not know how
long to get my pack to stay on the pony's back I
saw where Mr. Cless had played a joke on me. All
memory of the diamond-hitch had faded into utter
confusion. First the pack fell over the ofF-side;
next, on top of me; then the saddle slipped awry
and when I did get the pack to remain stationary
upon the patient pony, how on earth to tie it there
became more and more of a mystery. Finally, in
sheer desperation, I ran round the pony, pulled,
tugged, and knotted the lasso; more by luck than
through sense I had accomplished something in
the nature ofthe diamond-hitch.

I headed Hal up the gentle forest slope, and be-
gan the da/s journey wherever chance might lead
me. As confidence came, my enjoyment in-
creased. I began to believe I could take care of
myself. I reasoned out that, as the peaks were
snow-capped, I should find water, and veiy likely

P,r* ".? ^i^*"^""'
Moreover, I might climb a foot-

hill or bluff from which I could get my bearings.
It seemed to me that I passed more pine-trees

than I could have imagined there were in the
whole world. Miles and miles of pines ! And in
eve^ mile they grew larger and ruggeder and
farther apart, and so high that I could hardly see
the tips. After a time I got out of the almost level
forest mto ground ridged and hollowed, and found

¥>



LOST IN THE FOREST
tt advinble to tun. more to the right. On the.unny southern slope, I saw trees tha? dwarfed the

found many smaU p,„es and seedlings growing in

value of the sun to a forest. Though I kept a

"Jg
except some black squirrels with white tails.

TheK.were beautiful and veo- tame, and one was

Id fl."'
"*"' ' """^"'''^ ""« have been aseed from a pine-cone.

f,/'r'"''^
'
''^r*^'^

*" ' «P«d » moving speck
far down through the fore« glades. IstoppfdHal,
and, watchmg closely, soon made certain of it!
llien It became lost for a time, but reappearedagam somewhat closer. It was like a brown blur

ri.h/"ir^-'"°™''- '
"^"'^ ""' ""»« to Ae

tight. Not for quite a while did I see the thing

that I took up my Winchester. Th™ it disap-
peared once more. ^

I defended into a hoUow, and tying Hal, I stolefonvard on foot, hoping by that mean! to g« ctee
to the strange object without being seen myself.

I waited behmd a pine, and suddenly threeho«emen rode ao-oss a glade not two hundred
J^rd^away. TT,e foremost rider was no other than
the Mexican whom 1 had reason to remember.

1 he huge trunk amply concealed me, but, never-
41
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Acless, I crouched down. How «range that I
should run into that Mexican again! Where was
he going? Had he foUowed me? Was there a
trail r

As long as the three men were in sight I watched
them. When the last brown speck had flitted and
disappeared far away in the forest I retraced my
steps to my mustang, pondering upon this new
turn in my affairs.

""niings are bound to happen to me," I con-
cluded, and I may as well make up my mind to

While standing beside Hal, undecided as to my
next move, I heard a whistle. It was faint, per-
haps miles away, ytt unmistakably it was the
whistle of an engine. I wondered if the railroad
turned round this side of the peaks. Mounting
Hal, I rode down the forest to the point where I
had seen the men, and there came upon a trail
1 proceeded along this in the direction the men
had taken. I had come again to the slow-risine
level that I had noted earlier in my morning's
journey. After several miles a light or opening in
tfie forest ahead caused me to use more caution.
As I rode forward I saw a vast area of tree-tops

fo^t-hiu"^'
^ ^**""*^ myself on the edge of a

Right under me was a wide, yellow, bare spot,
mUes across, a horrible slash in the green forest,

4a
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«ack^n?r "if"*'"
''^"' surrounded bj stacks on

•tacks of lumber, was a great sawmill.

P.n^^'f^"
utter amazement. A sawmill on

lumber trailed awaj into the forest.
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1^7 t"T'\^ l^^*^ ^""'^ *« Mexican.
* TTien I thought that if EHck were there the
Mexican would be likely to have troubles of his

fiTter
""'""^^'^^ ^'*^'« reputation as a

_But suppose I did not find Dick at the sawmill ?T^s part of the forest was probably owned by
private individuals, for I couldn't imapne Govern-ment timber being cut in this fashion. So I tiedHal and the pony amidst a thick clump of young
pmes, and, leavmg all my outfit except my revolver!
I struck out across the slash.
No second glance was needed to tell that tlielumbenng here was careless and without thought

for the future. It had been a cLan cut, and what

rn. I, J f f ^"^ ^'^""P^ ^« «»^ ^^^ beencmshed by the droppii., and hauhng of the large

IZ^ ^'^^^^"^P*^^^'*^! about three feet high,and that meant the waste ofmany thousands offeet

tru^K I!'?
''• ^^y "^^ ^"^S'^^ unbranched

trunks had been used. The tops of the pines had
44
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h^rAlTf
°^ P^"Vr»» «o powerful that I couldhardly breathe Fire must inevitably complete

th^s^wo^^^^^^^

Presently the trail crossed a railroad track which
appeared to have been hastily constructed. Swing-
ing along at a rapid step on the ties I soon reached

nave walked half a mile between two yellow walls.Then I entered the lumber-camp
It was even worse-looking than the slash. Rows

IJZ^Tu '

*'"'' °^ '*^""">' log-cabins, and many
flat-board houses, clustered around an immense

hour, for the m.ll was not running, and many roughmen were loungmg about smoking pipes. At thedoor of the first shack stood a fat' Lnd-fled
n-.gro weanng a long, dirty apron.

Is Dick Leslie here ?" I asked.

hin!^"f""°r^^''«o
"°"^" *'" y''> ^"^ I 'speckshim herephed. "Be you the young gent Dick's

lookin'fer from down East?"
"Yes."

"Come right in, sonny, come right in an' eat.Dick alius eats with me, an' he has spoke often
bout you." He led me in, and seated me at abench where several men were eating. They were
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THE YOUNG FORESTER
brawny fellows, clad in overalls and undenhirts,
and one, who spoke pleasantly to me, had sawdust
on his bare arms and even in his hair. The cook
set before me a bowl of soup, a plate of beans, pot-
roast, and coffee, all of which I auackec, ^th a
good appetite. Presently the men finished their
meal and went outside, leaving raz alone with the
cook.

"Many men on this job ?" I asked.
"More'n a thousand. Buell's runnin' two

shifts, day an' jght."
" Buell ? Does he own this land ?"

"No. He's only the agent of a 'Frisco lumber
a)mp..,i>, an* the land belongs to the Government.
Buell's sure slashin' the lumber off, though. Two
freight-trains of lumber out every day."

"Is this Penetier Forest ?" I queried, carelessly,
but I had begun to think hard.
"Sure."

I wanted to ask questions, but thought it wiser to
wait. I knew enough already to make out that I
had come upon the scene of a gigantic lumber
steal. Buell's strange manner on the train, at the
station, and his eagerness to hurry me out of
Holston now needed no more explanation. I be-
gan to think the worst of him.
"Did you see a Mexican come into camp?" I

inquired of the negro.

"Sure. Greaser got here this mornin'."

46
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THE SATMfLL
"He tried to rob me in Holston."
" Tain't nothin' new fer Greaser. He's a thief

but I never heerd of him holdin' anybody up No
nerve 'cept to knife a feller in the back "

"What 'II I do if I meet him here?"
"Slam him one! You're a strappin' big lad

fcjiam him one, an' flash your gun on him.
Oreaser s a coward. I seen a young feller he'd
cheated make him crawl. Anyway, it '11 be all day
with him when Dick finds out he tried to rob youAn say, stranger, if a feller stays sober, this camp's
safe enough m daytime, but at night, drunk or
sober, it s a tough place."

Before I had finished eating a shrill whistle from
the sawmill called the hands to work; soon it was
followed by the rumble of machinery and the sharp
singing of a saw.

*^

I set out to see the lumber-camp, and although
I stepped forth boldly, the truth was that with allmy love for the Wild West I would have liked to be
at home. But here I was, and I determined not tc-
show the white feather.

I passed a row of cook-shacks like the one I
had been in, and several stores and saloons. The
lumber-camp was a little town. A rambling log-
cabin attracted me by reason of the shaggy mus-
tangs standing before it and the sounds of mirth
withm. A peep showed me a room with a long
bar, where men and boys were drinking. I heard
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the rattle of dice and the dink of silver. Seeing
the place was crowded, I thought I might find Dick
there, so I stepped inside. My entrance was un*
noticed, so far as I could tell; in fact, there seemed
no reason why it should be otherwise, for, being
roughly dressed, I did not look very different from
the many young fellows there. I scanned all the
faces, but did not see Dick's, nor, for that matter,
the Mexican's. Both disappointed and relieved,
I turned away, for the picture of low dissipation
was not attractive.

The hum of the great sawmill drew me like a
magnet. I went out to the lumber-yard at the back
of the mill, where a trestle slanted down to a pond
full of logs. A train loaded with pines had just
pulled in, and dozens of men were rolling logs off
the flat-cars into a canal. At stations along the
canal stood others pike-poling the logs toward the
trestle, where an endless chain caught them with
sharp claws and hauled them up. Half-way from
the ground they were washed clean by a circle of
water-spouts.

I walked up the trestle and into the mill. The
noise almost deafened me. High above all other
sounds rose the piercing song of the saw, and the
short intervals when it was not cutting were filled

with a thunderous crash that jarred the whole
building. After a few confused glances I got
the working order into my head, and found my-
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•^ in the most ,nter«ti„g place I had ever

As the stream of logs came up into the mill the
first log was shunted off the chain upon a carria«

uke the log up to the saw, and the other to run itb^ for another cut. The run back was veA

from below and turned the log over as easily as tf

and crash On th, first cut the long strip of bark

Z' '"it' 't n' ""'S^'"" five\ttle'ci2.t

^™ Then the five pieces sUpped out of sight

«aooned near the huge band-saw made signs to*«e on d,e carriage, and I saw that they g„?fromhun directions whether to cut the log inilimbere

mg the saw went straight down the middle of the

another direction. Men and boys were everv
where, each with a lever in hand. There was Ztthe shghtest cessation of the work. And a logforty feet long and six feet thick, which had «,kenhundr«ls ofyears to grow, was cu, up in jus, four

,hP/
P'''<».,f«dnated me. I had not dreamedAat a sawm:ll could be brought to such a pitch ofmechanical perfection, and I wondered h^ loM
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the timber would last at that rate of cutting. The
movement and din tired me, and I went outside
upon a long platform. Here workmen caught the
planks and boards as they came out, and loaded
them upon trucks which were wheeled away. This
platform was a world in itself. It sent arms every-
where among the piles of lumber, and once or
twice I was as much lost as I had been up in the
forest.

While turning into oqe of these byways I came
suddenly upon Buell and another man. They
were standing near a little house of weather-strips,
evidently an office, and were in their shirt-sleeves.
They iiad not seen or heard me. I dodged behind
a pile of planks, intending to slip back the way I
had come. Before I could move Bueirs voice
rooted me to the spot.

"His name's Ward. Tall, well-set lad. I put
Greaser after him the other night, hopin' to scare
him back East. But nix!"

"Well, he's here now—to study forestry! Ha!
ha!" said the other.

"You're sure the boy you mean is the one I
mean ?"

"Greaser told me so. And this boy is Leslie's
friend."

'

"That's the worst of it," replied Buell, impa-
tiently. " I've got Leslie fixed as far as this lumber
deal is concerned, but he won't stand for any more.
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THE SAWMILL
He wa, harder «, fa d,a„ a,c other ranger^ „•he s grouchy now. I'm afraid of him."

* ^
••WW T •

*;"* '" *" I"}- 8« here."

• u o ^
°"'.

'
•"«' " P'^'ent «• I put Greaserwith Bud an' Bill on hi. thiil. Th.yZi^^Z

hun, an' now here he turns up."
""tnnd

"Maybe he can be fixed."

from^m/ ^^\'7^'"'''^' ^ ""''i "ke that

^T^J^^^i"'"'^^*- He'" queer mydeal u, a minute If he gets wise. Mind you I'm

one off I II qu.ti all I want is a Uttle more time

^•'L i" *M''f
*''' ""' *« '" »-« "«br

Buell, I wouldn't want to be near Penetier when

2^^
j.^t that fi„. This forest will

^^"'^^

"It's a whole lot I care then. Let her bum.
i-et the Government put out the fire. Now. what's
to be dcnj about this boy '" "".wnata

be'iLS"''^'''^.!"
'""'"'"«• Maybe he can

Zr^ •,.^^r'~
""" » •>* fo'^ters can't ben<*. FaJjng that-you say he's a kid who wantsto hunt and shoot-get some one ro take him up ontne mountain. ^

fhef^K^'-' K
'°'^'°"-

.
™' >'°""g Ward will see

the timber is bem' cut clean. If it was only a little
patch I wouldn't mind. But this slash an' th !
mill! He'll know. More'n thaThettrL^^L
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about the Mexican. Dick's no fool. We're up
against it"

"It's risky, Buell. You remember the ranger
up in Oregon."

"Then we are to fall down on this deal all be-

cause of a fresh tenderfoot kid ?" demanded Buell.

"Not so loud. . . . We'll not fall down. But
caution—use caution. You made a mistake in

trusting so much to the Greaser."

"I know, an* I'm afraid of Leslie. An' that
other fire-ranger, Jim Williams, he's a Texan, an'

a bad man. The two of them could about trim
up this camp. They'll both fight for the boy; uke
that from me."
"We are sure up against it. Think now, and

think quick."

"First, I'll try to fix the boy. If that won't
wcM*k . , . we'll kidnap him. Then we'll take no
diances with Leslie. There's a cool two hundred
an* fifty thousand in this deal for us, an' we're
goin* to get it."

With that Buell went into his ofiice and closed

the door; the other man, Stockton, walked briskly

down the platform. I could not resist peeping
from my hiding-place as he passed. He was tall

and had a red beard, which would enable me to

reo^nize him if we met.

I waited there for some little time. Then I saw
that by squeezing between two piles of lumber I

'mi?^:m^^m
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could reach the other side of the platform. When
I reached the railing I climbed over, and, with the
help of braces and posts, soon got to where I could
drop down. Once on the ground I ran along un-
der the platform until I saw a lane that led to the
street. My one thought was to reach the cabin
where the negro cook stayed and ask him if Dick
Leslie had come to camp. If he had not arrived,
then I mtended to make a bee-line for my mustang.



VI

DICK LESLIE, RANGER

WHICH end of the street I entered I had no
idea. The cabins were all alike, and in my

hurry I would have passed the cook's shack had
It not been for the sight of a man standing in the
door. That stalwart figure I would have known
anywhere.

"Dickl" I cried, rushing at him.

What Dick's welcome was I did not hear, but
judging from the grip he put on my shoulders and
then on my hands, he was glad to see me.
"Ken, blessed if I'd have known you," he said,

shoving me back at arm's-length. "Let's have a
look at you. . . . Grown! Say, but you're a
husky lad!"

While he was looking at me I returned the
scrutiny with interest. Dick had always been big,

but now he seemed wider and heavier. Among
these bronzed Westerners he appeared pale, but
that was only on account of his fair skin.

"Ken, didn't you get my letter—the one telling

you not to come West yet a while ?"
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••No." I replied, blankly. "The Ia« one I gotwas m May-about the middle. I have i,^me. You cenainly asked me „ come .hen .

utct, don t you want me—now?"

he ,hlL!I 7" *"T '"""' *«'' """"fortable;

5^t "f u"*^
°"' ^"^ '° ''»°*'^. ""d a cloud^rkened h,s brow. But hi, blue eyes bumed

--U-f^H'
'*" ^'*'' '*;.''" J"""'" •« «y. »n>estly.

It
«
like getting a glimpse of home. But I wroteyou not to come Conditions have changed-

there s something doing here—I'll—

"

"You needn't explain, Dick," I replied, gravely.
I know. Buell and-" I waved my h;nd fromthe sawmill to the encirding slash
Dick's face turned a fieiy red. I believed thatwas the only time Dick Leslie ever failed to lo^ka fellow m the eye.

"Ken!
. . .

You're on," he said, recovering his

here s Jim Williams, my pardner."
A clinking of spurs accompanied a soft step.

.« r""'
u f '.^? ^"^' ^^ ^^^ P^'-^J^er I used

to have back m the States," said Dick. "Kenyou know Jim."
'

d/IT/ ^"'"^ '"^^*"« ^>^ ^^^« ''' ^«* ^h«
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"Ken, I shore am glad to see yu," drawled Jim,
giving my hand a squeeze that I thought must
break every bone in it.

Though Jim Williams had never been described

to me, my first sight of him fitted my own ideas.

He was tall and spare; his weather-beaten face

seemed set like a dark mask; only his eyes moved,
and they had a quivering alertness and a brilliancy

that made them hard to look into. He wore a
wide sombrero, a blue flannel shirt with a double

row of big buttons, overalls, top-boots with very

high heels, and long spurs. A heavy revolver

swung at his hip, and if I had not already known
that Jim Williams had fought Indians and killed

bad men, I should still have seen something that

awed me in the look of him.

I certainly felt proud to be standing with those

two rangers, and for the moment Buell and all his

crew could not have daunted me.

"Hello! what's this?" inquired Dick, throwing

back my coat; and, catching sight of my revolver,

he ejaculated: "Ken Ward I"

"Wal, Ken, if yu-all ain't packin' a gun!" said

Jim, in his slow, careless drawl. "Dick, he
shore is!"

It was now my turn to blush.

"Yes, I've got a gun," I replied, "and I ought

to have had ii the other night."

"How so?** inquired Dick, quickly.
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It did not uke me long to relate the incident of

the Mexican.

Dick looked like a thunder - cloud, but Jim
swayed and shook with laughter.
"Yu knocked him off the roof? Wal, thet shore

IS dee-hghtful. It shore is!"

"Yes; and, Dick," I went on, breathlessly, "the
Greaser followed me, and if I hadn't missed the
trail, I don't know what would have happened
Anyway, he got here first."

"The Greaser trailed you?" interrupted Dick,
sharply.

When I replied he glanced keenly at me. "How
do you know ?"

^
"I suspected it when I saw him with two menm the forest. But now I know it."

"How?"
"I heard Buell tell Stockton he had put the

Greaser on my trail."

" Buell—Stockton I" exclaimed Dick. "What 'd
they have to do with the Greaser ?"

"I met Bueli on the train. I told him I had
come West to study forestry . Buell's afraid I'll

find out about this lumber steal, and he wants to
shut my mouth."
Dick looked from me to Jim, and Jim slowly

straightened his tall form. For a moment neither
spoke. Dick's white face caused me to look away
from him. Jim put a hand on my arm.
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"Ken, yu shore was lucky; yu shore was/*
"I guess he doesn't know how lucky," added

Dick, somewhat huskily. "Come on, we'll look
up the Mexican."

"It shore is funny how bad I want to see thet
Greaser."

Dick's hard look and tone were threatening
enough, yet they did not affect me so much as the
easy, gay manner of the Texan. Little cold quiv-
ers ran over me, and mv knees knocked together.

For the moment my animosity toward the Mexican
vanished, and with it the old hunger to be in the
thick of Wild Western life. I was afraid that I was
going to see a man killed without being able to lift

a hand to prevent it.

TTie rangers marched me between them down
the street and into the comer saloon. Dick held
me half behind him with his left hand while Jim
sauntered ahead. Strangest of all the things that
had happened was the sudden silencing of the
noisy crowd.

The Mexican was not there. His companions.
Bud and Bill, as Buell had called them, were sitting

at a table, and as Jim Williams walked into the
centre of the room they slowly and gradually rose
to their feet. One was a swarthy man with evil

eyes and a scar on his cheek; the other had a brick-
red face and a sandy mustache with a vidous curi.

Neither seemed to be afraid, only cautions.
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"We're all lookin' for thct Greaser friend of

youm," drawled Jim. "I shore want tu see him
bad.

'

"He's gone, Williams," replied one. "Was in
somethin' of a rustle, an' didn't leave no word."
"Wal, I reckon he's all we're lookin' for this

pertickler minnit."

Jim spoke in a soft, drawling voice, and his al-
most expressionless tone seemed to indicate pleas-
ant indifference; still, no one could have been mis-
led by It, for the long, steady gaze he gave the
men and his cool presence that held the room
quiet meant something vastly different. No reply
was offered. Bud and Bill sat down, evidently to
resume their card-playing. The uneasy silence
broke to a laugh, then to subdued voices, and

f"*"y ^^ chatter and hum began again. Dick
led me outside, where we were soon joined by Jim.
"He's holed up," suggested Dick.
"Shore. I don't take no stock in his hittin' the

trail. He's layin' low."
"Let's look around a bit, anyhow."
Dick took me back to the cook's cabin and, bid-

ding me remain inside, strode away. I heard foot-
steps so soon after his departure that I made cer-
tain he had returned, but the burly form which
blocked the light in the cabin door was not Dick's.
1 was astounded to recognize Buell.

"Hello!" he said, in his blustering voice.
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«<iHeard you had reached camp, an' have been
huntin' you up."

I greeted him pleasantly enough— more from
surprise than from a desire to mislead him. It
seemed to me then that a child could have read
Buell. He had an air of suppressed excitement;
there was a glow on his face and a kind of daring
flash in his eyes. He seemed too eager, too glad to
see me.

^^

" I've got a good job for you," he went on, glibly.

"Jest what you want, an' you're jest what I need.
Come into my office an' help me. There'll be
plenty ofoutside work—measurin' lumber, markin'
trees, an' such."

"Why, Mr. Buell—I—you see, Dick—he might
not
—

"

I hesitated, not knowing how to proceed. But
at my hairing speech Buell became even more
smiling and voluble.

"Dick? Oh, Dick an' I stand all right; take
thet from me. Dick '11 agree to what I want. I
need a young feller bad. Money's no object.
You're a bright youngster. You'll look out for
my interests. Here!" He pulled out a large wad
of greenbacks, and then spoke in a lower voice.
"You understand that money cuts no ice 'round
this camp. We've a big deal. We need a smart
young feller. There's always some little irregu-
lariries about these big timber deals out West.
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But you'll wear blinkers, an' make some money
while you re studym' forestry. Sec

>"

"Irregularities ? What kind of irregularities ?"
l-or the life of me I could not keep a little scorn

out of my question. Buell slowly put the bills in
his pocket while his eyes se.i relied mine. I could
not control my rising temper.
"You mean you want to hx irse r"
He made no answer, and his face afifered
You mean you want to buy my silence, shut my

mouth about this lumber steal ?"

He drew in his breath audibly, yet stil! he did
not speak. Either he was dull of comprehension
or else he was astonished beyond words. I knew
I was mad to goad him like that, but I could not
help ,t. I grew hot with anger, and the more
clearly I realized that he had believed he could

«V """
Tl o

^'"^ "'*"*>' *^ '»°«^'' I got.
You told Stockton you were leary of Washing-

ton, and were afraid I'd queer your big deal
Well, Mr. Buell, that's c^actly'what rm^ng'todo—queer it!'*

6 6 »"

He went black in the face, and, cursing horribly,
grasped me by the arm. I struggled, but I could
not loose that iron hand. Suddenly I felt a violent
wrench that fr^d me. Then I saw Dick swing
back his shoulder and shoot out his arm. He
knocked Buell clear across the room, and when theman feU I thought the cabin was coming down in
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the crash. He appeared stunned, for he groped
about with his hands, found a chair, and, using it

as a support, rose to his feet, swaying unsteadily.
"Leslie, I'll get you for this—take it from me,"

he muttered.

Dick's lips were tight, and he watched Buell with
flaming eyes. The lumberman lurched out of
the door, and we heard him cursing after he had
disappeared. Then Dick looked at me with no
little disapproval.

"What did you say to niake Buell wild like that .?"

I told Dick, word for word. First he looked
dumfounded, then angry, and he ended up with
a grim laugh.

"Ken, you're sure bent on starting so : • Jiing,
as Jim would say. You've started it all right.
And Jim '11 love you for it. But I'm responsible
to your mother. Ken, I remember your mother
—and you're going back home."

"Dick!"

"You're going back home as fast as I can get
you to Holston and put you on a train, that's all."

"I won't go!" I cried.

Without any more words Dick led me down the
street to a rude corral; here he rapidly saddled and
packed his horses. The only time he spoke was
when he asked me where I had tied my mustangs.
Soon we were hurrying out through the slash tow-
ard the forest. Dick's troubled face kept down
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my ««:ntment, but my heart grew like lead. What

seemed more tharjcorbe^^
d-ppomtment

good-night, and I lay there watch.'ncr tlJ « -i j

mg to the wmd. Graduaiiy the bitten^e.. seemed» go away; my body relaxed and sank inHesott, fragrant pme-needles; the Meat .hJl
trees mixed with the surrounding dafkT4 m2

he3d":::S'
"""^ ""'" ^^ ** s™*- -"r.-
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As the hollow was carpeted with thick grass our
horses had not strayed. I noticed that here the
larger trees had been cut, and the forest resembled
a fine park. In the sunny patches seedlings were
sprouting, many little bushy pines were growing,
and the saplings had sufficient room and light to

prosper. I commented to Dick upon the difference
between this part of Penetier and the hideous
slash we had left.

"There were a couple of Government markers
went through here and marked the timber to be
cut," said Dick.

"Was the timber cut in the mill I saw ?"

"No. Buell's just run up that mill. The old
one is out here a ways, nearer Holston."

"Is it possible, Dick, that any of those loggers
back there don't know the Government is being
defrauded ?"

"Ken, hardly any of them know it, and they
wouldn't care if they did. You see, this forest-

preserve business is new out here. Formerly the
lumbermen bought so much land and cut over it

—

skinned it. Two years ago, when the National
Forests were laid out, the lumbering men—that is,

the loggers, sawmill hands, and so on—found they
did not get as much employment as formerly. So
generally they're sore on the National Forest idea.'*

"But, Dick, if they understand the idea of forw

estiy they'd never oppose it."
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**i

«lf. I can fight fir«^that's my business; but thL

will take to forestry. There've been some shadvdeals all over the West because of it. BueH, now

ftom the Government, and had the markers comem to mark the cut; then after they were gonHerush«l_up a mill and clapped L a tfould

"And the rangers stand for it ? Where '11 theiVjobs be when the Government finds out r
1 was agamst it from the start. So was Km

pamcularly. But the other rangers persuaTed us"'u began to dawn upon me that Dick LmII-
n..ght, after all, turn ouVto be good so^lfn wh 1to plant some seeds of forest,y^ J said no m^Aen, as we were busy packing for d,e start, b«when we had mounted I began to talk. I told himall I had earned about trees, how I loved themand how I had determined to devote my iJeTotheir study, care, and development. As le r^e

ZjZt:'^'
-d-preading pines I il.ustr :fdmy remarks by every example I could possibly use

c?meTd ,V
^"^ '\"""' ''"'"^«''' Dii bt

aZ; r/ L ' 'P""""* "« ""• P"haps I ex.a^erated, but my conscience never pricked me.Hebegan to ask questions.
We reached a spring at midday, and haW O,,
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a rest. I kept on pleading, and presently I dis>

covered, to my joy, that I had made a strong im-
pression upon Dick. It seemed a strange thing
for me to be trying to explain forestry to a forest

ranger, but so it was.

"Ken, it's all news to me. I've been on Pene-
tier about a year, and I never heard a word of

what you've been telling me. My duties have
been the practical ones that any woodsman knows.

Jim and the other rangers—^why, they don't know
any more than I. It's a great thing, and I've

queered my chance with the Government."
"No, you haven't—^neither has Jim—not if

you'll be straight from now on. You can't keep
faith with Buell. He tried to kidnap me. That
lets you out. We'll spoil Buell 's little deal and
save Penetier. A letter to father will do it. He has

friends in the Forestry Department at Washing-
ton. Dick, what do you say ? It's not too late!"

The dark shade lifted from the ranger's face, and

he looked at me with the smile of the old fishing

days.

"Say? I say yes!" he exclaimed, in ringing

voice. "Ken, you've made a man of mel"



VII

BACK TO HOLSTXHf

COON we were out of the forest, and riding
«^ across the sage-flat with Holston in sight.
Both of us avoided the unpleasant subject of my
enforced home-going. Evidently Dick felt cut up
about it, and it caused me such a pang that I
drove it from my mind. Toward the end of our
ride Dick began again to talk of forestry.

"Ken, it's mighty interesting—all this you've
said about trees. Some of the things are so simple
that I wonder I didn't hit on them long ago; in fact,
I knew a lot of what you might call forestry, but the
scientific ideas—they stump me. Now, what you
said about a pine-tree cleaning itself—come back
at me with that."

"J^^^' *^^''^ """P*^ enough, Dick," I answered.
Now, say here we have a clump of pine saplings.

They stand pretty close—close enough to make
dense shade, but not too crowded. The shade has
prevented the lower branches from produdng
leaves. As a consequence these branches die.
Then they dry, rot, and fall off, so when the
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trees mature they are dean-shafted. They have

fine, clear trunks. They have cleaned themselves,

and so make the best of lumber, free from knots."

So our talk went on. Once in town I was im-

patient to write to my father, for we had decided

that we would not telegraph. Leaving our horses

in Cless's corrall, we went to the hotel and pro-

ceeded to compose the letter. This turned out

more of a task than we had bargained for. But
we got it finished at last, not forgetting to put in a

word for Jim Williams, aiid then we both signed it.

"There !" I cried .

** Dick, something will be do-

ing round Holston before many days."

"That's no joke, you can bet," replied Dick,

wiping his face. "Ken, it's made me sweat just

to see that letter start East. Buell is a tough sort,

and he'll n>' c trouble. Well, he wants to steer

clear of J'.ni m d me."

After that we fell silent, and walked slowly back

toward Cless's corral. Dick's lips were closed

tight, and he did not look at me. Evidently he did

not intend to actually put me aboard a train, and

the time for parting had come. He watered his

horses at the trough, and fussed over his pack and

fumbled with his saddle-girths. It looked to me
as dKHigh he had not the courage to say good-

bye.

" Ken, it didn't look so bad—so mean till now,"

he said. "I'm all broken up. . . . To get you
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wav out hcrel-Oh! what's the use ? I'm mighty
sorry. . . . Good-bye—maybe—

"

He broke off suddenly, and, wringing my hand,
he vaulted mto the saddle. He growled at his
pack-pony, and drove him out ofthe corral. Then
he set ofF at a steady trot down the street toward
the open country.

It came to me in a flash, as I saw him riding
farther and farther away, that the reason my heait
was not broken was because I did not intend to
go home. Dick had taken it for granted that I
would board the next train for the East. But I
was not going to do anything of the sort. To my
amaze I found my mind made up on that score.
1 had no definite plan, but I was determined to en-
dure almost anything rather than give up my mus-
tang and outfit.

^

"It's shift for myself now," I thought, soberly.
1 guess I can make good I'm going back

to Peneder." ^ ^

Even in the moment of impulse I knew how
foolish this would be. But I could not help it.

That forest had bewitched me. I meant to go
back to it.

"I'll stay away from the sawmill," I meditated,
growing lighter of heart every minute. "

I'll ket«
out of sight of the lumbermen. I'll go higher up
on the mountain, and hunt, and study the trees,
. . . rU do it."
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Whereupon I marched ofF at once to a store and

bought the supply of provisions that Buell had de-

cided against when he helped me with my outfit.

This addition mad packing the pony more of a

problem than ever, but I contrived to get it all on

to my satisfaction. It was nearing sunset when I

rode out of Holston this second time. The sage-

flat was bare and gray. Dick had long since

reached the pines, and would probably make camp

at the spring where we had stopped for lunch. I

certainly did not want to catch up with him, but

as there was small chance of that, it caused me no

concern.

Shortly after sunset twilight fell, and it was

night when I reached the first pine-trees. Still,

as the trail was easily to be seen, I kept on, for I

did not want to camp without water. The forest

was very dark, in some places like a huge black

tent, and I had not ridden far when the old fear of

night, the fancy of things out tliere in the darkness,

once more possessed me. It made me angry.

Why could I not have the same confidence that I

had in the daytime? It was impossible. The

forest was full of moving shadows When the

wind came up to roar in the pine-tips it was a re-

lief because it broke the silence.

I began to doubt whether I could be sure of

locating the spring, and I finally decided to make

camp at once. I stopped Hal, and had swung my
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1^ over the pommel when I saw a faint glimmer
of hght far ahead. It twinkled like a star, but was
not white and cold enough for a star.

"That's Dick's camp-fire," I said. "I'll have
to stop here. Maybe I'm too close now."

I pondered the question. The blaze was a long
way off, and i concluded I could risk camping on
the spot, provided I did not make a fire. Accord-
ingly I dismounted, and was searching for a suit-
able place when I happened to think that the camp-
fire might not be Dick's, after all. Perhaps Buell
had sent the Mexican with Bud and Bill on my
trail again. This would not do. But I did not
want to go back or "turn ofl^the trail.

"I'll slip up and see who it is," I decided.
The idea pleased me; however, 1 did not yield

to It without further consideration. I had a clear
sense of responsibility. I knew that from now on
I should be called upon to reason out many ner-
plexmg things. I did not want to make any mis-
takes. So I tied Hal and the pack-pony to a bush
fnnging the trail, and set oflF through the forest.

It dawned upon me presently that the camp-fire
was much farther away than it appeared. Often
It went out of sight behind trees. By degrees it
grew larger and larger. Then I slowed down and
approached more cautiously. Once when the
trees obscured it I travelled some distance without
getting a good view of it. Passing down into a
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little holloa I lost it again. When I climbed out I

hauled up short with a sharp catch of my breath.

There were several figures moving around the

camp-fire. I had stumbled on a camp that surely

was not Dick Leslie's.

The ground was as soft as velvet, and my foot-

steps gave forth no sound. When the wind lulled

I paused behind a tree and waited for another gusty
roar. I kept very close to the trail, for that was the

only means by which I could return to my horses.

I felt the skin tighten on my f'»ce. Suddenly, as I

paused, I heard angry voices, pitched high. But
I could not make out the words.

Curiosity got the better of me. If the men were
hired by Buell I wanted to know what they were
quarrelling about. I stole stealthily from tree to

tree, and another hollow opened beneath me. It

was so wide and the pines so overshadowed it that

I could not tell how close the opposite side might
be to the camp-fire. I slipped down along the

edge of the trail. The blaze disappeared. Only
a faint arc of light showed through the gloom.

I peered keenly into the blackness. At length I

reached the slope. Here I dropped to my hands
and knees.

It was a long crawl to the top. Reaching it, I

cautiously peeped over. There were trees hiding

the fire. But it was close. I heard the voices of

I backed down the slope, crossed the trail,

/

men.
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BACK TO HOLSTON
tnd came up on the other side. Pines grew thickon th,s level and I stole silently from fne to an-
other. Fmally I reached the black trunk of a ^^close to the camp-fire.

For a moment I lay low. I did not seem ex-a«ly afra,d, but I was all tense and hard,Tnd myheart drummed m my ears. There was somc^^mgtickhsh about this scouting. Then I pee^d

M^icaf
'"*

S"^'
'° ""^ excitement to recognize theMexican He sat near the fire smoking a ciea-

wTs^Bill F.
"" T' ""'^"^ '"^"' °"« 'f -^o'nwas Bill. Facmg them sat a man with his back toasmallsaphng. He was tied with a lasso.

hmd the tree, where I lay stunned and bewildered—for that man was Dick Leslie.

im^i
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VIII

THE LUMBERMEN

FOR a full moment I just lay still, hugging the

ground, and I did not seem to think at all.

Voices loud in anger rpused me. Raising myself,

I guardedly looked from behind the tree.

One of the lumbermen threw brush on the fire,

making it blaze brightly. He was tall and had a

red beard. I recognized Stockton, Buell's right

hand in the lumber deal.

"Leslie, you're a liar!" he said.

Dick's eyes glinted from his pale face.

"Yes, that's your speed, Stockton," he retorted.

**You bring your thugs into my camp pretending

to be friendly. You grab a fellow behind his back,

tie him up, and then call him a liar. Wait, you
timber shark!"

"You're lying about that kid, Ward," declared

the other. "You sent him back East, that's what.

He'll have the whole forest service down here.

Buell will be wild. Oh, he won't do a thing when
he learns Ward has given us the slip!"

I tell you. Ken Ward gave me the slip," replied
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THE LUMBERMEN
^ck. «ril admit I meant to see him safe in
Holston. But he wouldn't go. He ran off fromme nght here m this forest."

What could have been Dick's object in telling
such a he? It made me wonder. Perhaps these
lumbermen were more dangerous than I had sup-
posed and Dick did not wish them to believe I
had left Penetier. Maybe he was playing for rime,
and did not want them to get alarmed and escape
before the officers came.
"Why did he run off?" asked Stockton.
"Because I meant to send him home, and he

didn t want to go. He's crazy to camp out, to hunt
and nde.

"If that's true, Leslie, there's been no word sent
to Washmgton."

"How could there be?"
"Well I've got to hold you anyway till we see

tJuell. His orders were to keep you and Ward
prisoners till this lumber deal is pulled off. We're
not going to be stopped now."

Leslie turned crimson, and strained on the lasso
that bound him to the sapling.

"Somebody is going to pay for this business!" he
declared, savagely. "You forget I'm an officer in
this forest."

"I'll hold you, Leslie, whatever comes of it,"
answered the lumberman. "I'd advise ycu to cool
down."
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"You and Buell have barked up the wrong tree,

mind that, Stockton. Jim Williams, my pardner,
is wise. He expects me back to-morrow."
"See hyar, Stockton," put in Bill, "you're new

in Arizona, an* I want to give you a hunch. If

Jim Williams hits this trail, you ain't goin' to be
well enough to care about any old lumber steal."

^^
"Jim '11 hit the trail all right," went on Dick.

"He's after Greaser. It *d go hard with you if

Jim happened to walk in now."
"I don't want to bu^k against Williams, that's

certain," replied Stockton. "I know his record.
But I'll take a chance—anyway, till Buell knows.
It's his game."

Dick made no answer, and sat there eying his
captors. There was little talk after this. Bud
threw a log on the fire. Stockton told the Mexican
to take a look at the horses. Greaser walked with-
in twenty feet ofwhere I lay, and I held my breath
while he passed. The others rolled in their blan-
kets. It was now so dark that I could not dis-

tinguish anything outside of the camp-fire circle.

But I heard Gfeaser's soft, shuffling footsteps as he
returned. Then his dark, slim figure made a
shadow between me and the light. He sat down
before the fire and began to roll a cigarette. He
did not seem sleepy.

A daring scheme flashed into my mind. I

would crawl into camp and free Dick. Not only
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would I outwit the lumber thieves, but also make
Dick thmk well of me. What would Jim Will-
iams say of a trick like that ? The thought of the
Texan banished what little hesitation I felt
Glancing round the bright circle, I made my plan-
It was to crawl far back into the darkness, go
around to the other side of the camp, and then slip
up behind Dick. Already his head was nodding
on his breast. It made me furious to see him sit-
ting so uncomfortably, sagging in the lasso.

I tried to beat down my excitement, but there
was a tingling all over me that would not subside.
But I soon saw that I might have a long wait.
The Mexican did not go to sleep, so I had time
to cool off.

The camp-fire gradually burned out, and the
white glow changed to red. One of the men
snored in a way that sounded like a wheezy whistle.
Coyotes howled in the woods, and the longer I lis-

tened to the long, strange howls the better I liked
them. The roar in the wind had died down to a

^ning. I thought of myself lying there, with
luy skin prickling and my eyes sharp on the dark-
ening forms. I thought of the nights I had spent
with Hal in the old woods at home. How full the
present seemed! My breast swelled, my hand
gripped my revolver, my eyes pierced the darkness,
and I would not have been anywhere else for the
world.
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Greaser smoked out his cigarette, and began to

nod. That \^ the signal for me. I crawled
noiselessly from the tree. When I found myself
gomg down into the hollow, I stopped and rose to
my feet. The forest was so pitchy black that I
could not tell the trees from the darkness. I
groped to the left, trying to circle. Once I snapped
a twig; It cracked like a pistol-shot, and my heart
stopped beating, then began to thump. But
Greaser never stirred as he sat in the waning light
At last I had half circled the camp.

After a short rest I started forward, slow and
stealthy as a creeping cat. When within fifty feet
of the fire I went down on all-fours and began to
crawl. Twice I got out of line. But at last
Dick's burly shoulders loomed up between me and
the light.

Then I halted. My breast seemed bursting, and
I panted so hard that I was in a terror lest I should
awaken some one. Again I thought ofwhat I was
doing, and fought desperately to gain my coolness
Now the only cover I had was Dick's broad

back, for the sapling to which he was tied wa?
small. I drew my hunting-knife.

One more wriggle brought me close to Dickp
with my face near his hands, which were bound
behind him. I slipped the blade under the lasso,
and cut it through.

Dick started as if he had received an electric
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shock. He threw back his head and uttered asudden exclamation.

Although I was almost paralyzed with fright I

•eet. 1 hen I grew dizzy, and my sight blurted. 1heard hoarse shouts and saw dark forms rising asfout of the earth. All was confusion. I wanted
to run, but could not get up. There was a wres-tlmg, whirhng mass in front ofme.
But this dimness of sight and weakness of bodyd^d not last I saw two men on the ground, withD.ck standmg over them. Stockton^as closing

hU h?7T "?• "'"'"'' *"" ™* something in

d ved f
•/::'' ?';'"'<' " *' fi«iight. stockto„

dived for Dick's legs and upset him. They wen-dowr, together, and the Mexican leaped on th7mwaving the bright thing high over his'^ead
'

both L""^ ,"? '"''• S"»P'"g t"'^ '^ri««'ithboth hands, I wrenched his arm with all my nnVhtSome one struck me over the head. I saw a miUhon- artmg pomts of light-then all went black.When I opened my eyes the sun was shining. I

hurt ternbly. Everything about me was hazy. Idid not know where I was. After a little I strug-gled «, s.t up, and with great difficulty managed IMy hands were tied. Then it all came back fo me.
79
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I

I HE!

Ml

Stockton stood before me holding a tin cup of

water toward my lips. My throat was parched,
and I drank. Stockton had a great bruise on his

forehead; his nostrils were crusted with blood, and
his shirt was half torn oiF.

"You're all right?" he said.

"Sure," I replied, which was not true.

I imagined that a look of relief came over his

face. Next I saw Bill nursing his eye, and bathing

It with a wet handkerchief. It was swollen shut,

puffed out to the size of a goose-egg, and blue as

indigo. Dick had certainly landed hard on Bill.

Then I turned round to see Dick sitting against the

little sapling, bound fast with a lasso. His clean

face did not look as if he had been in a fight; he
was smiling, yet there was anxiety in his eyes.

"Ken, now you've played hob," he said. It

was a reproach, but his look made me proud.

"Oh, Dick, if you hadn't called out!" I ex-

claimed.

"Darned if you're not right! But it was ? slick

job, and you'll tickle Jim to death. I was an old

woman. Butthatcold knife-blade made me jump."
I glanced round the camp for the Mexican and

Bud and the fifth man, but they were gone. Bill

varied his occupation of the moment by kneading
biscuit dough in a basin. Then there came such

a severe pain in my head that I went blind for a
little while.
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^ ",iy^^''' 'j"^ "^^"^^^ w«^ my head ? Who hitnier J cried.

"Bud slugged you with the butt of his pistol,"

r t ; ^u""!:
'^'"' ' "''"'' y" '""i "» from

l.e,ng k„.fcd by ,hc Greaser. You twisted his arm
half off. He cursed all nigh,. ... Ha! there h"comes now with your outfit."
Sure enough, the Mexican appeared on the trail

eading rny horses. I was so glad to see Hal thai
I forgot I was a prisoner. But Greaser's sullen faceand glittering eyes reminded me of it quickly
enough. I read treachery in his glance.
Bud rode into camp from the other direction, andhe brought a bunch of horses, two of which I

recognized as Dick's. The lumbermen set about
getting breakfast, and Stockton helped me to what
httle I could eat and drink. Now that I was
caught he did not appear at .,11 mean or harsh. Idid not shrink from him, and had the feeling thathe meant well by me.
The horses were saddled and bridled, and Dickand I, still Med, were bundled astride our mounts.

Ihe pack-ponies led the way, with Bill following-
I came next. Greaser rode behind me, and Dickwas between Bud and Stockton. So we travelled,
and no time was wasted. I noticed that the menkept a sharp lookout both to the fore and the rear.We branched off the main trail and took a steeper
one leading up the slope.

^
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We rode for hours. There were moments
when I reeled i my saddle, but for the greater

while I stood my pain and weariness well enough.
Some time in the afternoon a shrill whistle ahead
attracted my attention. 1 made out two horsemen
waiting on the trail.

"Huh! about time!" growled Bill. "Hyar's
Buell an' Herky-Jerky."

As we approached I saw Buell, and the fellow

with the queer name turned out to be no other than
the absent man I had b^en wondering about. He
had been dispatched to fetch the lumberman.

Buell was superbly mounted on a sleek bay, and
he looked very much the same jovial fellow I had
met on the train. He grinned at the disfigured

men.

"Take it from me, yau feiiers wouldn't look any
worse bunged up if you'd been jolted by the saw-
logs in my mill."

"We can't stand here to crack jokes," said

Stockton, sharply. "Some ranger might see us.

. . . Now what ?"

"You ketched the kid in time. That's all I

wanted. Tike him an' T,eslie up in one of the

canons an' keeo them there till further orders.

You needn't stj.y, Stockton, after you get them in

a safe place. An' you can send up grub."

Then he turned to me.

"You'll not be hurt if—"
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"Don't you sneak to me!" I burst out. It was
on my lips to ttJ him of the letter to Washington
but somehow I kept silent.

'

"Leslie," went on Buell, "I'll o^erlook your
hittm' me an' let you go if you'll give me yout
word to keep mum about this."

Dick did not speak, but looked at the lumber-
man with a dark gleam in his eyes.

''I'^^trf^
°"^ '*''"S. Buell," said Stockton.

Jim vViUiams is wise. You've got to look out for
nmi."

Buell's ruddy face blanched. Then, without
another word, he waved his hand toward the slope,
and, wheeling his .lorse, galloped down the trail.



IX

TAKEN INTO THE MOUNTAINS

ri

I

WE climbed to another level bench where we
branched off the trail. The forest still kept

its open, park-like character. Under the great

pines the ground was bare and brown with a thick

covering of pine-needles, but in the glades were
green grass and blue flowers.

Once across this level we encountered a steeper

ascent than any I had yet climbed. Here the
character of the forest began to change. There
were other trees than pines, and particularly one
kind, cone-shaped, symmetrical, and ight, which
Dick called a silver spruce. I was gldd it belonged
to the conifers, or pine-tree family, because it was
the most beautiful tree I had ever seen. We
climbed ridges and threaded through aspen
thickets in hollows till near sunset. Then Stockton
ordered a halt for camp.

It c:lme none too soon for me, and I was so ex-

hausted that I had to be helped off my mustang.
Stockton arranged my blankets, fed me, and bathed
the bruise on my head, but I was too weary and
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sick to be grateful o to care about anything cxc.pt
sleep E%en the fact that my hands were uncom-
fortably bound did not keep i e awake.
When some one called me next morning my eyes

did not want to stay open. J had a lazy feeling
and a dull ache in my boi. s, but the pain had gone
from my head. That made everything else seem
all right.

Soon we wr climbing again, and my in-
^rest m my surroundings grew as we went up
For a while we brushed through thicket? of scrub-
oak. The whole slope of the mountain was ridged
and hollowed, so that we were always going down
and climbing up. The pines and spruces grew
smaller, and were more rugged and gnarled.

"Hyar's the caiion!*' sang out Bill, pre.sently.
We came out on the edge of a deep h'

"

->w. It
was half a mile wide. I looked down i ing in-
cline of sharp tree-tips. The roar of water rose
from below, and in places a white rushing torrent
showed. Above loomed the snow-clad peak,
glistening in the morning sun. How wonderfully
far off and high it still was!
To my regret it was shut off from my sight as

we descended into the canon. However, I soon
forgot that. I saw a troop of coyotes, and many
black and white squirrels. From time to time
huge birds, almost as big as turkeys, crashed out
of the thickets and whirred away. They flew
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swift as pheasants, and I asked Dick what they

i'Si

I y

! i

were.
«
Blue grouse," he reph'ed. "Look sharp now,

Ken, there are deer ahead of us. See the tracks ?**

Looking doi^n I saw little, sharp-pointed, oval

tracks. Presently two foxes crossed an open patch

not fifty yards from us, but I did not get a glimpse

of the deer. Soon we reached the bottom of the

canon, and struck into another trail. The air was
full of the low roar of tumbling water. This

mountain-torrent was about twenty feet wide, but

its swiftness and foam 'made it impossible to tell

its depth. The trail led up-stream, and turned so

constantly that half the time Bill, the leader, was
not in sight. Once the sharp crack of his rifle

halted the train. ! heard crashings in the thicket.

Dick yelled for me to look up the slope, and there

I saw three gray deer with whitv^ tails raised. I

heard a strange, whistling sound.

On going forward we found that Bill had killed

a deer and was roping it on his pack-horse. As
we proceeded up the carion it grew narrower, and
soon we entered a veritable gorge. It was short,

but the floor was exceedingly rough, and made
hard going for the horses. Suddenly I was amazed
to see the gorge open out into a kind of amphi-

theatre several hundred feet across. The walls

were steep, and one side shelved out, making a

long, shallow cave. In the centre of this amphi-
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theatre was a deep hole from which the mountain
stream boiled and bubbled.

ri?^"J.^
^'^'" '^^*^ ^^"' ^"^ sw"ng out of his

saddle. The other men followed suit, and helped
Dick and me down. Stockton untied our hands,
saymg he reckoned we would be more comfortable
that way. Indeed we were. My wrists were
swollen and blistered. Stockton detailed th^
Mexican to keep guard over us.

**Ken, I've heard of this place," said Dick
How's that for a spring ? Twenty yards wide,

and no telling how deep! This is snow-water
straight from the peaks. We're not a thousand
feet below the snow-line."
" I can tell that. Look at those Jw^rt pines," I

replied, pointing up over the wall. A rugged slope
rose above our camp-site, and it was covered
with a tangled mass of stunted pines. Many
of them were twisted and misshapen; some were
half dead and bleached white at the tops. "It's
my first sight of such frees," I went on, "but I've
studied about them. Up here it's not lack of
moisture that stunti a^d retards their growth. It's
fighting the elements—cold, storm-winds, snow-
slides. I suppose not one in a thousand seedlings
takes root and survives. But the forest fights hard
to hve."

"Well, Ken, we may as well sit back now and
talk forestry till Buell skins all he wants of Pene-
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rier," said Dick. "It's really a fine camping-spot.
Plenty of deer up here—and bear, too."

"Dick, couldn't we escape?" I whispered.
"We're not likely to have a chance. But I say,

Ken, how did you happen to turn up ? I thought
you were going to hop on the first train for home."

"Dick, you had another think coming. I

couldn't go home. I'll have a great time yet—I'm
having it now."

"Yes, that lump on your head looks like it," re-

plied Dick, with a laugh. " If Bud hadn't put you
out we'd have come clpser to licking this bunch.
Ken, keep your eye on Greaser. He's treacherous.
His arm's lame yet."

" We've had two run-ins already," I said. "The
third time is the worst, they say. I hope it won't
come. . . . But, Dick, I'm as big—I'm bigger
than he is."

"Hear the kid talk! I certainly ought to have
put you on that train

—

"

"What train ?" asked Stockton, sharply, from
our rear. He took us in with suspicious eyes.

"I was telling Ken I ought to have put him on
a train for home," answered Dick.

Stockton let the remark pass without further
commeiit; still, he appeared to be doing some hard
thinking. He put Dick at one end of the long
cave, me at the other. Our bedding was unpacked
and placed at our disposal. We made our beds.
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After that I kept my eyes open and did not miss
anythmg.

"Leslie, Fm going to treat you and Ward
white, said Stockton. "You'll have good grub
Herky.Jerky's the best cook this side of Holsion,
and you'll be left untied in the daytime. But if
either of you attempts to get away it means a leg
shot off. Do you get that ?"

"All right, Stockton; that's pretty square of
you, considering," replied Dick. "You're a de-
cent sort of chap to be mixed up with a thief like
Buell. I'm sorry."

Stockton turned away at this rather abruptly.
Then Bill appeared on the wall above, and began
to throw down fire-wood. Bud returned from the
caiion, where he had driven the horses. Greaser
sat on a stone puffing a cigarette. It was the first
time I had taken a good look at him. He was
smaller than I had fancied; his feet and hands
and features resembled those of a woman, but
his eyes were live coals of black fire. In the day-
light I was not in the least afraid of him.
Herky-Jerky was the most interesting one of

our captors. He had a short, stocky figure, and
was the most bow-legged man I ever saw. Never
on earth could he have stopped a pig in a lane.
A stubby beard covered the lower half of his
brick-red face. The most striking thing about
Herky-Jerky, however, was his perpetual grin.
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He looked very jolly, yet every time he opened his

mouth it was to utter bad language. He cursed

the fire, the pans, the coffee, the biscuits, all of

which he handled most skilfully. It was dis-

gusting, and yet aside from this I rather liked him.

It grew dark very quickly while we were eating,

and the wind that dipped down into the gorge

was cold. I kept edging closer and closer to the

blazing camp-fire. I had never tasted venison

before, and rather disliked it at first. But I soon

cultivated a liking for it.

That night Stockton tied me securely, but in

a way which made it easy for me to turn. I slept

soundly and awoke late. When I sat up Stockton

stood by his saddled horse, and was giving orders

to the men. He spoke sharply. He made it clear

that they were not to be lax in their vigilance.

Then, without a word to Dick or me, he rode

down the gorge and disappeared behind a comer
of yellow wall.

Bill untied the rope that held Dick's arms, but

left his feet bound. I was freed entirely, and it

felt so good to have the use of all my limbs once

more that I pranced round in a rather lively way.

Either my antics annoyed Herky-Jerky or he

thought it a good opportunity to show his skill

with a lasso, for he shot the loop over me so hard

dhat it stung my back.

"Vm all there as a roper1" he said, pulling the
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lasso tight round my middle. The men all laughed
as I tumbled over in the gravel.

" Better keep a half-hitch on the colt," remarked
Bud.

So they left the lasso fast about my waist, and
it trailed after me as I walked. Herky-Jerky put
me to carrying Dick's breakfast from the camp-
fire up into the cave. This I did with alacrity,

Dick and I exchanged commonplace remarks
aloud, but we had several little whispers.

"Ken, we may get the drop on them or give
them the slip yet," whispered Dick, in one of these
interludes.

This put ideas into my head. There might be
a chance for me to escape, if not for Dick. I

made up my mind to try if a good chance offered,

but I cjid not want to go alone down that caiion

without a gun. Stockton had taken my revolver

and hunting-knife, but I still had the little leather

case which Hal and I had used so often back on
the Susquehanna. Besides a pen-knife this case

contained salt and pepper, fishing hooks and lines,

matches—a host of little things that a boy who
had never been lost might imagine he would need
in an emergency. While thinking and planning
I sat on the edge of the great hole where the
spring was. Suddenly I saw a swirl in the water,

and then a splendid spotted fish. It broke water
twice. It was two feet long.
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«i•Dick, there's fish in this hole!" I yelled,

eagerly.

"Shouldn't wonder," replied he.

"Sure, kid, thet hole's full of trout—speckled
trout," said Herky-Jerky. "But they can't be
ketched."

"Why not?" I demanded. I had not caught
little trout in the Pennsylvania hills for nothing.

"They eat, don't they ? That fish I saw was a

•whale, and he broke water for a bug. Get me a
pole and some bugs or worms!"
WTien I took out my little case and showed the

fishing-line, Herky-Jerky said he would find me
some bait.

While he was absent I studied that spring with
new and awakened eyes. It was round and very
deep, and the water bulged up in great greenish
swirls. The outlet was a narrow little cleft

through which the water flowed slowly, as though
it did not want to take its freedom. The rush and
roar came from the gorge below.

Herky-Jerky letumed with a long, slender pole.

It was as pliant as a buggy-whip, and once trim-
med and rigged it was far from being a poor
tackle. Herky-Jerky watched me with extreme
attention, all the time grinning. Then he held out
a handful of grubs.

"If you ketch a trout on thet I'll swaller the
pole!" he exclaimed.
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I stooped low and approached the spring, being

careful to keep out of sight.

"You forgot to spit on yer bait, kid," said Bill.
They all laughed in a way to rouse my ire. But

despite it I flipped the bait into the water with
the same old thrilling expectancy.
The bait dropped with a little spat. An arrowy

shadow, black and gold, flashed up. Splash I The
hne hissed. Then I jerked hard. The pole bent
double, wobbled, and swayed this way and that.
The fish was a pvowerful one; his rushes were like
those of a heavy bass. But never had a bass
given me such a struggle. Every instant I made
sure the tt.kle would be wrecked. Then, just at
the breaking-point, the fish would turn. At last
he began to rire. I felt that he was rising to the
surface, and I put on more strain. Soon I saw
him; then he turned, flashing like a gold bar. I
led my captive to the outlet of the spring, where I
reached down and got my fingers in his gills.
With that I lifted him. Dick whooped when I
held up the fish; as for me, I was speechless. The
trout was almost two feet long, broad and heavy,
with shiny sides flecked with color.

Herky-Jerky celebrated my luck with a generous
outburst of enthusiasm, whereupon his comrades
reminded him of his offer to swallow my fishing-

I put on a tresh bait and instantly hooked an-
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other fish, a smaller one, which was not so
hard to land. The spring hole was full of trout.
They made the water boil when I cast. Several
large ones tore the hook loi^e; I had never
dreamed of such fishing. Really it was a strange
situation. Here I was a prisoner, with Greaser or
Bud taking turns at holding the other end of the
lasso. More than once they tethered me up short
for no other reason than to torment me. Yet
never in my life had I so enjoyed fishing.

By-and-by Bill and Herky-Jerky left the camp.
I heard Herky tell Greaser to keep his eye on the
stew-pots, and it occurred to me that Greaser had
better keep his eye on Ken Ward. When I saw
Bud lie down I remembered what Dick had whis-
pered. I pretended to be absorbed in my fishing,
but really I was watching Greaser. As usual, he
was smoking, and appeared listless, but he still held
on to the lasso.

Suddenly I saw a big blue revolver lying on a
stone, and I could even catch the glint of brass
shells in the cylinder. It was not close to Bud
nor so very close to Greaser. If he should drop
the lasso! A wild idea possessed me—held me
in its grip.

Just then the stew-pot boiled over. There was
a sputter and a cloud of steam. Greaser lazily
swore in Mexican; he got up to move the stew-pot
and dropped the lasso.
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When he reached the fire I bounded up, jerking

th, asso far behind me. I ran and grabbed *he
revolver. Greaser heard me and wheeled with a
yell. Bud sat up quickly. I pointed the revolver
at him, then at Greaser, and kept moving it fromone side to the other.

^

"Don't move! I'll shoot I"! criei
"Good boy!" yelled Dick. "You've got the

drop. Keep ,t, Ken, keep it! Don't lose your nerve.
t.dge round here and cut me Iodise. ... Bud if
you move I'll make him shoot. Come on. Ken!"

Greaser, cut him loose!" I commanded the
snarling Mexican.

I trembled so that the revolver wabbled in my
hand. Trying to hold it steadiei;. I squeezed it
hard. Bang! It went ofF with a bellow like a
cannon. The bullet scattered the gravel near
Greaser. His yellow face turned a dirty white,he jumped straight up in his fright.
"Cut him loose!" I ordered.
Greaser ran toward Dick.

j).'^'^^°"*'Ken! Behind you! Quick!" yelled

I heard a crunching of gravel. Even as I
wheeled I felt a tremendous pull on the lasso and
I seemed to be sailing in the air. I got a blurred
glimpse of Herky-Jerky leaning back on the taut
lasso. Then I plunged down, slid over the rocks,
and went souse into the spring.
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DOWN, down I plunged, and the shock of the
icy water seemed to petrify mt. I should

have gone straight to the bottom like a piece of
lead but for the lasso. It tightened around my
chest, and began to haul me up.

I felt the air and the light, and opened ray eyes
to see Herky-Jerky hauling away on the rope.

When lie caught sight of me he looked as if ready
to dodge behind the bank.

"Whar's my gun ?" he yelled.

I had dropped it in the spring. He let the lasso

sag, and I had to swim. Then, seeing that my
hands were empty, he began to swear and to drag
me round and round in the pool. When he had
pulled me across he ran to the other side and jerked
me back. I was drawn through the water with a
force that I feared would tear me apart. Greaser
chattered like a hideous monkey, and ran to and
fro in glee. Herky-Jerky soon had me sputtering,

gasping, choking. When he finally pulled me out
of the hole I was all but drowned.
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"You bow-legged b^-aar!" shouted Dick, "III
fix you for that."

" Whar's my gun ?» yelled Herky, as I fell to the
ground.

" I—lost—it," I panted.
He began to rave. Then I half swooned, and

when sight and hearing fully returned I was lying
in the cave on my blankets. A great lassitude
weighted me down. The terrible thrashing aboutm th- icy water had quenched my spirit. For a
while I was too played out to move, and lay therem my wet clothes. Finally I asked leave to take
them off. Bud, who had come back in the mean
time, helped me, or I should never have got out
of them. Herky brought up my coat, which, fort-
unately, I Iiad taken off before the ducking. I
did not have the heart to speak to Dick or look at
him, so I closed my eyes and .ell asleep.

It was another day when I awoke. I felt all
right except for a soreness under my arms and
across my chest where the lasso had chafed and
bruised me. Still I did not recover my good
spirits. Herky-Jerky kept on grinning and crack-
mg jokes on my failure to escape. He had ap-
propriated my revolver for himself, and he asked
me several times if I wanted to borrow it to shoot
Greaser.

That day passed quietly, and 9- ^id the two that
followed. The men would i . ; me fish nor

7
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I 1 move about. They had been expeaing Stockton,

and as he did not come it was decided to send Bud

down to the mill; in fact, Bud decided the matter

himself. He warned Grease nd Herky to keep

close watch over Dick and nic. Then he rode

/iway. Dick and I resumed our talk about for>

estry, and as we were separated by the length of

the cave it was necessary to speak louL So our

captors heard every word we said.

"Ken, what's the difference between Govern-

ment forestry out here and, say, forestry practised

by a farmer back in Pennsylvania ?" asked Dick.

"There's a big difference, I imagine. Forestry

is established in some parts of the East; it's only

an experiment out here."

Then I went on to tell him about the method of

the farmer. He usually had a small niece of

forest, mostly hard wood. When the snow was

on he cut fire-v )od, fence-rails, and lumber for

his own use in building. Some seasons lumber

brought high prices; then he wouia select matured

lof;s and haul them to the sawmill. But he would

not cut a great deal, and he would use care in the

selection. It was his aim to keep the land well

covered with forest. He would sow as well as

harvest.

"Now the Goremment policy is to preserve the

National Forests for the use of the people. The

soil must be kept productive. Agriculture would
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he impoctible without water, and the forests hold
water. The West wants people to come to stay.

The lumberman who slashes off the timber may
get rich himself, but he ruins the land."

"What's that new law Congress is trying
pass?" queried Dick.

I was puzzled, but presently I caught his mean-
ing. Bill and Herky-Jerky were hanging on our
words with unconcealed attention. Even the
Mexican was listening. Dick's cue was to scare
them, or at least to have some fun at their expense.
"They've passed it," I replied. "Fellows like

Buell will go to the penitentiary ior life. His
men 'II get twenty years on bread and water.
No whiskey! Serves 'em right."

"What '11 the President do when he learns these
men kidnapped you .?"

" Do ? He'll have the whole forest ser , ^'ce out
here and the National Guard. He'r a triend of
Tiy father's. Why, these kidnappers will be
hanged!"

"I wish the Guard would come quick. Too
bad you couldn't have sent word! I'd enjoy see-

ing Greaser swing. Say, he hasn't a ghost of a
chance, with the President and Jim Williams after

him."
" Dick, I want the rings in Greaser's ears."

"What for? They're only brass."

"Souvenirs. Maybe I'll have watch -charm*
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made of them. Anyway, I can show them to my
friends back East."

"It *11 be great—^what you'll have to tell," went
on Dick. "It *11 be funny, too."

Greaser had begun to snarl viciously, and Herky
and Bill looked glum and thoughtful. The arrival

of Bud interrupted the conversation and put an

end to our playful mood. We heard a little of

what he told his comrades, and gathered that Jim
Williams had met Stockton and had asked ques-

rions hard to answer. Dick flashed me a signifi-

cant look, which was as much as to say that Jim
was growing suspicious. Bud had brought a store

of whiskey, and his companions now kept closer

company with him than ever before. But from

appearances they did not get all they wanted.

"We*ve got to move this here camp," said Bud.

Bud and Bill and Herky walked off down the

gorge. Perhaps they really went to find another

place for the camp, fot" the present spot was cer-

tainly a kind of trap. But from the looks of

Greaser I guessed that they were leaving him to

keep guard while they went off to drink by them-

selves. Greaser muttered and snarled. As the

moments passed his face grew sullen.

All at once he came toward me. He bound my
hands and my feet. Dick was already securely

tied, but Greaser put another lasso on him. Then
he slouched down the gorge. His high-peaked
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Mexican sombrero bobbed above the rocks, then
disappeared. *

quick. If you can only work loose! There's

r^mt;"'"^"^*'^-
W--«<^ '^old this fort

rope?'''"^'°^"^^^^^^'^^--"g-my
" You're not fast to the rock, as I am. Roll over

ftere and untie me with your teeth
"

I raised my head to get the dirertion, and thenwith a violent twist of my body, I starled towaShim; but being bound fast I could not guide
myself, and I rolled off the ledge. The bankfherewas pretty steep, and, unable to stop, I kept on
like a barrel going down-hill. The thought ofrolhng mto the spring filled me with horror.
Suddenly I bumped hard into something thachecked me. It was a log of fire-wood, and inone end stuck the big knife which Herky- Jerky
used to cut meat. / J^»'/

Instantly I conceived the idea of cutting mybonds with this knife. But how was I to setabout It r

toS^^;^^^'"^^- "^-'"'gettoitsoas

"Easy as pie," replied he, eagerly. "The sharp
edge points down You hitch yourself this way-1Inats It—good!
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What Dick called easy as pie was the hardest

work I ever did. I lay fiat on my back, bound

hand and foot, and it was necessary to jerk my
body along the log till my hands should be under

the knife. I lifted my legs and edged along inch

by inch.

" Fine work, Ken! Now you're right! Turn on

your side! Be careful you don't loosen the knife!"

Not only were my wrists bound, but the lasso

had been wrapped round my elbows, holding them

close to my body. Turning on my side, I found

that I could not reach the knife—not by several

inches. This was a bitter disappointment. I

strained and heaved. In my effort to lift my
body sidewise I pressed my face into the gravel.

"Hurry, Ken, hurry!" cried Dick. "Some-

body's coming!"

Thus urged, I grew desperate. In my struggle

I discovered that it was possible to edge up on

the log and stick there. I glued myself to that

log. By dint of great exertion I brought the tight

cord : gainst the blade. It parted with a little

snap, my elbows dropped free. Raising my
wrists, I sawed quickly through the bonds. I cut

myself, the blood flowed, but that was no matter.

Jerking the knife from the log, I severed the

ropes round my ankles and leaped up.

"Hurry, boy!" cried Dick, with a sharp note

of alarm.
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I ran to where he lay, and attacked the heavy
halter with which he had been secured. I had
cut half through the knots when a shriU cry
arrested me. It was the Mexican's voice.
^"Head him ofFI He's after your gun!" yelled

The sight of Greaser running toward the cave
vut me into a frenzy. Dropping the knife, I
darted to where my rifle leaned across my saddle.
But I saw the Mexican would beat me to it.

Checking my speed, I grabbed up a round stone
and let fly. That was where my ball -playing
stood me in good stead, for the stone hit Greaser
on the shoulder, knocking him flat. But he got
up, and lunged for the rifle just as I reached him.

1 kicked the rifle out of his hand, grappled with
him, and down we went together. We wrestled
and thrashed off the ledge, and when v e landedm the gravel I was on top.

"Slug him. Ken!" yelled Dick, wildly. "Oh
that's fine! Give it to himi Punch him! Get
his wind!"

Either it was a mortal dread of Greaser's knife
or some kind of a new-bom fury that lent me such
strength. He screeched, he snapped like a wolf,
he clawed me, he struck me, but he could not shake
me off. Several times he had me turning, but a
hard rap on his head knocked him back again.
Then I began to bang him in the ribs.
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"That's the place!" shouted Dick. "Ken,
you're going to do him up! Soak him! Oh-h,

but this is great!"

I kept the advantage over Greaser, but still he

punished me cruelly. Suddenly he got hii snaky

hands on my throat and began to choke me. With
all my might I swung my fist into his stomach.

His hands dropped, his mouth opened in a gasp,

his face turned green. The blow had mz.de him
horribly sick, and he sank back utterly helpless.

I jumped up with a shout of triumph.

**Run! Run for it!^ yelled Dick, in piercing

tones. "They're coming! Never mind me! Run,
I tell you! Not down the gorge! Gimb out!"

For a moment I could not move out ofmy tracks.

Then I saw Bill and Herky running up the gorge,

and, farther down. Bud staggering and lurching.

This lent me wings. In two jumps I had

grabbed my rifle; then, turning, I ran round the

pool, and started up the one place in the steep wall

where climbing was possible. Above the yells of

the men I heard Dick's piercing cry:

"Go—go—go. Ken!"

I sent the loose rocks down in my flight. Here

I leaped up; there I ran along a little ledge; in

another place I climbed hand and foot. The last

few yards was a gravelly incline. I seemed to

slide back as much as I gained.

"Come back hyar!" bawled Bill.
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Crack! Crack! Crack. The reports rang outm quick succession. A bullet whistled over me,
another struck the gravel and sent a shower of dust
into my face. I pitched my rifle up over the bank
and began to dig my fingers and toes into the
oose ground. As I gained the top two more bul-
lets sang past my head so close that I knew Bill
was aiming to more than scare rue. i dragged
myself over the edge and was safe.

The canon, with its dense thickets and scrubby
clamps of trees, lay below in plain sight. Once
hidden there, I would be hard to find. Picking
up my rifle, I ran swiftly along the base of the
slope and soon gained the cover of the woods.
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IRAN till I got a stitch in my side, and then

slowed down to a dog-trot. The one thing to do
was to get a long way lahead of my pursuers, for

surely at the outset they would stick like hounds

to my trail.

A iiiie or more below the gorge I took to the

stream and waded. It was slippery, dangerous

work, for the current tore about my legs and

threatened to upset me. After a little I crossed to

the left bank. Here the slope of the canon was
thick with grass that hid my tracks. It was a long

climb up to the level. Upon reaching it I dropped,

exhausted.

"Fve—given them—^the slip," I panted, ex-

ultantly. ..." But—now what ?'*

It struck me that now I was free I had only

jumped out of the frying-pan into the fire. Hur-

riedly I examined my Winchester. The magazine

contained ten cartridges. What luck that Stock-

ton had neglected to unload it! This made things

iook better. I had salt and pepper, a knife, and
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matches-thanks to the Uttle leather case-and so
1 could hve in the woods.

It was too late for regrets. I might have freed
i^ick somehow or even held the men at bay, but Ihad thought only of escape. The lack of nerve
and judgment stung me. Then I was bitter over
losing my mustang and outfit.

But on thinking it all over, I concluded that I
ought to be thankful for things as they were. Iwas free, with a whole skin. That climb out of
the gorge had been no small risk. How those bul-
lets had whistled and hissed 1

"Fm pretty lucky," I muttered. "Now to get
good and clear of this vicinity. They'll ride down
the trail after me. Better go over this ridge into
the next caiion and strike down that. I must

f^Jr"'
^"^ ^^^ ^^"^^ What must I strike

I took a long look at the caiion. In places the
stream showed, also the trail; then there were open
patches, but I saw no horses or men. With a
grim certainty that I should be lost in a veiy little
while, I turned into the cool, dark forest.
Every stone and log, every bit of hard groundm my path, served to help hide my trail. Herky-

Jerky very likely had the cowboy's skill at finding
tracks, but I left few traces of my presence on that
long slope. Only an Indian or a hound could have
trailed me. The umber was small and rough,
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brush grew everywhere. Presently I saw h'ght

ahead, and I came to an open space. It was a

wide swath in the forest. At once I realized the

path of an avalanche. It sloped up clean and bare

to the gray cliffs far above. Below was a great

mass of trees and rocks, all tangled in black splin-

tered ruin.

I pushed on across the path, into the forest, and
up and down the hollows. The sun had gone
down behind the mountain, and the shadows were
gathering when I came to another large caiion.

It looked so much like the first that I feared I had
been travelling in a circle. But this one seemed
wider, deeper, and there was no roar of rushing

water.

It was time to think of making camp, and so I

hurried down the slope. At the bottom I found a

small brook winding among bowlders and ledges

of rock. The far side of this caiion was steep

and craggy. Soon I discovered a place where I

thought it would be safe to build a fire. My
clothes were wet, and the air had grown keen and
cold. Gathering a store of wood, I made my fire

in a niche. For a bed I cut some sweet-scented

pine boughs (I thought they must be from a

balsam-tree), and these I laid close up in a ro^ky

comer. Thus I had the fire between me and ,

opening, and with plenty of wood to bum I did

not fear visits from bears or lions. At last I lay
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down, dry and warm indeed, but very tired and
ntngry.

Darkness closed in upon me. I saw a few stars,
heard the cheery crackle of my fire, and then I fell
asleep. Twice in the night I awakened cold, but
by puttmg on more fire-wood I was soon com-
fonable again.

When I awoke the sun was shining brightly into
my rocky bedchamber. The fire had died out
completely, there was frost on the stones. To
build up another fire and to bathe my face in the
ice-water of die brook were my first tasks. The
air was sweet; it seemed to freeze as I breathed,
and was a bracing tonic. I was tingling all over,
and as hungry as a starved wolf.

I set forth on a hunt for game. Even ifthe sound
of a shot betrayed my whereabouts I should have
to abide by it, for I had to eat. Stepping softly
along, I glanced about me with sharp eyes. Deer
trails were thick. The bottom of this canon was
very wide, and grew wider as I proceeded. Then
the pines once more became large and thrifty. I
judged I had come down the mountain, perhaps
a couple of thousand feet below the camp in the
gorge I flushed many of the big blue grouse,
and I saw numerous coyotes, a fox, and a large
brown beast which moved swiftly into a thicket.
It was enough to make my heart rise in my
throat. To dream of hunting bears was some-
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thing vastly diflTcrent from meeting one in a lon«<y

canon.

Just after this I saw a herd of deer They vere
a good way off. I began to slip fron .»'ee to tree,

and drew closer. Presently I came to a little

hollow with a thick, short patch of underbrush
growing on the opposite side. Something crashed
in the thicket. Then two beautiful deer ran out.

One bounded leisurely up the slope; the other,

wf^h long ears erect, stopped to look at me. It

wa. not more than fifty yards away. Trembling
with eagerness, I levelled my rifle. I could not get
the sight to stay steady on the deer. Even then,

with the rifle wobbling in my intense excitement,

I thought of how beautiful that wild creature was.
Straining every nerve, I drew the sight till it was
in line with the gray shape, then fired. The deer

leaped down the slope, staggered, and crumpled
down in a heap.

I tore through the bushes, and had almost
reached the bottom of the hollow when I remem-
bered that a wounded deer was dangerous. So
I halted. The gray form was as still as stone. I

ventured closer. The deer was dead. My bullet

had entered high above the shoulder at the junc-

ture of the neck. Though I had only aimed at

him generally, I took a good deal of pride in my
first shot at a deer.

Fortunately my pen-knife had a fair-sized blade.
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With it I decided to cut out part of the deer and
carry it back to my camp. Then it occurred to
me that I might as well camp where I was. There
were several jumbles of rock and a cliff within
a stoneVthrow of where I stood. Besides, I must
get used to making camp wherever I happened to
be. Accordingly, I took hold of the deer, and
dragged him down the hollow till I came to a
leaning slab of rock.

Skinning a deer was, of course, new to me. I
haggled the flesh somewhat and cut through the
skm often, my knife-blade being much too small
for such work. Finally I thought it would be
enough for me to cut out the haunches, and then
I got down to one haunch. It had bothered me
how I was going to sever the joint, but to my
great surprise I found there did not seem to be
any connection between the bones. The haunch
came out easily, and I hung it up on a branch
while making a fire.

Herky-Jerky's method of broiling a piece of
venison at the end of a srick solved the problem
of cooking. Then it was that the little flat flask,
full of mixed salt and pepper, rewarded me for
the long carrying of it. I was hungry, and I
feasted.

By this time the sun shone warm, and the canon
was delightful. I roamed around, sat on sunny
stones and lay in the shade of pines. Deer
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browsed in the glades. When they winded or
saw me they would stand erect, shoot up their

long ears, and then leisurely lope away. Coyotes
trotted out of thickets and watched me suspi-

ciously. I could have shot several, but deemed it

wise to be saving of my ammunition. Once I

heard a low drumming. I could not imagine
what made it. Then a big blue grouse strutted

out of a patch of bushes. He spread his wings
and tail and neck feathers, after the fashion of a
turkey-gobbler. It was a flap or shake of his

wings tha* produced the drumming. I wondered
if he intended, by his actions, to frighten me away
from his mate's nest. So I went toward K'xn, and
got very close before he flew. I caught sight of
his mate in the bushes, and, as I had supposed,
she was on a nest. Though wanting to see her
eggs or young ones, I resisted the temptation, for
I Mras afraid if I went nearer she might abandon
her nest, as some mother birds do.

It did not seem to me that I was lost, yet lost

I was. The peaks were not in sight. The cafion

widened down the slope, and I was pretty sure
that it opened out flat into the great pine forest

of Penetier. The only thing that bothered me
was the loss of my mustang and outfit; I could
not reconcile myself to that. So I wandered about
with a strange, full sense of freedom such as I had
never before known. What was to be the end of
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tiL't"""" ' ""''' "" 8"«^ "<" ' """ed notime worrying over it.

The knowledge I* had of forestiy I tried to

t&o ''l''^'
}\-onh and Jth slo^, Tfthe canon, observing how the trees prospered onthe sunny s.de. Certain saphngs of a spea^esunknown to me had been gnawed fully ten^e^tfrom the ground. This puzzled me. Squirrds

could not have done it, nor rabbits, nor\[rr
Presently I h,t upon the solution. The bark Indboughs of this particular sapling were food fordeer and to gnaw so high the deer must havestood upon SIX or seven fett of snow

I dug into the soft duff under the pines This
covering of the roots was very .hick and deep
I made it out to be composed of pine-needles,
leaves, and earth. It was like a sponge. Nowonder such covering held the water! I priedbark off dead trees and dug into decayed logs to
find the insect enemies of the trees. The open
places where little colonies of pine sprouts grewseemed generally to be down- slope from' "^
parent trees It was easy to tell the places where
the wind had blown the seeds.

I.nTIlf ^T L^"^ ^y- ^^^ ^^^^°^« °<* the pines
eng^hened, the sun set, and the shade deepenedm the hollows Returning to my camp, I cSokedmy supper and made my bed. When I had laidup a store of fire-wood it was nearly dark.
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With night came the coyotes. The carcass of

the deer attracted them, and they approached
from all directions. At first it was fascinating to

hear one howl far off in the forest, and then to no-

tice the difference in the sound as he came nearer

and nearer. The way they barked and snapped
out there in the darkness was as wild a thing to

hear as any boy oould have wished for. It began
to be a little too much for me. I kept up a bright

fire, and, though not ^xactly afraid, I had a perch

picked out in the nearest tree.

Suddenly the coyotes became silent. Then a

low, continuous growling, a snapping of twigs, and
the unmistakable drag of a heavy body over the

ground made my hair stand on end. Gripping my
rifle, I listened. I heard the crunch of teeth on
bones, then more sounds of something being

dragged down the hollow. The coyotes began to

bark again, but now far back in the forest.

Some beast had frightened them. What was it ?

I did not know whether a bear would eat deer

flesh, but I thought not. Perhaps timber-wolves

had disturbed the coyotes. But would they run
from wolves? It came to me suddenly— a

mountain-lion

!

I hugged my fire, and sat there, listening with all

my ears, imagining every rustle of leaf to be the

step of a lion. It was long before the thrills and
shivers stopped chasing over me, longer before I
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could dtciVo to lie dow;. But after a while the
dead quiet of the for.st persuaded me that the
night was fai auvaiicefl, and I fell asleep.

Ihe first thing in the morning I took my rifle
and went out to where I had left the carcass of the
deer. It was gone. It had been dragged away.A dark path on the pine-needles and grass, and
small bushes pressed to the ground, plainly marked
the trail But search as I might, I could not find
the track of the animal that had dragged off the
deer After following the trail for a few rods, I
decided to return to camp and cook breakfast be-
fore going any farther. While I was at it I cutmany thin slices of venison, and, after roasting
them, I stored them away in the capacious pocket
ot my coat.

My breakfast finished, I again set out to see what
had become of the remains of the deer. In two or
three places the sharp hoofs had cut lines in the soft
earth,and there were tufts of whitish-gray hair else-
where. A hundred yards or more down the hollow
1 came to a bare spot where recently there had been
a pool of water. Here I found cat tracks as large
as my two hands. I had never seen the track of a
mountain-lion, but, all the same, I knew that this
was the real thing. What an enormous brute he
must have been! I cast fearful glances into the
surrounding thickets.

It was not needful to travel much farther. Un-
"5
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der a bush well hidden in a clump of trees lay

what now remained of my deer. A patch of gray

hair, a few long bones, a split skull, and two long

ears—no morel Even the hide was gone. Per-

haps the coyotes had finished the job after the lion

had gorged himself, but I did not think so. It

seemed to me that coyotes would have scattered

the remains. Those two long ears somehow
seemed pathetic. I wished for a second that

the lion were in range of my rifle.

The lion was driven from my mind when I saw

a troop of deer cross a glade below me. I had to

fight myself to keep from shooting. The wind

blew rather strong in my face, which probably ac-

counted for the deer not winding me.

Then the whip-like crack of a rifle riveted me
where I stood. One of the deer fell, and the others

bounded away. I saw a tall man stride down the

slope and into the glade. He was not like any of

the loggers or lumbermen. They were mostly

brawny and round-shouldered. This man was

lithe, erect; he walked like athletes I had seen.

Surely I should find a friend in him, and I lost no

time in running down into the glade. He saw me
as soon n§ I was clear ofthe trees, and stood leaning

on his rifle.

"Wal, dog-gone my buttons!" he ejaculated.

Who*re you ?**

I blurted out all about myself, at the same time

ii6
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THE OLD HUNTER
taking stock of him. He was not young, but I hadnever seer, a young man so splendid. Hair, beard,and skm were al of a dark gray. His ey^s, toowere gray-the keenest and clearest I h^ad evelooked mto. They shone with a kindly Hght
otherwise I might have thought his face hard fnd

l^'hul' !i
'" ^"'" ^^^ ^'^^^ ^'« arms

^riS
^"pnnous. His buckskin shirt at-

^ked hke leather overalls or heavy canvas. A
larl^'T-K

' ^Tif' '"^ ^ """^''^^ of shells ofarge cahbre; the Wmchester he had was exceed-
ngly long and heavy, and of an old pattern. The

oT^Kit Cr ^''^ ""^ ""'"^ ^'"'^ °^ ^'^"'

"So I'm
.

.,
' I concluded, "and don't knowwhat to do. I daren't try to find the sawmill. Iwon t go back to Holston just yet.'*

**An' why not, youngster ? 'Pears to me you'd
better make tracks f-om Per etier."

I told him why, at which he laughed.
"Wal, I reckon you can stay with me fer a spell.My camp's m the head of this carlon "

"Oh, thank you, that 'II be fine!" I exclaimed.My great good luck filled me with joy. "Do vou
stay on the mountain ?" ^

JS^*'' ^^!^ ^°'"' **" eighteen years, youngsterMebbe you've heerd my name. Hiram Benf?
Are you a hunter ?"
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"Wal, I reckon so, though I'm more a trapper.

Here, you pack my gun."

With that he drew his knife and set to work on
the deer. It was wonderful to see his skill. In a

few cuts and strokes, a ripping of the hide and a

powerful slash, he had cut out a haunch. It took
even less work for the second. Then he hung the

rest of the deer on a snag, and wiped his knife and
hands on the grass.

"Come on, youngster," he said, starting up the

caiion. <

I showed him where the carcass of my deer had
been devoured.

" Cougar. Thar's a big feller has the run of this

carion."

"Cougar.? I thought it was a mountain-lion."

**Cougar, painter, panther, lion—all the same
critter. An' ifyou leave him alone he'll not bother

you, but he's bad in a corner."

"He scared away the coyotes."

"Youngster, even a silver-tip—^thet's a grizzly

bear—^will make tracks away from a cougar. I

lent my pack of hounds to a pard over near

Springer. If I had them we'd put thet cougar

up a tree in no time."

"Are there many lions—cougars here?"
"On'y a few. Thet's why there's plenty of deer.

Other game is plentiful, too. Foxes, wolves, an',

up in the mountains, bears are thick."
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From that time I trod on air. I found myself™h.ng for my brother Hal. I became recondleJto the loss of mustang and outfit. For a moment
I almost forgot Dick and Buell. Forestry seemed
ess important than hunting. I had read a thou-«nd books about old hunters and trappers, andhere I was m a wild mountain caiion „ ,h ahunter who might have stepped out of one ofmy dreams.

So I trudged along beside him, asking a ques-
tion now and then, and listening alwavs. He
certainly knew what would interest me.' Therewas scarcely a thing he said that I would evir
forget. After a while, however, the trail became
so steep and rough that I, at least, had no breath

^ spare for talking. We climbed and climbed
1 he canon had become a narrow, rocky deftHuge stones blocked the way. A ragged gro^"of underbrush fringed the stream. Dead^pl^vn^ branches like spears, lay along the trail

a mdelT T" ' f^' '^""""e, where there was

LTrn!l
^°S-""'''",^»!^ ^ «one chimney. Skins of

wTat^r'Th ' ""'" ^°^" Under the bank

^'id nJk ^' "'°""''^" overshadowed this

"Wal, youngster, here's my shack. Make your-self to home," said Hiram Bent.
^
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I was all eyes as we entered the cabin. Skins,

large and small, and of many colors, hung upon
the walls. A fire burned in a wide stone grate.

A rough table and some pans and cooking utensils

showed evidence of recent scouring. A bunch of
steel traps lay in a comer. Upon a shelf were tin

cans and cloth bags, and against the wall stood
a bed of glossy bearskins. To me the cabin was
altogether a most satisfactory place.

"I reckon ye're ,tired ?" asked the hunter.

"Thet's some pumpkins of a climb unless you're
used to it."

I admitted I was pretty tired.

"Wal, rest awhile. You look like you hadn't
slept much."

He asked me about my people and home, and
was so interested in forestry that he left off his

task of the moment to talk about it. I was not
long in discovering that what he did not know
about trees and forests was hardly worth learning.

He called it plain woodcraft. He had never heard
of forestry. All the same I hungered for his knowl-
edge. How lucky for me to fall in with him!
The things that had puzzled me about the pines

he answered easily. Then he volunteered in-

formation. From talking of the forest, he drifted

to the lumbermen.

"Wal, the lumber- sharks are rippin' holes in

Penetier. I reckon they wouldn't stop at nothin'

!
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IVc heered some tough stories about thet sawmill
gang I am t acquainted with Leshe, or any ofthem fellers you named except Jim Williams. Iknowed J,m. He was in Springer fer a while.
If Jims your fnend, there '11 be somethin' hap-
pening, when he rounds up them kidnappers. I
reckon you d better hang up with mc fer a while.You don t want to get ketched again. Your lifewasn t much to them fellers, I think they'd heldon to you fer money. It's too bad you didn't
send word home to your people."

"I sent word home about the big steal of dm-

t,W J r
"^"^ '^°''. ' S°' kidnapped. By this

time the Government knows."
" Wal, you don't say! Thet was pert of you,

r^^strkst'''
^''' ''' ^^^-"-- -"<^ "P

"Indeed it will. The Government is in dead
earnest about protecting the National Forests."

tb.c T- °"l^'
'^ ^- ^'^' '° " f°^^^^ fir^' I hate

these skinned timber tracts. Wal, old Penetier's
going to see somethin' lively before long. Youne-

rln'fi 7 '^f^ljf
rmen-leastways, them fellers you

call Bud an' Bill, an' such-they're goin' to fight."
The old hunter left me presently, and went out-

side. I waited awhile for hi.u, but as he did not
return I lay down upon the bearskins and dropped
to sleep It seemed I had hardly closed my eyeswhen I felt a hand on my arm and heard a vl^

III
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•'Wake up, youngster. Thar's two old bears

an a cub been foolin' with one of my traps."
In a flash I was wide awake.
"Lrt's see your gun. Humph! pretty small-

.38 caliber, am't it ? Wal, it 'II do the work if
you hold straight. Can you shoot?"

"Fairly well."

He took his heavy Winchester, and threw a coil
ot thm rope over his shoulder.
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•yHE old hunter walked so swiftly that I had
1 to run to keep up with him. The trail led
up the creek, now on one side, again on the other,
and I was constantly skipping from stone to stone.
The grassy slopes grew fewer, and finally gave
way altogether to cracked cliffs and weathered
rocks. A fringe of pine-trees leaned over the top
with here and there a blasted spear standing out
white.

®

"I had mv trap set up thet draw," said Hiram
Bent, as he pointed toward an intersecting canon.
Just before I waked you I was comin* along

here, an' I heered an all-fired racket up thar, an*
so I watched. Soon three black bears come
paddlm* down, an* the biggest was draggin* the
trap with the chain an* log. Then I hurried to
tell you. They can't be far.**

"Are they grizzlies?'* I asked, trying to speak
naturally.

'^

"Nope. Jest plain black bears. But the one
with the trap is a whopper. He'll go over tour
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hundred. Sec the tracks ? Looks like

body 'd been plowin' up the stones."

There were deep tracks in the sand, and broad
furrows, and stones overturned, and places where a
heavy object had crushed the gravel even and
smooth.

The old hunter kept striding on, and I wondered
how he could go so fast without running. Pres-
ently we came to where the canon forked. Hiram
started up the right-hand fork, then suddenly
stopped, and, turning, began to go back, carefully
examining the ground.

"Thev'^ plit on us," he explained. "The c'e
feller with the trap went up the right-hand draw,
an' the mother an' cub took to the left. . . . Now,
youngster, can you keep your nerve ?"

"I think so."

"Wal, you go after the ole feller. You can't
miss him, an' he won't bo far. You'll hear him
bellerin' long before you git to him, though he
might lay low, so you steer clear of big bowlders an'
thickets. Kill him, an' then run back an' take up
this draw. The she bear is cute an' may give me
the slip, but if she doesn't climb out soon I'll head
her ofF.^ Hurry on, now. Keep your eye peeled,
an' you'll be safe as if you were to home."
With that he disappeared round the corner of

stone wall where the caiion divided.

I wheeled and went to the right. This wing of
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the canon twisted and turned and was full of
stones. A shallow sheet of water gleamed over its
colored bed of gravel. The walls were straight up,
and, in places, bulged outward. I flinched at
every turn in the canon; but, with rifle cocked and
thrust forward, I went on. The cracks in the
walls, the bowlders and pieces of clifl^ that ob
structed my path, and the occasional thickets—all
made me halt with careful step and finger on the
trigger. I followed the splashes on the stones,
which told me that the bear had passed that way.
As I went cautiously on I felt a tightening at my
throat. The light above grew dimmer. When I
stopped to listen it was so silent that I heard only
the pounding of my heart and my own quick
breathing. I pressed on and on, going faster all
the time—not that I felt braver, but I longed
to end the suspense. Suddenly the silence was
broken by a threatening roar. It swept down on
me, swelling as it continued, and it seemed to fill

the caiion. It shook my pulres, it urged me to
flight, but I could not move. Then as suddenly it

ceased.

For a long moment I stood still, with no idea
of advancing farther. The clinking of a chain
seemed to release my cramped muscles. Very
cautiously I peered around a projecting comer of
wall. There sat a huge black bear on his haunches
holding up a great steel trap which clutched one of
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his paws. It was such a strange sight that my fear
was forgotten. There was something almost hu-
man in the way the bear looked at that trap. He
touched it gingerly with his free paw, and nosed it.

I crept up close to the comer of stone and looked
around again. The bear was now close to me. I
saw the heavy chain and the log to which it was
attached. He looked at trap and log in a grave,
pathetic way, as if trying to reason about them!
Then he roused into furious action, swinging the
trap, dragging the log, and bellowing in such a
fnghtful manner that I dodged back behind the wall.
But this sudden change in the bear, this appall-

ing roar with its note of pain, awakened me to his
suffering. When the noise stopped and I looked
again, the bear was a sight not to be forgotten. He
showed a helpless, terrible fear of the steel-jawed
thing on his foot. He dropped down on the sand
with a groan, and there was a despairing look in his
eyes.

This made me forget my fear, and I had only one
thought—to put him out of his miseiy. When I
levelled my rifle it was as steady as the rock beside
me. Aiming just below his ear, I pressed the
trigger. The dull report re-echoed from wall to
wall. The bear lurched slightly, and his head fell

upon his outstretched paws. I waited, ready to
shoot again upon the slightest movement, but there
was none.
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of h,s head where my bullet had entered the ™ ,r

rroc'tne a„ Aide^Lf̂ itl;^^tiS
adjsh-.erortraTpgani:;^"'"'''''-'^-''

fer^greater danger of bod.l, har™ tha„"wt'„TLd

sto^"' '^e"fi
'""'-'' "".' "™" '' "« another

^m^'are^tlfhLr"!'^' '"" '^^^ ^'""""S

f"iIofdeadpil«f:Lfi™XrRS='"''

stdej rh^.^'"
« ov!rr?r

«UrMedT ""•
'r"'

' "P""'- A second

-on;s«^drari:r?;t^^^^^
Certainly no bears or hunter had dimbed o«rw
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Wh

there. At lengthy sore, spent, and torn, I fell out of

a tangle of brush upon the edge of the canon.

Above me rose the swelling mountain slope thickly

covered with dwarf pines.

"This way, youngster!** called the old hunter

from my left.

A few more dashes in and out of the brush and

trees brought me to a fairly open space with not

much slope. Hiram Bent stood under a pine, and

at his feet lay a black furry mass.

"Wal, I heerd you shoot. Reckon you got

yourn ?**

"Yes, I killed him. . . . Say, Mr. Bent, I don't

like traps.**

"Nary do I—^for bears,** replied he, shaking his

gray head. "A trapped bear is about the pitifulest

thing I ever seen. But it's seldom one ever gits

into trap of mine.**

"This one you shot must be the old mother bear.

Where's the cub ? Did it get away ?**

"Not yet. Look up in the tree.**

I looked up the black trunk through the net-

work of slender branches, and saw the bear snug-

gling in a fork. His sharp ears stood up against

the sky. He was most anxiously gazing down
at us.

"Wal, tumble him out of thar,'* said Hiram
Bent.

With a natural impulse to shoot I raised my
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rifle, but thi. cub looked so attractive and so help-
less that I hesitated. ^
"I don't hke to do it," I said. "Oh, I wish wecould catch him alive!"

"Wal, I reckon we can."
^^'^How?" I inquired, eagerly, and lowered my

"Are you good on the climb ?" ' *

b1'c?'""^^j>^^V'''' "^y' ^"^ °"^ hand.Back m Pennsylvania I climbed shell - bark
hickory-trees with the lowest limb fifty feet from
the^ground.

. . But there weren't any bears up

"You must 'eep out of his way if he comesdown on you. He's a sassy littli^chap. nTw
' ..pjr^'/^P^ ^"' g« "P ^n' climb round him."

Climb round him ?" I queried, as I gazed
dubjously upward. "You mean to slip out onthe branches and go up hand-over-hand till I getabove him. The branches up there seem pretty
close-I might. But suppose he goes higher.?"

1 m lookm fer him to go clean to the top. Butyou can beat him to it—mebbe."

;;

Any danger of his attacking me-up there ?"

h.v . u m' T"^- ^^ ^^ '^"g^ ^h« trunk he'llhave to hold on fer all he's worth. But ifhe standson the branches an' you come up close he might
bat you one. Mebbe I'd better go up." ^

Oh, I'm gomg-I only wanted to know what
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to expect. Now, in case I get above him, what

then?"

"Make him back down till he reaches these first

branches. When he gets so far I'll tell you what

to do."

I put my arm through the coil of rope, and, sling-

ing it snugly over my shoulder, began to climb the

pine. It was the work of only a moment to reach

the first branch.
**Wal, I reckon you're some relation to a squirrel

at thet," said Hiram Bent. "Jest as I thought

—

the little cuss is climbin' higher. Thet's goin' to

worry us."

It was like stepping up a ladder from the first

branch to the fork. The cub had gone up the

right-hand trunk some fifteen feet, and was now
hugging it. At that short distance he looked

alarmingly big. But I saw he would have all he

could do to hold on, and if I could climb the left

trunk and get above him there would be little to

fear. How I did it so quickly was a mystery, but

amid the cracking of dead branches and pattering

of falling bark and swaying of the tree -top I

gained a position above him.

He was so close that I could smell him. His quick

little eyes snapped fire and fear at once; he uttered

a sound that was between a whine and a growl.

"Hey, youngster!" yelled Hiram, "thet's high

enough
—

*tain*t safe—be careful now."
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With the words I looked out below me, to see
the old hunter standing in the glade waving his
anns. *•

"rm all right!" I yelled down. •'Now, how '11

i dnve him ?"

"Break ofF a branch an* switch him."
There was not a branch above me that I could

break, but a few feet below was a slender, dead
hmb. T shd down and got it, and, holding on withmy left arm and legs, I began to L.rash the cub.
He growled fiercely, snapped at the stick, and be-
gan to back down.

"He'sstartedr I cried, inglee. "Goon, Cubby—down with you!"

Qumsy as he was, he made swift time. I was
hard put to keep close to him. I sUpped down the
trunk, holding on one instant and sliding down
the next. But below die fork it was harder for
Cubby and easier for me. The branches radier
ftmdered his backward progress while they aided
me. Growling and whining, with long claws rip-
ping the bark, he went down. All of a sudden
I became aware of die old hunter direshing about
under the tree.

"Hold on—not so fast!" he yelled.
Still die cub kept going, and stopped widi his

haunches on die first branch. There, looking
down he saw an enemy below him, and hesitated.
But he looked up, and, seeing me, began to back
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down again. Hiram pounded the tree with a

dead branch. Cubby evidently intended to reach

the ground, for the noise did not stop him. Then
the hunter ran a little way to a windfall, and came
back with the upper half of a dead sapling. With
this he began to prod the bear. Thereupon, Cubby
lost no time in getting up to the first branch again,

where he halted.

"Throw the noose on him now—anjnvhere,**

ordered the hunter. "An* weVe no time to lose.

He's gittin' sassier ev^ry minnit."

I dropped the wide loop upon Cubby, expecting

to catch him first time. The rope went over his

head, but with a dexterous flip of his paw he sent

it flying. Then began a duel between us, in which
he continually got the better of me. All the while

the o!r^ hunter prodded Cubby from below.

"You ain*t quick enough," said Hiram, im-
patiently.

Made reckless by this, I stepped down to an-

other branch directly over the bear, and tried again

to rope him. It was of no use. He slipped out

of the noose with the sinuous movements of an
eel. Once it caught over his ears and in his open
jaws. He gave a jerk that nearly pulled me from
my perch. I could tell he was growing angrier ev-

ery instant, and also braver. Suddenly the noose,

quite by accident, caught his nose. He wagged hit

head and I pulled. The noose tightened.
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"IVe got himl" I yelled, and gave the rope astrong pull.

*^

The bear stood up with startling suddenness
and reached for me.
"Climb!" shouted Hiram.
I dropped the rope and leaped for the branch

above, and, catchmg it, lifted myself just as thesharp claws of the cub scratched hard over my

Cubby now hugged the tree trunk and startedup again.

"WeVe got him!" yelled Hiram. "Don't move—step on his nose if he gets too close."

.nAUA^T "^^ ^^^''' ^^^ ^"^^ °ff *« bearand had fallen to the ground. Hiram picked it
up, airanged the noose, and, holding it in his
teeth, began to climb after the bear. Cubby wasnow only a few feet under me, working steadily
up, growling, and his little eyes were like points
of green fire.

'^

"Stop him! Stand on his headi" mumbled
Hiram, with the rope in his teeth.

"WhatI~not on your life!"

But, reaching up, I grasped a branch, and, swing-
ing clear of the lower one, I began to kick at the
bear. This stopped him. Then he squealed, and
began to kick on his own account. Hiram was
trying to get the noose over a hind foot. After
several attempts he succeeded, and then threw the
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rope over the lowest branch. I gave a wild Indian

yell of triumph. The next instant, before I could

find a foothold, the branch to which I was hanging

snapped like a pistol-shot, and I plunged down ynth

Si crash. I struck the bear and the lower branch,

and then the ground. The fall half stunned me.
I thought every bone in my body was broken. I

rose unsteadily, and for a moment everything

whirled before my eyes. Then I discovered that

the roar in my ears was the old hunter's yell. I

saw him hauling on ^e rope. There was a great

ripping of bark and many strange sounds, and
then the cub was dangling head downward.
Hiram had pulled him from his perch, and hung
him over the lowest branch.

"Thar, youngster, git busy now!" yelled the

hunter. "Grab the other rope—thar it is—an*

rope a front paw while I hold him. Lively now,

he's mighty heavy, an* if he ever gits down with

only one rope on him we'll think we're fast to

chain lightnin*.**

The bear swung about five feet from the ground.

As I ran at him with the noose he twisted himself,

seemed to double up in a knot, then he dropped
full-stretched again, and lunged viciously at me.
Twice I felt the wind of his paws. He spun around
so fast that it kept me dancing. I flung the noose

and caught his right paw. Hiram bawled some-
thing that made me all the more heedless, and in
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tightening the noose I ran in too close. The bear
gave me a slashing cufFon the side ofthe head, and
I went down like a tenpin.

"Git a hitch thar—to the saplin' I" roared Hiram
as I staggered to my feet. " Rustle now—hurry !"

What with my ringing head, and fingers all
thumbs, and Hiram roaring at me, I made a mess
of tymg the knot. Then Hiram let go his rope,
and when the cub dropped to the ground the rop^
flew up over the branch. Cubby leaped so quickly
that he jerked the rope away before Hiram could
pick It up, and one hard pull loosened my hitch
on the sapling.

Tlie cub bounded through the glade, dragging
me with him. For a few long leaps I kept my feet!
then down I sprawled.

"Hang on! Hang on!" Hiram yelled from be-
hind.

If I had not been angry dear through at that cub
1 might have let go. He ploughed my face in the
dirt, and almost jerked my arms off. Suddenly the
strain lessened. I got up, to see that the old hunter
had hold ofthe other rope.

"Now, stretch him out!" he yelled.
Between us we stretched the cub out, so that all

he could do was struggle and paw the air and uttei
rtrange cries. Hiram tied his rope to a tree, and
Aen ran back to relieve me. It was high time.
«e took my rope and fastened it to a stout bush.
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"Thar, youngster, I reckon thet Ml hold him!
Now tie his paws an* muzzle him."
He drew some buckskin thongs from his pocket

and handed them to me. We went up to the
straining cub, and Hiram, with one pull of his
powerful hands, brought the hind legs together.

"Tie *em," he said.

This done, with the aid of a heavy piece of wood
he pressed the cub's head down and wound a
thong tightly round the sharp nose. Then he tied

the front legs.

"Thar! Now you loosen the ropes an* wind
them up.'*

When I had done this he lifted the cub and
swung him over his broad back.

"Come on, you trail behind, an* keep your eye
peeled to see he doesn't work thet knot off his

jaws. . . . Say, youngster, now you've got him,
what in thunder will you do with him ?"

I looked at my torn trousers, at the blood on my
skinned and burning hands, and I felt of the bruise
on my head, as I said, grimly:

"I'll hang to him as long as I can.**
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THE CABIN IN THE FOREST

UIRAM BENT packed the cub down the
* * canon as he would have handled a sack of
oats. When we reached the cabin he fastened a
heavy dog-collar round Cubby's neck and snapped
a chain to it. Doubling the halter, he tied one end
to the chain and the other to a sturdy branch of a
^'""^ I^ T?^'

^^ ^^'PP^^* '^^ **^°"gs «>ff the bear.
ITiar He'll let you pet him in a few days—

. mebbe," he said.

Our captive did not yet show any signs of be-
coming tame. No sooner was he free of the buck-
skin thongs than he leaped away, only to be pulled
up by the halter. Then he rolled over and over,
clawing at the chain, and squirming to get his head
out of the collar.

"He might choke hisself," said Hiram, "but
mebbe he'll ease up if we stay away from him.Now we ve got to rustle to skin them two bears."

So, after giving me a hunting-knife, and telling
me to fetch my rifle, he set off up the caiion. As I
trudged along behind him I spoke of Dick Leslie,
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and asked if there were not some way to get him
out of the clutches of the lumber thieves.

"I've been thinkin* about thet," replied the
hunter, "an* I reckon we can. To-".:orrow we'll
cross the ridge high up back of thet spring-hole
canon, an' sneak down. 'Pears to me them fellers

will be trailin' you pretty ha; J, an' mcbbe they'll
leave only one to guard Leslie. More'n thet, the
trail up here to my shack is known, an' I'm thinkin'
we'd be smart to go off an' camp somewhere else."

"What '11 1 do about Cubby ?" I asked, quickly.
"Cubby? Oh, th^ bear cub. Wal, take him

along. Youngster, you don't want to pack thet
pesky cub back to Pennsylvania ?"

"Yes, I do."

"I reckon it ain't likely you can. He's pretty
heavy. Weighs nearly a hundred. Ar' he'd
make a heap of trouble. Mebbe we'll '

.ch a
little cub—one you can carry in your arm

.

"That 'd be still better," I replied. "But if we
don't, I'll try to take him back home."
The old hunter said I made a good shot at the

big bear, and that he would give me the skin for a
rug. It delighted me to think of that huge glossy
bearskin o" the floor of my den. I told Hiram
how the bt-i. had suffered, and I was glad to see
diat, although he was a hunter and trapper, he dis-
liked to catch a bear in a trap. We skinned the
animal, and cut out a quantity of meat. He told
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mc that bear meat would make me forget all about
venison. By the time we had climbed up the
other canon and skinned the other bear and re-
turned to camp it was dark. As for me, I was so
nred I could hardly crawl.

In spite of my aches and pains, that was a night
for me to remember. But there was the thought
of Dick Leslie. His rescue was the only thing
needed to make me happy. Dick was in my mind
even when Hiram cooked a supper that almost
made me forget my manners. Certainly the
broiled bear meat made me forget venison. Then
we talked before the burning logs in the stone fire-
place. Hiram sat on his home-made chair and
smoked a strong-smelling pipe while I lay on a
bearskin in blissful ease. Occasionally we heard
tfie cub outside rattling his chain and growling.
All of the trappers and Indian fighters I had read
of were different from Hiram Bent and Jim Will-
iams. Jim's soft drawl and kind, twinkling eyes
were not what any book-reader would expect to
find m a dangerous man. And Hiram Bent was so
simple and friendly, so glad to have even a boy to
talk to, that it seemed he would never stop. If it
had not been for his striking appearance and for
the strmge, wild tales he told of his lonely life, he
would have reminded me of the old canal-lock
tenders at home.
Once, when he was refilling his pipe and I
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thought it would be a good time to profit from
hit knowledge of the forests, I said to him:
"Now, Mr. Bent, let's suppose Pm the Presi-

dent of the United States, ;. d I have just ap-
pointed you to the office of Chief Forester of the
National Forests. Voa have full power. The
object is to conserve our national resources. What
will you do?"

"Wal, Mr. President," he began, slowly and
•c Tously, and with great dignity, "the Govern-
ment must own the forests an* deal wisely with
them. These mountain forests are great sponges
to hold the water, an* we must stop fire an* reck-
less cuttin*. The first thing is to overcome the
opposition of the stockmen, an* show them where
the benefit will be theirs in the long run. Next
the timber must be used, but not all used up.
We'll need rangers who're used to rustiin* in the
West an* know Western ways. Cabins must be
built, trails made, roads cut. We'll need a head
forester for every forest. This man must know
all diat's on his preserve, an' have it mapped. He
must teach his rangers what he knows about
trees. Penetier will be given over entirely to the
growin* of yellow pine. Thet thrives best, an*
die parasites must go. All dead an' old timber
must be cut, an* much of thet where the trees are
crowded. The north slopes must be cut enough
to let in die sun an* light. Brush, windfalls,
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rottin* logs must be burned. Thickets of young
pine must be thinned. Care oughter be taken
not to cut on the north an' west edges of the
forests, as the old guard pines will break the
wind."

II
How will you treat miners and prospectors?**

"They must be as free to take up claims as if

there wasn't no National Forest."

"How about the settler, the man seeking a home
out West?" I went on.

"We'll encourage him. The more men there
are, the better the forester can fight fire. But these
home -seekers must want a home, an' not be
squattin' for a little, jest to sell out to lumber
sharks."

"What's to become of timber and wood?"
"Wal, it's there to be used, an' must be used.

We'll give it free to the settler an' prospector.
We'll sell it cheap to the lumbermen—big an' little.

We'll consider the wants of the local men h-^sr
"

"Now about the range. Will you keep out
the stockmen ?"

"Nary. Grazin' for sheep, cattle, an' bosses
will go on jest the same. But we must look out
for overgrazin'. For instance, too many cattle
will stamp down young growth, an' too many
sheep leave no grazin' for other stock. The head
forester must know his business, an* not let his
range be overstocked. The small local herders
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an' sheepmen must be considered first, the big
stockmen second. Both must be charged a small
fee per head for grazin*."

"How will you fight fire ?*'

"Wal, thet's the hard nut to crack. Fire is the
forest's worst enemy. In a dry season like this
Penetier would burn like tinder blown by a bel-
lows. Fire would race through here faster 'n a
man could run. I'll need special fire rangers, an'
all other rangers must be trained to fight fire, an'
then any men living in or near the forest will be
paid to help. The thing to do is watch for the
small fires an' put them out. Campers must be
made to put out their fires before leaving camp.
Brush piles an' slashes mustn't be burned in dry
or windy weather."

Just where we left off talking I could not re-
member, for I dropped ofl^ to sleep. I seemed
hardly to have closed my eyes when the hunter
called me in the morning. The breakfast was
smoking on the red-hot coals, and outside the
cabin all was dense gray fog.

When, soon after, we started down the carion,
the fog was lifting and the forest growing lighter.
Everything was as white with frost as if it had
snowed. A thin, brittle frost crackled under our
feet. When we had gotten below the locky con-
fines of the carion we climbed the slope to the
level ridge. Here it was impossible not to believe
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it had snowed. The forest was as still as night
and looked very strange with the white aisles'
imed by black tree trunks gnd the gray fog
shrouding the tree-tops. Soon we were climbing
again, and I saw that Hiram meant to head the
canon where I had left Dick.
The fog split and blew away, and the brilliant

sunhght changed the forest. The frost began to
melt and the air was full of mist. We climbed and
climbed-^ut of the stately yellow-pine zone, up
among Lie gnarled and blasted spruces, over and
around stnps of v-athered stone. Once I saw a
cold, white snow-peak. It was hard enough for
me to carry my rifle and keep up with the hunter
without talking. Besides, Hiram had answered
me rather shortly, and I thought it best to keep
aJent. From time to time he stopped to listen.
Then when he turned to go down the slope he
trod carefully, and cautioned me not to loosen
stones, and he went slower and yet slower. From
this I made sure we were not far from the spring-

"Thar*s the caiion," he whispered, stopping to
pomt below, where a black, irregular line marked
the gorge. "I haven't heerd a thing, an' we're
dose. Mebbe they're asleep. Mebbe most of
them are trailin' you, an' I hope so. Now, don't
you put your hand or foot on anythin' thet 'II

make a noise."
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Then he slipped off, and it was wonderful to see
how noiselessly he stepped, and how he moved
between trees and dead branches without a sound.
I managed pretty well, yet more than once a
rattling stone or a broken branch stopped Hiram
short and made him lift a warning hand.
At last we got down to the narrow bench which

separated the canon-slope from the deep cut. It

was level and roughly strewn with bowlders. Here
we took to all fours ^nd crawled. It was easy to
move here without noise, for the ground was rocky
and hard, and there was no brush.

Suddenly I fairly bumped into the hunter.
Looking up, I saw that he had halted only a few
feet from the edge of the gorge where I had
climbed out in my escape. He was listening.

There was not a sound save the dull roar of rush-
ing water.

Hiram slid forward a little, and rose cautiously

to look over. I did the same. When I saw the
cave and the spring -hole I felt a catch in my
throat.

But there was not a man in sight. Dick's
captors had broken camp; they were gone. The
only thing left in the gorge to show they had ever
been there was a burned-out camp-fire.

"They're gone," I whispered.

"Wal, it 'pears so," replied Hiram. "An* it's

a move I don't like. Youngster, it's you they want.
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Leslie's no particular use to them. They'll have
to let him go sooner or later, if they hain't al-
ready." ^

"What *11 we do now.?"
'•Make tracks. We'll cut back acrost the ridge

an g,t some blankets an' grub, then light out for
the other side of Penetier."

I thought the old hunter had made rapid time on
our way up, but now I saw what he really meant by
makmg tracks." Fortunately, after a short, killing

chmb, the return was all down-hill. One stride of
Hiram s equalled two of mine, and he made his
faster so that I had to trot now and then to catch
up. Very soon I was as hot as fire, and every step
was an effort. But I kept thinking of Dick, ofmy
mustang and outfit, and I vowed I would stick to
Hiram Bent's trail till I dropped. For the matter
ot that, 1 did drop more than once before we reached
the cabin.

A short rest while Hiram was packing a few
things put me right again. I strapped my rifle
over my shoulder, and then went out to untie my
bear cub. It would have cost me a great deal to
leave him behind. I knew I ought to, still I could
not bring myself to it. All my life I had wanted
a bear cub. Here was one that I had helper^ to
lasso and tie up with my own hands. I mad. upmy mind to hold to the cub until the last gasp

i>o I walked up to Cubby with a manner more
'45 I
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bold than sincere. He had not eaten anything,

but he had drunk the water we had left for him.
To my surprise he made no fuss when I untied the

rope; on the other hand, he seemed to look pleased,

and I thought I detected a cunning gleam in his

little eyes. He paddled away down the canon,

and, as this was in the direction we wanted to go,

I gave him slack rope and followed.

"Wal, you're goin* to have a right pert time,

youngster, an* don't you forget it," said Hiram Bent.

The truth of that was very soon in evidence.

Cubby would not let well enough alone, and he
would not have a slack rope. I think he wanted
to choke himself or pull my arms out. When I

realized that Cubby was three times as strong as I

was I began to see that my work was cut out for

me. The more, however, that he jerked me and
hauled me along, the more I determined to hang
on. I thought I had a genuine love for him up to

the time he had almost knocked my head off, but

it was funny how easily he roused my anger after

that. What would have happened had he taken

a notion to go through the brush .? Luckily he kept
to the trail, which certainly was rough enough.

So, with watching the cub and keeping my feet

free of roots and rocks, I had no chance to look

ahead. Still I had no concern about this, for the

old hunter was at my heels, and I knew he would
keep a sharp lookout.
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Before I was aware of it we had gotten out of

the narrow canon into a valley with well-timbered
bottom, and open, slow-rising slopes. We were
getting down into Penetier. Cubby swerved from
the trail and started up the left slope. I did not
want to go, but I had to keep with him, and that
was the only way. The hunter strode behind with-
out speaking, and so I gathered that the direction
suited him. By leaning back on the rope I walked
up the slope as easily as if it were a moving stair-
way. Cubby pulled me up; I had only to move
my feet. When we reached a level once more I
discovered that the cub was growing stronger and
wanted to go faster. We zigzagged across the
ridge to the next cafion, which at a glance I saw
was deep and steep.

"Thet *11 be somr o 'i j;oin' down thar!" called
Hiram. "Let me pact ,-ur gun."

I would have been ^S%! to give it to him, but
how was I to manage .? i could not let go of the
rope, and Hiram, laden as he was, could not catch
up with me. Then suddenly it was too late, for
Cubby lunged forward and down.
This first downward jump was not vicious—only

a playful one perhaps, by way of initiating me; but
It upset me, and I was dragged in the pine-needles.
I did not leap to my feet; I "as jerked up. Then
began a wild chase down that steep, bushy slope.
Cubby got going, and I could nomore have checked
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liim than I could a steam-engine. Very soon I saw
that not only was the bear cub running away, but

he was running away with me. I slid down yellow

places where the earth was exposed, I tore through

thickets, I dodged a thousand trees. In some
grassy descents it was as if I had seven-league boots.

I must have broken all records for jumps. All at

once I stumbled just as Cubby made a spurt and

flew forward, alighting face downward. I dug up
the pine-needles with my outstretched hands, I

scraped with my face and ploughed with my nose,

I ate the dust; and when I brought up with a jolt

against a log a more furious boy than Ken Ward
it would be hard to imagine. Leaping up, I strove

with every ounce of might to hold in the bear.

But though fury lent me new strength, he kept the

advantage.

Presently I saw the bottom ofthe canon, an open

glade, and an old log-cabin. I looked back to see

if the hunter was coming. He was not in sight,

but I fancied I heard him. Then Cubby, putting

on extra steam, took the remaining rods of the

slope in another spurt. I had to race, then fly,

and at last lost my footing and plunged down into

a thicket.

There farther progress stopped for both of us.

Cubby had ^ne down on one side of a sapling and

I on the other, with the result that we were broug? *

up short. I crashed through some low bushes ai i^
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bumped squarely into the cub. Whether it was his
frantic effort to escape, or just excitement, or de-
hberate intention to beat me into a jelly I had no
means to tell. The fact was he began to dig at
me and paw me and maul me. Never had I been
so angry. I began to fight back, to punch and
kick him.

Suddenly, with a crashing in the bushes, the cub
was hauled away from me, and then I saw Hiram
at the rope.

"Wal, wall" he ejaculated, "your own mother
wouldn't own you now!"
Then he laughed heartily and chuckled to him-

self, and gave the cub a couple of jerks that took
the mischief out of him. I dragged myself after
Hiram into the glade. The cabin was large and
very old, and part ofthe roofwas sunken in.

«^T^'" ^'^"S "P ^^^^ ^"* ""^P*" said Hiram.
This IS an old hunters* cabin, an' kinder out ofthe

way. We'll hitch this little fighter inside, where
mebbe he won't be so noisy."

The hunter hauled the cub up short, and half
pulled, half lifted him into the door. I took off
my rifle, emptied my pockets of brush and beat
out the dust, and combed the pine-needles from my
hair. My hands were puffed and red, and smarted
severely. And altogether I was in no amiable
frame of mind as regarded my captive bear cub.
When I stepped inside the cabin it was dark, and
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coming from the bright light I could not for a

moment see what the interior looked like. Pres-

ently I made out one large room with no opening

except the door. There was a tumble-down stone

fireplace at one end, and at the other a rude ladder

led up to a loft. Hiram had thrown his pack

aside, and had tied Cubby to a peg in the log

wall.

"Wal, rU fetch in some fresh venison," said the

hunter. "You rest awhile, an* then gather some

wood an' make a fire."

The rest I certainly needed, for I was so tired I

could scarcely untie the pack to get out the

blankets. The bear cub showed signs or weari-

ness, which pleased me. It was not long after

Hiram's departure that I sank into a doze.

When my eyes opened I knew I had been

awakened by something, but I could not tell what.

I listened. Cubby was as quiet as a mouse, and

his very quiet and the alert way he held his ears

gave me a vague alarm. H. had heard something.

I thought ofAe old hunter's return, yet this did not

reassure me.

All at once the voices ofmen made me sit up h

a violent start. Who could they be ? Had Hiram

met a ranger ? I began to shake a little, and was

about to creep to the door when I heard the clink

of srimips and soft thud of hoofs. Then followed

iiKHre voices, and last a loud volley of curses.

ISO
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"Hcrky-Jerkyr* I gasped, and looked about
wildly.

I had no time to dash out of the door. I was
caught in a trap, and I felt cold and sick. Sud-
denly I caught sight of the ladder leading to the
loft. Like a monkey I ran up, and crawled as
noiselessly as possible upon the rickety flooring of
diy pine branches. Then I lay there quivering.
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A PRISONER

IT chanced that as I lay on my side my eye
1 caught a gleam of light through a little ragged
hole in the matting of pine branches. Part of the

interior of the cabin, the doorway, and some space
outside were plainly visible. The thud of horses
had given place to snorts, and then came a flopping
of saddles and packs on the ground.

"Any water hyar ?" asked a gruff voice I recog-

nized as Bill's.

"Spring right thar," replied a voice I knew to

be Bud's.

"You onery old cayuse, stand still
!**

From that I gathered Herky was taking the
saddle off his horse.

"Here, Leslie, I'll untie you—if you'll promise
not to bolt."

That voice was Buell's. I would have known
it among a thousand. And Dick was still a
prisoner.

"Bolt! If you let me loose I'll beat your fat

head off!" replied Dick. "Ha! A lot you cai«
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about my sore wrists. You're weakening, Buell,and you know .t^ YouVe got a yellow stLk."

'

Shetupl' said Herky. in a low, sharp tone. A

1 racks! Goin' m an* comin' out."
"How old are they?"
•'1*11 bet a boss they ain't an hour old."
Somebody's usin' the cabin, eh ?"

unl:!"'*^ '''u
" ^'" '° whispering, and I could not

understand what was said, but I fancied they were

I flouted such a thought. It was next to a cer-tamty that he had seen the lumbermen, and for
reasons best known to himself had not returned to
the cabin. But he was out there somewhere
among the pmes, and I did not think any of those
ruffians was safe.

Then I heard stealthy footsteps approaching.
Soon I saw the Mexican slipping cauriously to the
door He peeped within. Probably the interior
was dark to h.m, as it had been to me. He was not
a coward, for he stepped inside.
At that instant there was a clinking sound, a

rush and a roar, and a black mass appeared to hurl
Itself upon the Mexican. He went down with a
pierang shriek. Then began a fearful commo-
tion. Screams and roars mingled with the noisem

li
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of combat. I saw a whirling cloud of dust on the

cabin floor. The cub had jumped on the Mexican.
What an unmerciful beating he was giving that

Greaser I I could have yelled out in my glee. I

had to bite my tongue to keep from urging on my
docile little pet bear. Greaser surely thought he
had fallen in with his evil spirit, for he howled to

the saints to save him.

Herky-Jerky was the only one of his companions
brave enough to start to help him.

"The cabin's full of b'arsl" he yelled.

At his cry the bear leaped out of the cloud of
dust» and shot across the threshold like black
lightning. In his onslaught upon Greaser he had
broken his halter. Herky-Jerky stood directly in

his path. I caught only a glimpse, but it served to

show that Herky was badly scared. The cub dove
at Herky, under him, straight between his legs like

a greased pig, and, spilling him all over the trail,

sped on out of sight. Herky raised himself, and
then he sat there, red as a lobster, and bawled
curses while he made his huge revolver spurt flame
on flame.

I could not see the other men, but their up-
roarious mirth could have been heard half a mile

away. When it dawned upon Herky, he was so

furious that he spat at them like an angry cat and
clicked his empty revolver.

Then Greaser lurched out of the door. I got a
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glimpse of him, and, for a wonder, was taually
sorry for him. He looked at if he had been
through a threshing-machine.

"Hawl hawl Hoi ho! roared the meriy lum-
bermen.

Then they trooped into the cabin. Buell headed
the line, and Herky, s -ilenly reloading his revolver,
came last. At first cUty groped around in the dim
light, stumbling over esor\ thing, 'r urt ot' the time
they were in the lighi .space nen the door, and the
rest I could not see diem. 1 scarcely dared to
breathe. I felt a creepy chill, and my eyesight
grew dim.

"Who does this stuff belong to, anyhoAV?" Buell
was saying. "An* what was thtt bear doin' in
here ?**

"He was roped up—hyar's the hitch," answered
Bud.

"An* hyar's a rifle—Winchester—ain't been
used much. Buell, it's thet kid's!"

I heard rapid footsteps and smothered exclama-
tions.

"Take it from me, you're right!" ejaculated
Buell. "We jest missed him. Herky, them tracks
out^ there ? Somebody's with this boy—who ?"

"It's Jim Williams," put in Dick Leslie, cool-
voiced and threatening.

The little stillness that followed his words was
broken by Buell.

»S5
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"Nawl Twasn't Williams. You can't blufF
this bunch, Leslie. By your own words Williams
is lookin* for us, an* if he's lookin* for anybody I

know he's lookin' for *em. Seel"

"Buell, the kid's fell in with old Bent, the b'ar-
hunter," said Bill. "Thet accounts fer the cub.
Bent's alius got cubs, an' kittens, an' sich. An'
I'll tell you, he ain't no better friend of oum than
Jim Williams."

"I'd about as soon tackle Williams as Bent,"
put in Bud.

Buell shook his fist. "What luck the kid has!
But I'll get him, take it from mel Now, what's
best to do ?"

"Buell, the game's going against you," said
Dick Leslie. "The penitent' -y is where you'll
finish. You'd better let me Icoie. Old Bent will
find Jim Williams, and then you fellows will be up
against it. There's going to be somebody killed.

The best thing for you to do is to let me go and
then cut out yourself."

Buell breathed as heavily as a porpoise, and his
footsteps pounded hard.

" Leslie, I'm seein' this out—understand ? When
Bud rode down to the mill an' told me the kid had
got away I made up my mind to ketch him an* shet
his mouth—one way or another. An* I'll do it.

Take thet from me!"
"Bah!" sneered Dick. "You're scared into th*
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middle of next week right now Besides, if

^""ut^^ii Kenitwon'tdoyouanygood-nowr

But Dick shut up Hke a clam, and not another
word could be gotten from him. Buell fumed and
stamped.

"Bud, you're the only one in this bunch of logger-
heads thet has any sense. What d'you say ?"

^<*^!^^}^ ??^" ^"* "^^^ '^^'«»" replied Bud.
Mebbe old Bent didn't hear them shots of

Herky s. He may come back. Let's wait awhile,
an

, If he doesn't come, put Herky on the trail."
Good! Greaser, go out an' hide the bosses—

dnve them up the caiion."

The Mexican shuffled out, and all the others
settled down to quiet. I heard some of them light
their pipes. Bud leaned against the left of the
door, Buell sat on the other side, and beyond them
I saw as much of Herky as his boots. I knew
him by his bow-legs.

The stillness that ^t in began to be hard cr, me.
When the men were moving about and talking I
had been so interested that my predicament did
not occupy my mmd. But now, with those ruf-
fians waiting silently below, I was beset with a
thousand fears. The very consciousness that I
must be quiet made it almost impossible. Then I
became aware that my one position cramped my
arm and side. A million prickling needles were at
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THE YOUNG FORESTER
my elbow. A band as of steel tightened about my
breast. I grew hot and cold, and trembled. I

knew the slightest move would be fatal, so I bent
all my mind to lying quiet as a stone.

Greaser came limping back into the cabin, and
found a seat without any one speaking. It was so
still that I heard the silken rustle of paper as he
rolled a cigarette. Moments that seemed long as
years passed, with my muscles clamped as in a vise.

If only I had lain down upon my back I But there
I was, half raised on my elbow, in a most awkward
and uncomfortable position. I tried not to mind
the tingling in my arm, but to think of Hiram, of
Jim, of my mustang. But presently I could not
think of anything except the certainty that I would
soon lose control of my muscles and fall over.

The tingling changed to a painful vibration, and
perspiration stung my face. The strain became
unbearable. All of a sudden something seemed to
break within me, and my muscles began to ripple
and shake. I had no power to stop it. More than
that, the feeling was so terrible that I knew I would
welcome discovery as a relief.

"Sh-s-s-hl" whispered some one below.
I turned my eyes down to the peep-hole. Bud

had moved over squarely into the light of the door.
He was bending over something. Then he ex-
tended his hand, back uppermost, toward Buell.
On the back of that broad brown hand were pieces
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of leaf and bits of pine-needlei. The trembling ofiny body had shaken these from the brush on thenckety loft. More than that, in the yellow bar ofsunhght which streamed in at the door there floated
particles of dust.

Bud silently looked upward. There was agleam m h,s black eyes, and his mouth was agape
Buell's gaze followed Bud's, and his face |rew
curious intent, then fixed in a cunning, bold smileof satisfaction. He rose to his feet

"clmTd^t^ °" °' ^'"'' '' ""''^'^'^ '^-^'^•

The sound of his voice stilled my trembling. I
did not move nor breathe. I saw Buell loom up
hugely and Bud slowly rise. Herky-Jerky's boots
suddenly stood on end, and I knew then he had also
nsen. The silence which followed Buell's order
was so dense that it oppressed me.
"Come down!" repeated Buell.
There was no hint of doubt in his deep voice, but

a cold certainty and a brutal note. I had feared
the man before, but that gave me new terror.

Bud, climb the ladder," commanded Buell.
1 am t stuck on thet job," rejoined Bud.

As his heavy boots thumped on the ladder they
jarred the whole cabin. My very desperation
hlled me with the fierceness of a cornered animal.
1 caught sight of a short branch of the thickness of
a man s arm, and, grasping it, I slowly rail

'
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self. Whoi Bud*8 black, round head appeared

above the loft I hit it with all my might.

Bud bawled like a wounded animal, and fell to

the ground with the noise of a load of bricks.

Through my peep-hole I saw him writhing, with

both hands pressed to his head. Then, lying flat

on his back, he whipped out his revolver. I saw

the red spurt, the puff of smoke. Bang!

A bullet zipped through the brush, and tore a

hole through the roof.

Bang! Bang!

I felt a hot, tearing pain in my arm.

"Stop, you black idiot!" yelled Buell. He
kicked the revolver out of Bud's hand. "What
d'you mean by thet?"

In the momentary silence that followed I lis-

tened intently, even while I held tightly to my arm.

From its feeling my arm seemed to be shot off, but

it was only a flesh-wound. After the first instant

of shock I was not scared. But blood flowed fast.

Warm, oily, slippery, it rkn down inside my shirt-

sleeve and dripped off my fingers.

"Bud," hoarsely spoke up Bill, breaking the

stillness, " mebbe you killed him 1"

Buell coughed, as if choking.

"What's thet ?" For once his deep voice was

pitched low. "Listen."

Drip! drip! drip! It was like the sound of

water dripping from a leak in a roof. It was di-
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rectly under me, and, quick as thought, I knew tho
sound was made by my own dripping blood.
"Fmd thet, somebody," ordered Buell.
Drip! drip! drip!

One of the men stepped noisily.

"Hyar it is—thar," said Bill. "Look on my

airrfht"'
^^°^^

^
^"""^"^ ''• ^""^ ^*^ ^"^^

There was a sudden rusthng such as might come
trom a quick, strained movement.

"iT^"^"*!! f"^^
^•^'^ Leslie, in piercing tones,

L-n ^r^TM. P ^°" murdering thieves if that boy's
killed! 1 11 see you strung up right in this forest.
Ken, speak! Speak!"

It seemed then, in my pain and bitterness, that
I would rather let Buell think me dead Dick's
voice went straight to my heart, but I made no
answer.

;;Leslie, I didn't kill him, an' I didn't order
It, said Buell, m a voice strangely shrunk and
shaken. "I meant no harm to the lad. Go
up, Bud, an' get him."
Bud made no move, nor did Greaser when he

was ordered.

"Go up, somebody, an' see what's up there!"
shouted Buell.

"Strikes me you might go yourself," said Bill,
coolly.

*

With a growl Buell mounted the ladder. When
i6i
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his great shock head hove in sight I was seized by
a mad desire to give him a little ofhis own medicine.

With both hands I lifted the piece of pine branch

and brought it down with every ounce of strength

in me.

Like a pistol it cracked on Buell's head and
snapped into bits. The lumberman gave a

smothered groan, then clattered down the ladder

and rolled on the floor. There he lay quiet.

"All-fired dead—^thet kid—now, ain*t he ?** said

Bud, sarcastically. "How'd you like thet crack

on the knob ? YouMl need a larger size hat, mebbe.

Herky-Jerky, you go up an* see what's up there.**

" I*ve a pictur of myself goin*,*' replied Herky,

without moving.
"Whar's the water ? Get some water. Greaser-/*

ch'tTied in Bill.

s^'-ym the way they worked over Buell I con-

cluded he had been pretty badly stunned. But he

came to presently.

"What struck me f* he asked.

"Oh, nothin'," replied Bud, derisively. "The
loft up thar's full of air, an* it blowed on you, thet's

all.**

Buell got up, and began walking around.

"Bill, go out an' fetch in some long poles," he

said.

When Bill returned with a number of sharp,

bayonet-like pikes I knew the game was all up for
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me. Several ofthe men began to prod through the
thin covenng of dry brush. One of them reached
me^and struck so hard that I lurched violently.
That was too much for the rickety loft floor It

was only a bit of brush laid on a netting of slender
poles. It creaked, rasped, and went down with a
crash. I alighted upon somebody, and knocked
him to the floor. Whoever it was, seized me wkh
iron hands. I was buried, almost smothered, in
the dusty mass. My captor began to curse cheer-
tuUy, and I knew then that Herky-Jerky had n»ide
me a prisoner.
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THE FIGHT

HERKY hauled me out of the brush, and held

me in the light. The others scrambled from

under the remains of the loft, and all viewed me

curiously.

" Kid, you ain't hurt much ?'* queried Buell, with

concern.

I would have snapped out a reply, but I caught

aght of Dick's pale face and anxious eyes.

"Ken," he called, with both gladness and

doubt in his voice, "you look pretty good—but

that blood. . . . Tell me, quick!"

**It's nothing, Dick, only a little cut. The bul-

let just ticked my arm."

Whatever Dick's reply was it got drowned in

Herky-Jerky's long explosion of strange langiiage.

Herky was plainly glad I had not been badly hurt.

I had already heard mirth, anger, disgust, and fear

in his outbreaks, and now relief was added. He

stripped off my coat, cut off the bloody sleeve of

my shirt, and washed the wound. It was painful

and bled freely, but it was not much worse than
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cuts from spikes when playing ball. Herky bound
It tightly with a strip of my shirt-sleeve, and over
that my handkerchief
"Thar, kid, thet *H stiffen up an' be sore fer a

day or two, but it ain't nothin'. You'll soon be
bouncin clubs oflFen our heads."

It was plain that Herky—and the others, for
that matter, except Buell- thought more of me
because I had wielded a club so vigorously
"Look at thet lump, kid," said Bud, bending

his head. "Now, ain't thet a nice way to treat a
feller ? It made me plumb mad, it did."
"I'm likely to hurt somebody yet," I declared.
They looked at me curiously. Buell raised his

face with a queer smile. Bud broke into a laugh.
"Oh, you're goin' to.? Mebbe you think you

need an axe," said he.

They made no offer to tie me up the?!. Bud
went to the door and sat in it, and I heard him
half whisper to Buell: "What 'd I tell you.?
Thet's a game kid. If he ever wakes up right
we'll have a wildcat on our hands. He'll do fer
one of us yet." These men all took pleasure in
saying things like this to Buell. This time Buell
had no answer ready, and sat nursing his head.
Wal, I hev a little headache myself, an' the crack

I got wasn't nothin' to youm," concluded Bud.
Then Bill began packing the supplies indoors, and
Herky started a fire. Bud kept a sharp eye on
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me; itill, he made no objection when I walked over

and lay down upon the blankets near Dick.

"Dick, I shot a bear and helped to tie up a

cub/' I said. And then I told him all that had

happened from the time I scrambled out of the

spring-hole till I was discovered up in the loft.

Dick shook his head, as if he did not know what

to make of me, and all he said was that he would

give a year's pay to have me safe back in Penn-

sylvania.

Herky-Jerky announced supper in his usual

manner—a challenge to find as good a cook as

he was, and a cheerful call to "grub." I did not

know what to think of his kindness to me. Re-

membering how he had nearly drowned me in the

spring, I resented his sudden change. He could

not do enough for me. I asked the reason for my
sudden popularity.

Herky scratched his head and grinned. "Yep,

kid, you sure hev riz in my estimashun."

"Hey, you rummy cow-puncher!" broke in

Bud, scornfully. "Mebbe you'd like the kid

more'n you do if you'd got one of them wollops."

"Bud, J ain't sayinV* replied Herky, with his

mouth full of meat. "Considerin' all points, how-

soever, I'm thinkin' them wallops was distributed

very proper."

They bandied such talk between them, and

occasionally Bill chimed in with a joke. Greas«r
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ate in morose ailence. There must have been
something on his mind. Buell took very little
dinner and appeared to be in pain. It was dark
when the meal ended. Bud bound me up for the
night, and he made a good job of it. My arm
burned and throbbed, but not badly enough to
prevent sleep. Twice I had nearly dropped off
when loud laughs or voices roused me. My eyes
closed with a picture of those rough, dark men
sitting before the fire.

A noise like muffled thunder burst into my
slumber. I awakened with my body cramped and
stiff. It was daylight, and something had hap-
pened. Buell ran in and out of the cabin yelling
at his men. All of them except Herky were wildly
exated. Buell was abusing Bud for something,
and Bud was blaming Buell.

"Thet*s no way to talk to me!" said Bud,
angnly. "He didn't break loose in my watch!'
"You an' Greaser had the job. Both of you

went to sleep—take thet from me!"
" Wal, he's gone, an' he took the kid's gun with

him, said Bill, coolly. "Now we'll be dodcin'
bullets." ^

Dick Leslie had escaped! I could hardly keep
down a cry of triumph. I did ask if it was true,
but none of them paid any attention to me. Buell
then ordered Herky-Jerky to trail Dick and see
where he had gone. Herky refused point-blank.
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"Nope. Not fer me," he said. "Leslie has a
rifle. So has Bent, an' we haven't one among us.

An', Buell, if Leslie falls in with Bent, it's goln* to

git hot fer us round here."

This silenced Buell, but did not stop his rest-

less pacings. His face was like a thunder-cloud,
and he was plainly worried and harassed. Once
Bud deliberately asked what he intended to do
with me, and Buell snarled a reply which no one
understood. His gloom extended to the others,

except Herky, who whistled and sang as he busied
himself about the camp-fire. Greaser appeared
to be particularly cast down.

"Buell, what are you going to do with me?"
I demanded. But he made no answer.

"Well, anyway," I went on, "somebody cut
these ropes. I'm mighty sore and uncomfort-
able."

Herky-Jerky did not wait for permission; he
untied me, and helped me to my feet. I was
rather unsteady on my legs at first, and my in-

jured arm felt like a board. It seemed dead; but
after I had moved it a little the pain came back,
and it had apparently come to stay. We ate

breakfast, and then settled down to do nothing,
or to wait for something to turn up. Buell sat

in the doorway, moodily watching the trail. Once
he spoke, ordering the Mexican to drive in the
horses. I fancied from this that Buell might
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have decided to break camp, but there was no
move to pack.

The morning quiet was suddenly split by the
stmgmg crack of a rifle and a yell of agony

Buell leaped to his feet, his ruddy face white.
Cjreaser! he exclaimed.

1 "7^^m7^^ ^''°"' "^^^^^ Gre-iser cashed," re-
plied Bill, coolly knocking the ashes from his
pipe.

"No Bill, you're wrong. Here comes Greaser,
runnm* hke an Indian."

nght! exclaimed Herky-Jerky.
The sound of running feet drew nearer, and

suddenly the group at the door broke to admit
the Mexican. One side of his terrified face was
covered with blood. His eyes were staring, his
hands raised, he staggered as if about to fall.

Seiior Willi-am
! Serior Willi-am !" he cried,

and then called on Saint Somebody.
"Jim Williams! I said so," muttered Bud.
Bill caught hold of the excited Mexican, and

pulled him nearer the light.

"Thet ain't a bad hurt. Jest cut his ear off'"
said^ Bill. "Hyar, stand still, you wild man!
Vou re not goin' to die. Git some water, Herky.
J*ellers, Greaser has been oneasy ever since he
knew Jim Williams war lookin' fer him. He
thmks Jim did this. But Jim Williams don't
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use a rifle, an', what's more, when he shoots he

don't miss. You ail heerd the rifle-shot."

"Then it was old Bent or Leslie?" questioned

Buell.

"Leslie it were. Bent uses a 45-90 caliber.

Thet shot we heerd was from the little 38—the

kid's gun."

"Wal, it was a narrer escape fer Greaser," said

Bud. "Leslie's sore, an' he'll shoot fer keeps.

Buell, you've started somethin'."

When Bill had washed the blood off^the Mexican

it was found that the ball had carried away the

lower part of the ear, and with it, of course, the

gold earring. The wound must have been ex-

tremely painful; it certainly took all the starch out

of Greaser. He kept mumbling in his own lan-

guage, and rolling his wicked black eyes and twist-

ing his thin, yellow hands.

"What's to be done ?" asked Buell, sharply.

"Thet's fer you to say," replied Bill, with his

exasperating calmness.

"Must we hang up here to be shot at ? Leslie's

takin' a long chance on thet kid's life if he comes

slingin' lead round this cabin."

Herky-Jerky spat tobacco-juice across the room
and grunted. Then, with his beady little eyes as

keen and cold as flint, he said :
" Buell, Leslie knows

you daren't harm the kid; an' as fer bullets, he'll

take good care where he slings 'em. This deal of
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yours begins to look like a wild-goose stunt. It
never was safe, an' now it's worse."
Here was even Herky-Jerky harping on juell's

situation. To me it did not appear much more
serious than before. But evidently they thought
so. Buell seemed on the verge of losing control
of himself. He glared at Herky, and rammed his
fists in his pockets and paced the long room.
Presently he stepped out of the door.
A rifle cracked clear and sharp, another bel-

lowed out heavy and hollow. A bullet struck the
door-post, a second hummed through the door and
thudded into the log wall. Buell jumped back
into the room. His face worked, his breath hissed
between his teeth, as with trembling hand he ex-
amined the front of his coat. A big bullet had torn
through both lapels.

Bill stuck his pudgy finger in the hole. "The
second bullet made thet. It was from old Hiram's
gun—a 45-90."

"Bent an' Leslie! My God I They're shootin'
to kill!" cried Buell.

"I should smile," replied Herky-Jerky.
Bud was peeping out through a chink between

Ae logs. "I got their smoke," he said; "look,
Bill, up the slope. They're too fur off, but we
may as well send up respects." With that he
aimed his revolver through the narrow crack and
deliberately shot six times. The reports clapped
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like thunder, the smoke from burnt powder and
the smell of brimstone filled the room. By way of
eply old Hiram's rifle boomed out twice, and two
heavy slugs crashed through the roof, sending down
a shower of dust and bits of decayed wood.

"Thet's jist to show what a 45-90 can do," re-
marked Bill.

Bud reloaded his weapon while Bill shot several
times. Herky-Jerky had his gun in hand, but con-
tented himself with peering from different chinks
between the logs. I hid behind the wide stone fire-
place, and though I felt pretty safe from flying bul-
lets, I began to feel the icy grip of fear. I had seen
too much of these men in excitement, and knew if
circumstances so brought it about there might
come a moment when my life would not be worth
a pin. They were all sober now, and deadly quiet.
Buell showed the greatest alarm, though he had
begun to settle down to what looked like fight.
Herky was more fearless than any of them, and
cooler even than Bill. All at once I missed the
Mexican. If he had not slipped out of the room
he had hidden under the brush of the fallen loft or
in a pile of blankets. But the room was smoky,
and it was hard for me to be certain.

Some rime passed with no shots and with no
movement inside the cabin. Slowly the blue
smoke wafted out of the door. The sunlight
danoed in gleams through the holes in the ragged
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aTaL.'^rX^
'""^^"' ''-'•'' "^"'"^ >>"-'-

a p^yTnif
''"''' ^"'' '"'"-'^ "I '>-rd

„JVll'''%T''
''*" "' '^"•' '^""'^ "n the trail

Zn^hT ''^r""'
^"""^ f™" "-e hillside.Soonthe clatter of hoofs died away in the distance.

uni
™ "" ^'''"' ""•"" °'" ^"'"'^ ""- in

BueJ"'"'
" •"""" ""' ^^'""'^ ^"^^ked," replied

"How'd he git out?"

"Aha! Hyar's the place," sang out Bud.
In one corner of the back wall a rotten log hadcrumbled and here it was plain to all eyes^hat

t^rr fi ^'Pf.'^r ^ -membered'that on
this side ofthe cabin there was quite a thick growtho young pjne. Greaser had been able to conceal

probably been seen at the la- moment. Herky,
Jerky was the only one to make comment.

hope he earned away a couple of 45-90 slug, some-
wheres m his yaller carcass."

^
"It 'd be worth a lot to the feller who can showme a way out of this mess," said Buell, mopping

the beads ofsweat from his face.
^
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I got up—it seemed to me my mind was made up
for me—and walked into the light of the room.

" Buell, I can show you the way," I said, quietly.

"What I" His mouth opened in astonishment.

"Speak up, then."

The other men stepped forward, and I felt their

eyes upon me.

"Let me go free. Let me out of here to find

Dick Lesh'e. Then when you go to jail in Holston

for stealing lumber I'll say a good word for you
and your men. There won't be any charge of
kidnapping or violence."

After a long pause, during which Buell bored me
with gimlet eyes, he said, in a queer voice:

"Say thet again."

Ji repeated it, and added that he could not gain

anything now by holding me a prisoner. I think

he saw what I meant, but hated to believe it.

"It's too l?.te," I said, as he hesitated.

"You mean Leslie lied an' you fooled me—^you

did get to Holston ?" he shouted. He was quiver-

ing with rage, and the rea flamed in his neck and
face.

" Buell, I did get to Holston and I did send word
to Washington," I went on, hurriedly, for I had
begun to lose my calmness. "I wrote to my
fathei. He knows a friend of the Chief Forester

who is close to the Department at Washington.
By this time Holston is full of officers of the forest
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service. Perhaps thev're already at your mill. Any-
way, the game's up, and you'd better let me go."

Buell's face lost all its ruddy color, slowly
blanched, and changed terribly. The boldness
fled, leaving it craven, almost ghastly. Realizing
he had more to fear from the law than conviction
of his latest lumber steal, he made at me in blind
anger.

"Hold on!" Herky-Jerky yelled, as he jumped
between Buell and me.

Buell's breatli was a hiss, and the words he bit

between his clinched teeth were unintelligible. In
that moment he would have killed me.
Herky-Jerky met his onslaught, and flung him

back. Then, with his hand on the butt of his

revolver, he spoke:
" Buell, hyar's where you an' me split. You've

bungled your big deal. The kid stacked the deck
on you. But I ain't a-goin' to see you do him
harm fer it."

"Herky's right, boss," put in Bill, "thar's no
sense in addin' i murder to this mess. Strikes me
you're in bad enough."

"So thet's your game.? You're double-crossin'

me now—all on a chance at kidnar;:in' for ran-

som money. Well, I'm through with the kid an'

all of you. Take thet from me!'*

"You skunk!" exclaimed Herky-Jerky, with the
utmost cheerfulness.
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"^yal, Buell," said Bill, in coc 'isdain, "coth
siderin* my fondness fer fresh air an* open country,
I can't say I'm sorry to dissolve future relashuns.
I was only in jail onct, an' I couldn't breathe free."

It was then Buell went beside himself with rage.
He raised his huge fists, and shook himself, and
plunged about the room, cursing. Suddenly he
picked up an axe, and began chopping at the rotten
log above the hole vhere Greaser had slipped out.
Bud yelled at him, so did B.ll; Herky -Jerky said
unpleasant things. But Buell did not hear them.
He hacked and dug away like one possessed. The
dull, sodden blows fell "ast, scattering pieces of
wood about the floor. The madness that was in
Buell was the madness to get out, to escape the
consequences of his acts. His grunts and pants
as he worked showed his desperate energy. Then
he slammed the axe against the v HI, and, going
down flat, began to crawl through the opening.
Buell was a thick man, and the hole appeared too
small. He stuck in it, but he squeezed and flat-

tened himself, finally worked through, and dis-
appeared.

A sudden quiet fell upon his departure.
"Hands upr
Jim Williams's voice! It was strange to see

Herky and Bud flash up their arms without turn-
ing. But I wheeled quickly. Bill, too, had his
hands high in the air.
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In the .tinlight of the doorway stood limW, .am. Low down, carelessly, I seen,ed,''h^

.
elu two long revolvers. He looked the same easyslow fexan I remembered. But the smi-e was'not^now,„h.s eyes, and n.Vv-.e set in'a\ht
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TIM WILLIAMS sent out a sharp call. From
^ the canon -slope came answering shouts.

There were sounds of heavy bodies breaking
through brush, followed by the thudding of feet.

Then men could be plainly heard running up the
trail. Jim leaned against the door-post, and the
three fellows before him stood rigid as stone.

Suddenly a form leaped past Jim. It was Dick
Leslie, bareheaded, his hair standing like a lion's

mane, and he h?d a cocked rifle in his hands.
Close behinH hin, came old Hiram Bent, slower,

more cautious, but no less formidable. As these
men glanced around with fiery eyes the quick look
of relief that shot across their faces told of un-
grounded fears.

"Where's Buell ?" sharply queried Dick.

Jim Williams did not reply, and a momentary
silence ensued.

"Buell lit out arter the Greaser," said Bill,

finally.

"Cut and run, did he? That's his speed,"
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gKuly said Dick. "Here Btnt fin^
We've ant tr. .•

"^re, Dent, hnd some rope.we ve got to tie up these jacks
"

"Hands ba-k. an' be graceful like 0.,.VH"sang out Jim Williams.
^""'^'

It seemed to me human beings couL' ot havemore eag.rly and swiftly obeyed an or. Herkv

extend H "l''
"

u' Jf'^' ^^^'^ "-^ -wn andextended the.r hands out behind. After that

via aT" 'ur
'^""^ '"^"^^ '"^^ statues. Therewas a breathless suspense in every act. And

haTlL^
--thing .bout Jim Williams ^^nthat I d,d not hke. I was in a cold perspiration~ 'a 1''' "^" "^"''^ ""^'^ so'meS ofa move. As the very mention of the Texan hadahvays caused a little silence, so his n^^^^^^^^^^

Ranged the atmosphere of that cabin roorTe-

SanctlaT'r' "^T. '
'^^" '^' ^'^^-^ ofChance-a feelmg of d. .ger, to be sure, but ahealthy spirit of give and take. That had allchanged with Jim Williams's words "Hands upl"'There was now something terrible hanging in fhebalance. I had but to look ^r t;«,'o

^
slits nf KIn« fi . ,

J"" ^ ^>'"' narrow
slits of blue fire, at the hard jaw and tight lips tosee a ghmpse of the man who thought nothing of

n Di I rTw"'' "u'^'/"' ^ "^^ ^" - - tremor
till Dick and Hiram had the men bound fast.

hoS^^^o^'h^br'^'^^^"^'"'"^^""^^
"Ken, I shore ?n glad to see yu," said he.
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The soft, drawling voice, the sleepy smile, the

careless good-will all came back, utterly trans>

forming the man. This was the Jim Williams I

had come to love. With a wrench I recovered

myself.

"Are you all right. Ken ?" asked Dick. And
old Hiram questioned me with a worried look.

This anxiety marked the difference between these

men and Williams. I hastened to assure my
fnends that I was none the worse for my captivity.

"Ken, your little gun doesn't shoot where it

points," said Jim. "I shore had a bead on the

Greaser an* missed him. First Greaser I ever

missed."

"You shot his ear off," I replied. "He came
running back covered with blood. I never saw a

man so scared."

"Wal, I shore am glad," drawled Jim.
"He made off with your mustang," said Dick.
TTiis information lessened my gladness at

Greaser's escape. Still, I would rather have had
him get away on my horse than stay to be shot by
Jim.

Dick called me to go outside with him. My
pack was lying under one of the pines near the
cabin, and examination proved that nothing had
been disturbed. We found the horses grazing up
the canon. Buell had taken the horse of one of
his men, and had left his own superb bay. Most
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norse. I had some trouble in catching him as he

mg them off to Holston. Bent talked 4at.'^S,t

back m the hght from the door. Herkv ^nk,i

to him. ' "*"* o™'

bJiw" i:h-
'"'j

??r' '° '"g''' 1 called off

/uu, an tnet s no he Ynn ur^^*,*^ r • •

we;..r„«,edd„„„,::'=H2°o"pT"' '"S>t when

meant to put in a good word for him. Becausewhether or not his reasons had to do wth kWnapP^g a-d ransom, he had saved me 7r^m t^-'nble violence, perhaps death.

^s to^ "1 "'"'
"""T " *^ '="^i" Hiramwas to return at once with officers. If none could
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be found at the mill he was to guard the prisoners

and take care of them till Dick could send officers

to relieve him. Thereupon we cooked a meal, and
I was put to feeding Herky and his companions.

Dick ordered me especially to make them drink

water, as it might be a day or longer before Hiram
could get back. I made Bill drink, and easily

filled up Herky; but Bud, who never drank any-

thing save whiskey, gave me a job. He refused

with a growl, and I insisted with what I felt sure

was Christian patience. Still he would not drink,

so I put the cup to his lips and tipped it. Bud
promptly spat the water all over me. And I as

promptly got another cupful and dashed it all over

him.

"Bud, you'll drink or I'll drown you," I de-

clared.

So while Bill cracked hoarse jokes and Herky
swore his pleasure, I made Bud drink all he could

hold. Jim got a good deal of fun out of it, but

Dick and Hiram never cracked a smile. Possibly

the latter two saw something far from funny in the

outlook; at any rate, they were silent, almost

moody, and in a hurry to be off.

Dick was so anxious to be on the trail that he
helped me pack my pony, and saddled Buell's

horse. It was one thing to admire the big bay
from the ground, and it was another to be astride

him. Target—that was his name—^had a spirited
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into the frail A„ 1
F«*cK-ponies

ofVh. l! L "* "^"^^ "^ w« passed severalof the horses that we had decided to leave behTnd

dt^:h^r.r'°^°"°"-''-"~r-

«iarwaTtXttidtt:s.hr;;T-
work of the kind'that I haSeveV^d ^tk^ 7
hei"^ We"37 '"'

"Z ' "«- '-^^- fo
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came over me that I was completely bewildered as

to our whereabouts. I could not see the mountain-

peaks and did not know onv<; direction from an-

other. Even when Jim struck out of our trail and

went off alone toward Holston I could not form an

idea of where I was. All this, however, added to

my feeling of the bigness of Penetier.

Dick was taciturn, and old Hiram, when I tried

to engage him in conversation, cut me off with the

remark that I would need my breath on the mor-

row. This somewhat offended me. So I made

my bed and rolled into it. Not till I had lain quiet

for a little did I realize that every bone and mus-

cle felt utterly worn out. I seemed to deaden

and stiffen more each moment. Presently Dick

breathed heavily and Hiram snored. The red

glow of fire paled and died. I heard the clinking

of the hobbles on Target, and a step, now and then,

of the other horses. The sky grew ever bluer and

colder, the stars brighter and larger, and the night

wind moaned in the pines. I heard a coyote bark,

a trout splash in the pool, and the hoot of an owl.

Then the sounds and the clear, cold night seemed

to fade away.

When Dick roused me the forest was shrouded in

gray, cold fog. No time was lost in getting break-

fast, driving in the horses, and packing. Hardly

iny words were exchanged. My comrades ap-

peared even soberer than on the day before. The
184
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fog lifted quickly that morning, and soon the sunwas shining.

We got under way at once, and took to the trail
at a jog-trot. I knew my horse better and he wasmore used to me, which made it at least bearable

into the level forest land thickly ..udded with mag-
nificent pines. I had again the feeling of awe and
littleness. Everything was solemn and still. Themorning air was cool, and dry as toast; the smell of
pitch-pme choked my nostrils. We rode briskly

^iTc % °l^
'''^^" ^''^''^ ^"°«« ^« «"nny

glades, under the murmuring pines
The old hunter was leading our train, and evi-

dently knew perfectly what he was about. Un-
expectedly he halted, bringing us up short. The
pack-pomes lined up behind us. Hiram looked at

^

"I smell smoke," he said, sniffing at the fragrant

cn-ff "J" 'iTu ^\ '^' °^^ *^""^^^ ^"d likewise
sniffed. I followed their lead, but all I could smellwas the thick, piney odor of the forest.

I don't catch it," replied Dick.
We cominued on our journey perhaps for a

quarter of a mile, and then Hiram Bent stopped
again. This time he looked significantly at Dick
without speaking a word.

^

"Ah I" exclaimed Dick. I thought his tone
185
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sounded queer, but it did not at the moment
strike me forcibly. We rode on. The forest

became lighter, glimpses of sky showed low
down through the trees, we were nearing a

slope.

For the third time the old hunter brought us

to a stop, this time on the edge of a slope that led

down to the rolling foot-hills. I could only stand
and gaze. Those open stretches, sloping down,
all green and brown and beautiful, robbed me of
thought.

"Look thar!" cried Hiram Bent.

His tone startled me. I faced about, to see his

powerful arm outstretched and his finger pointing.

His stern face added to my sudden concern.

Something was wrong with my friends. I glanced
in the direction he indicated. There were two
rolling slopes or steps below us, and they were
like gigantic swells of a green ocean. Beyond the

second one rose a long, billowy, bluish cloud. It

was smoke. All at once I smelled smoke, too. It

came on the fresh, strong wind.

"Forest fire!" exclaimed Dick.

"Wal, I reckon," replied Hiram, tersely. "An'
look thar, an* thar!"

Far to the right and far to the left, over the

green, swelling foot-hills, rose that rounded, chang-

ing line of blue cloud.

"The slash! the slash! Buell's fired the
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slash!" cried Dick, as one suddenly awakened,
renetier will gol'*

"Wal, I reckon. But thet's not the worst."
You mean—

"

"Mebbe we can't get out. The forest's dry
as powder, an' thet's the worst wind we could
have. These cafion-draws suck in the wind, an'
fire will race up them fast as a hoss can run."

''Good God, man! What '11 we do?"
"Wait. Mebbe it ain't so bad— vet Now

let's all listen."
^

The faces of my friends, more than words, ter-
nhed me. I listened with all my ears while watch-
ing with all my eyes. The line of rolling cloud
expanded, seemed to burst and roll upward, to
bulge and mushroom. In a few short moments
It covered the second slope as far to the right and
left as we could see. The under surface was a blu-
ish white. It shot up swiftly, to spread out into
immense, slow-moving clouds of cream yellow
"Hear thet?" Hiram Bent shoo >-is gray

head as one who listened to dire ridings.
The wind, sweeping up the slope of Penetier,

earned a strong, pungent odor of burning pitch'
It brought also a low roar, not like the wind in
the trees or rapid-rushing water. It might have
been my imagination, but I fancied it was like
the sound of flames blowing through the wood of
a camp-fire.
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7irel Fire!" exclaimed Hiram, with another

ominous shake of his head. "We must be up an'

doomed
!

cned Dick Lesh'e. "That hne of fire is
miles long and is spreading fast. It '11 shoot up
the canons and crisscross the forest in no time
Bent, what 'II we do?"

" Mebbe we can get around the lire. We must,
or we 11 have to make tracks for the mountain, an'
thet s a long chance. You take to the left an' I'll
go tothe nght an' we'll see how the fire's runnin'."

What wdl Ken do .?"

"Wal, let him stay here -no, thet won't do!We might get driven back a little an' have to
c. ie. The safest place in this forest is where wecamped Thet's not far. Let him drive the
ponies back thar an' wait."

"All right. Ken, you hustle the pack-team
back to our last night's camp. Wait there for us.We won't be long."

Dick galloped off through the forest, and Hiramwent down the slope in almost the opposite di-
rection. Left alone, I turned my horse and drove
the pack-pomes along our back-trail. Thus en-gaged, I began to recover somewhat from the

iTT '^/'/^^/^"P-fi^d nie. Still, I kept looking
back. I found the mouth of .he cafion and thf
trail, and m what I thought a veiy short time

i8C
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was! T ko^ k J
™«ier. What a fiend Buell

thoueht Dicic ,r,A u- """""J°y- But what Iuugnt L>ick and Hiram was a herd of d»rThey were running wildly. They clicked
' I

stones, and scarcely swerved forThe pack „
"

ilIt t<»k no second glance to see that theytrC
after added to them. I watched the trail andunder th trees for my friends, and I scan'I, *'
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"Dick told me to wait here; but how long shall
I wait?" I muttered. "Something's happened to
him. If only I could see what that fire is

doing!"

The camping-place was low down between two
slopes, one of which was high and had a rocky
cliff standing bare in the sunlight. I conceived
the idea of climbing to it. I could not sit quietly
waiting any longer. So, mounting Taiget, I put
him up the slope. It was not a steep climb, still

it was long and took considerable time. Before
I reached the gray diff I looked down over the
forest to see the lolling, smoky clouds. We
dimbed higher and stvll higher, till Target reached
the cliff and could go no farther. Leaping off, I

tied him securelj' and bent my efforts to getting
around on top of the cliff, if I had known what
a climb it was I should not have attempted it, but
I could not back out with the summit looming
over me. It ran up to a ragged crag. Hot, ex-
hausted, and out of breath, I at last got there.
As I looked I shouted in surprise. It seemed

that the whole of Penetier was under my feet.

The green slope disappeared in murky clouds of
smoke. There were great pillars and huge banks
of yellow and long streaks of black, and here and
there, underneath, moving splashes of red. The
thing did not stay still one instant. It changed so
that I could not tell what it did look Uke. There
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*«« life and movement in it, and .omethine ter

the fit va. and how fast it wa. comine but rh«m my «ate of mind, I could not do Th k .

'

-eep of forest beW meZZX ^ fek *!strong breeze and smelled the bum wood Puff!

-no I saw three of them widely separated. What

»aw mfront of the nearest a flickering gleam ofted- Then I knew those white streaJ! ofTot:
iney leaped along w,th am. zing speed. It wa.then vha, I realized that Dick and Hiram7^
^r^t' ^^ °"' -'*«»« "«»''«»« ofZ fireand had been comoelled tn f..m ,

'

*- lives. PerhaprX™," Zb^irFor a moment I felt faint, but I fought itVf
Li? r t"^f "^'f'*'- '' '™» every one for him.

AT ^ ^'""^^^ *o death!"

HeX an^-
'^"'"* f'"''^'"S at the thought of«erk/ and his comrades bound hand and foot thl

threatened, but it roused my courage. I jumped
191
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as if I had been shot, and clattered down that crsg
with wings guiding my long leaps. No crevice or
jumble of loose stones or steep descent daunted me.
I reached the horse, and, grasping the bridle, i
started

» 'ead him. We had zigzagged up, we
went straignt down. Target was too spirited to
balk, but he did everything else. More than once
he reared with his hoofs high in the air, and, snort-
ing, crashed down. He pulled me off my feet, he
pawed at me with his great iron shoes. When we
got clear of the roughest and most thickly over-
grown part of the descent I mounted him. Then I
needed no longer to urge him. The \'e had en-
tered the caiion, the hollow roar swept up and
filled Target v^ith the same frif ' .lat possessed
me. He plunged down, slid c nis haunches,
jumped the logs, crashed through Drush. I had
continually to rein h'm toward the camp. He
wanted to turn from that hot wind and stranef
roar.

*

We reached level, the open, stony ground, then
the pool. The pack-ponies were standing pa-
tiently with drooping heads. The sun was ob-
bcured in thin blue haze. Smoke and dust and
ashes blew by with the wind. I put Target's noso
down to the watei, so that he would drink. Then
I cut packs off the ponies, spilled the contents, and
filled my pockets with whatever I could lay my
hands on in the way cf eatables. I hung a canteen
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••> the pommel, and threw , k,„ „f l- .

•he saddle and ,ied TZ, M* °! *""="«» over

•"••ftly. Therewaaa fl.t •
"^ ""8*" ""»*«•

Ihe ponies wou d be safe I ,. i j J"
the lee of the big rockTnl^k ",''' ^ '''"« "
not mean to stay*^ T«,„m / !*" P« •

B« I did

lying tied up In^ he obil hTT^ '''°« ">'"

Stiji it was n^ot thai ^th s^^T^f::"''
™-

waJ^irart^tS-rlr-^"-^^-*-
place, I snapped thTb^b . ''''T?

"" ''"'"« ''nto

like a blue twilight
'''°"' "" « """

moment of A.^ ^' '"''"' ™^ «'""« «ven in that

•'.eforestfiretSd'tthter^r '"'"
new to me as it was terrible tL r ^ '' ^'

make and drive the wfnd r „ J * '"'""' "

Haiin!:fit,tf\rw::^r""^''''--"^
'93
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Target broke the spell by swinging me up into
the saddle as he leaped forward with a furious
snort. I struck him with the bridle, and yelled:
"You iron-jawed brute I You've been crazy to

Rin—^now nml**
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THE BACK-FIRE

It was so close that I nearly fainted With Ko.Khands knotted anH «<-.ff i .
'*'"7"- With both

cold horror and I i^feit"f '° *' P°"""^' '" »

flames reaching ou for me 1?,""^° "' "'^

life made mthoUr "°" '"^"" '° «Sht for

keard the thundlr of Tar^«'! h^?"T« ''^^ '

felt him or the saddle „„^? •
'^^ ' '"''^''X

ring of the wfnd ' ^ " '"°"°" ""'' ">« ^P"'"

1-he fear of death by fire, which had almost

.,,,T_„ .z^w'tr'mm^^-'
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robbed me of strength, passed from me. My brain
cleared. Still I had no kind of hope, only a des-
perate resolve not to give up.

The great bay horse was running to save his life

and to save mine. It was a race with fire. When
I thought of the horse, and saw how fast he was
going, and realized that I must do my part, I was
myself again.

The trail was a winding, hard-packed thread of
white ground. It had been made ^r leisurely

travel. Many turns were sudden and sharp. I

loosened the reins, and cried out to Target. Evi-
dently I had unknowingly held him in, for he
lengthened out, and went on in quicker, longer
leaps. In that moment riding seemed easy. I

listened to the roar behind me, now a little less

deafening, and began to thrill. We were running
away from the fire.

Hope made the race seem different. Something
stirred and beat warm within me, driving out the
chill in my marrow. I leaned over the neck of the
great bay horse, and called to him and cheered him
on. Then I saw he was deaf and blind to me, for

he was wild. He had the bit between his teeth, and
was running away.

The roar behind us relentlessly pursuing, only
a little less appalling, was now not my only source
of peril. Target could no more be guided nor
stopped than could the forest fire. The trail grew
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my life began ,o be a matter of HoS" '^A'"«
°'^

crashing blow from ,
™^«er of dodging. Once a

from tfe tdirThe"lV'""' '""^'^^'^ "'^

drowned the roar behind m^wilh? T" •'"''

n Target's man, Ik i
" """''' 'listed

eyes foftl: t^Vnd ;- XX'^-S ff
<=-

my knees and bent my bodv anfrj .
'''''"' "P

washesfthrough the tw'i T T •

'"^^ ^"^ '""«

a™und,hesu1de„t„rt H°f""« ''."^'"»' ='"''

fece and fleciced my^.eef^'^VI"'""!,"'''"^
ainging into mv fani^ 11 ' """'' "me

wa!l^UinVrtriirif%-j"r

trai'l TT*^ ,
• ^"6 big bay charged ud the

b gan rt^t^"f '^ "='"'' "« Mling pace

brill^ bS hfn^X'hf'^r
''"'^ - P"" - 'he

all he heeded SriH T t l?"
"™'^"'^''e for

every moment that T ",•""' ««'«'"g •"'m

Giiiyrii\^:„t:r'°'^''""^-
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The sight of a cabin brought back to my mind
the meaning of the wild race with fire. I had for-
gotten the prisoners. I had reached the forest glade
and the cabin, but Target was still going hard.
What if I could not stop himl Summoning all
my strength, I quickly threw weight and muscle
back on the reins and snapped the bit out of his
teeth. Then coaxing, commanding, I pulled him
back. In the glade were four I rses, standing
bunched with heads and ears up, uneasy, and be-
ginning to be frightened. Perhaps the sight of
them helped me to stop Target; at any rate, he
slackened his pace and halted. He was spotted
with foam, dripping wet, and his broad sides
heaved.

I jumped off, stiff and cramped. I could
scarcely walk. The air was clear, though the fog
of smoke overspread the sun. The wind blew
strong with a scent of pitch. Now that I was not
riding, the roa r of the fire sounded close. I caught
the same strange growl, the note of on-sweeping
fury. Again the creepy cold went over me. I
felt my face blanch, and the skin tighten over my
cheeks. I dashed into the cabin, crying- "Fire!
Fire! Fire!"

"Whoop! It's the kid!" yelled Herky-Jerky.
He was lying near the door, red as a brick in the

face, and panting hard. In one cut I severed the
rope on his feet; in another, that round his raw
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wiSi*"^!^" ^' ''"'= ^y" '" I" questioned,with his sharp httle eyes glinting on me. "Did thefire chase you? What's Leslie f"

and then d.dn t come. They got caught-oh
• • . I m afraid-losti

. . . Then I remembered
you^feUows. The iire's coming-ifs a^rul^!:^

"You thought of us }•• Herkey's voice .soundedqueer and strangled, "ftud! Billl Did youhearthetf Wal, wall" ^

J^^,h^r"""i °"J ""' ^'"'^ •"""»». He

stLjJ t-'"
** ':"'' ''"y "^'i <"» wrists wereskmned; h.s mouth and chin covered with earthprobably from his having bitten the ground in htagony Herky helped him up and^ve Wm adnnk ftora a little pocket-flask.

Herky. ,f you think you've rid some in yourd»y, look at thet boss," said Bill, coolly, from'^^"

atTf'the^'
"^"^ ™/°°"^' " <=«• he was as coolas f there were no fire on Penetier. But Bud waswhjte and s.ck, and Herky flamingwith excitement

St.^h^T '''''"- ^--' Thetroarl

.-i
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**:
'It's runmV up the draw. We don't stand no

show down in hyar. Grab a hoss now, an' we'll try
to head acrost the ridge.'*

I remounted Target, and the three mtn caught
horses and climbed up bareback. Bill led the
way across the glade, up the slope, into the level
forest. Tliere we broke into a gallop. The air
upon this higher ground was dark and thick, but
not so hard to breathe as that lower down. We
pressed on. For a while the roar receded, and
a most deadened. Then it grew clearer again,
hlled out, and swelled. Bud wanted to sheer off
to the left. Herky swore we were being sur-
rounded. Bill turned a deaf ear to them. Frommy own sense of direction I fancied we were going
wrong, but Bill was so cool he gave me courage
Soon a blue, windy haze, shrouding the giant pines
ahead, caused Bill to change his course.
"Do you know whar you're headin'V' yelled

Herky, high above the roar.

"I hain't got the least idee, Herky," shouted
Bill, as cool as could be, "but I guess somewhar
whar It '11 be hot!"

We were lost in the forest and almost surrounded
by fire, if the roar was anything to tell by. We
galloped on, always governed by the roar, always
avoiding the slope up the mountain. If we once
started up that with the fire in our rear we were
doomed. Perhaps there were times when the wind
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deceived us. It was hard to tell. Anyway, wekept on, growing more bewildered. Bud looked
like a dead man already and reeled in his saddle
1 he horses were getting hard to manage, and thewind was strengthening and pufFed at us from all
quarters. Bill still looked cool, but the last vest.ge

hjf'-yj"^.'^ ^"^ ^'' ^^''- These things
boded ,11. Herky had grown strangely s.lent,
which fact was the worst of all for me. For thaj
tough, scarred, reckless little wretch to hold his
tongue was the last straw.
The air freshened somewhat, and the forest

lightened. Almost abruptly we rode out to the
edge of a great, wide cafion. It must have crossed
the forest at right angles to the cafion we had left
It was twice as wide and deep as any I had yet

^^^r^n :", *^^ ^°"°"' "^^""^ ^ b'-oad brook.
Which way now?" asked Herky.

Bill shook his head. Far to our right a pall of
smoke moved over the tree-tops, to our left wastopy gloom, behind rolled the unceasing roar We
all looked straight across. Probably each of us
harbored the same thought. Before that wind the
hre would leap the canon in flaming bounds, and
on the opposite level was the thick pitch-pine for st
of Penetier proper. So far we had been among
the foot-hills. We dared not enter the real forest
with that wild-fire back of us. Momentarily we
Stood irresolute. It was a pause full of hopeless-
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ness, such as might have come to tired deer, close-

harried by hounds.

The winding brook and the brown slope, com-
paratively bare of trees, brought me a sudden in-

spiration.

"Back-fire! Back-fire T* I cried to my com-
panions, in wild appeal. "We must back-fire!

It's our chance ! Here's the place
!"

Bud scowled and Hcrky grumbled, but Bill

grasped at the idea.

"IVe heerd of back-firin*. The rangers do it.

But how? How?"
They caught his hope, and their haggard faces

lightened.

"Kid, we ain't forest rangers," said Herky.
"Do you know Arhat you're talkin' about ?"

"Yes, yes! Come on! We'll back-fire!"

I led the way down the slope, and they came
close at my heels. I rode into the shallow brook,

and dismounted about the middle between the

banks. I hung my coat on the pommel of my
saddle.

"Bud, you and Bill hold the horses here!" I

shouted, intensely excited. "Herky, have you
matches ?"

"Nary a match."

"Hyar's a box," said i^.il, tossing it.

"Come on, Herky! You run up the brook.

Light a match, and drop it every hundred feet.
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Be sure it catches. Lucky there's little wind down
here. Go as far as you can. I'll run down!"
We splashed out of the brook and leaped up

the bank. The grass was long and dry. There
was brush near by, and the pine-needle mats
almost bordered the bank. I struck a match and
dropped it.

Sis-s-s! Flare! It was almost like dropping a
spark into gunpowder. The flame ran quickly,
reached the pine-needles, then sputtered and fizzed
into a big blaze. The first pine-tree exploded and
went off like a rocket. We were startled by the
sound and the red, up-leaping pillar of fire. Sud-
den heat shot back at us as if from a furnace.
Great sparks began to fall.

"It*s goin'!" yelled Herky-Jerky, his voice ring-
ing strong. He clapped his hat down on my bare
head. Then he started running up-stream.

I darted in the opposite direction. I heard Bud
and Bill yelling, and the angry crack and hiss of the
fire. A few rods down I stopped, struck another
match, and lit the grass. There was a sputter and
flash. Then the flame flared up, spread like run-
ning quicksilver, and, meeting the pine-needles,
changed to red. I ran on. There was a loud
flutter behind me, then a crack almost like a shot,
then a seething roar. Another pine had gone off.

As I stopped to strike the third match there came
three disrinct reports, and then others that seemed
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dulled in a windy roar. I raced onward, daring
only once to look back. A fearful sight met my
gaze. The sic- was a red wave. The pines
were tufts of flrme. The air was filled with
steaming clouds of whirling smoke. Then I fled
onward again.

Match after match I struck, and when the box
was empty I must have been a mile, two miles,
maybe more, from the starting-point. I was
wringing-wet, and there was a piercing pain in my
side. I plunged across the brook, and in as deep
water as I could find knelt down to cover all

but my face. Then, with laboring breaths that
bubbled the water near my mouth, I kept still and
watched.

The back-fire which I had started swept up over
the slope and down the brook like a charge of red
lancers. Spears of flame led the advance. The
flame licked up the dry surface-grass and brush,
and, meeting the pines, circled them in a whirlwind
of fire, like lightning flashing upward. Then came
prolonged reports, and after that a long, blistering

roar in the tree-tops. Even as I gazed, appalled
in the certainty of a horrible fate, I thrilled at the
grand spectacle. Fire had always fascinated me.
The clang of the engines and the call of "Fire!"
would tear me from any task or play. But I had
never known what fire was. I knew now. Storms
r*" T and sea were notiiinx^ compared to this. It
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was the greatest force in nature. It was fire. On

on the other, I had flashes in my brain, and kept

.

'^!^ ^re^^^^,^ ' -'- ''^ ^ ^^^P^^

But presently the wall of fire rolled Ky and took
theroarwith ,t Dense billows of smoke followed,

the hiss of fallmg sparks and the crackle of burning
wood, and occasionally the crash ofa falling branch
It was intolerably hot, but I could stand the hea;
better than the a,r. I coughed and strangled. I
could not get my breath. My eyes smarted and
burned. Crawhng close under the bank, I leaned
agamst it and waited.

Some hours must have passed. I suffered, not
exactly pam, but a discomfort that was almost
worse. By-and-by the air cleared a little. Riftsm the smoke drifted over me, always toward the
far sKle of the canon. Twice I crawled out upon
the bank but the heat drove me back into \he

r,T'K !fo^-water from the mountain-peaks
had changed from cold to warni; still, it gave a re-
lief from the hot blast of air. More time dragged
by. Weary to the point of collapse, I grew nofto
care about anything.

TTien the yellow fog lightened, and blew across
the brook and lifted and split. The parts of the
canon -slope that I could see were seared and
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THE YOUNG FORESTER
blackened. The pines were columns of living
a>als. The fire was eating into their hearts

AnJT^Au^ '^°"''* ""'P '^ '^^ ''""^^ crash
down, and burn to ashes. Wreathes of murky
smoke arcled them, and drifted aloft to join the
overhanging clouds.

''

I floundered out on the bank, and began to walk
up-stream. After all, it was not so very hot, but I
felt queer. I d,d not seem to be able to step whew
I looked or see where I stepped. Still, that causedme no worry. The main thing was that the firehad not yet crossed the brook. I wanted to feel
overjoyed at that, but I was too tired. Anyway
I was sure the fir. h u' crossed below or above

then I would have to crawl into the brook or bum
up. It did not matter much which I had to do.
1 hen I grew dizzy, my legs trembled, my feet lost
all sense of touching the ground. I could not gomuch farther. *

Just then I heard a shout. It was close by I
answered and heard heavy steps. I p^red
through the smoky haze. Something dark movedup in the gloom.

.n^"°'
^'^^ Thar you areP' ... I felt a strongarm go round my waist. "Wal, wall" ThatwasHerky. His voice sounded glad. It roused

a strange eagerness in me; his rough greeting
seemed to bnng me back from a distance.
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CONCLUSION

'X'HAT dreadful feeling of motion went away,
* and I became unconscious of everything.
When I awoke the sun was gleaming dimly through
thin films of smoke. I was lying in a pleasant
little ravine with stunted pines fringing its slopes.

The brook bowled merrily over stones.

Bud snored in the shade of a big bowlder.
Herky whistled as he broke dead branches into
fagots for a camp-fire. Bill was nowhere in sight.

I saw several of the horses browsing along the edge
of the water.

My drowsy eyelids fell back again. When I

awoke a long time seemed to have passed. The
air was clearer, the sky darker, and the sun had
gone behind the peaks. I saw Bill and Herky
skinning a deer.

"Where are we?" I asked, sitting up.

"Hello, kid!" replied Herky, cheerily. "We
come up to the head of the canon, thet's all.

How're you feelin* ?"

"I'm all right, only tired. Where's the forest

fire?"
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" les most burned out by now. It didn't jump

the b.z. Say, k.d, wasn 't settin' off them pines

battleT" ^" ^^"^ ^^^^ i-^ «^^ bein' in a

"It certainly was. Herky, how long will we bepenned up here .?" ^ "^

"Only a day or two. I reckon we'd better not

the I r ^"' '° ^°'^*°" ^^» -^'- -- abouthe fire. Anyways, kid, you need rest. You're
all played out."

lif/^r^r^ ^'^'T
•''"^ '^'^ '' '"^^ ^" effort to

lift my hand. A strange lassitude made me in-

tfXTu ?"' ^''y^ "^"^ "^^"^-^ of taking meback to Houston changed the color of my m^d.
I began to feel more cheerful. The meal we atewas scant enough-biscuits and steaks of broiled
vemson with a pinch of salt; but, starved as we
were, ,t was more than satisfactory. Herky and
Bill were absurdly eager to serve me. Even Budwas kmd to me, though he still wore conspicuously

Aftlrtl,T ''^
'^l

^'^ ^^"'^^ ^ ^^d gi'-" h'"'
After I had eaten I began to gain strength. Butmy face was puffed from the heat, my injured armwas stiff and sore, and my legs seemed never tonave been used before.

Darkness came on quickly. The dew fell
heavily, and the air grew chilly. Our blazing camp-
fire was a comfort. Bud and Bill carried in logs for

*
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firewood, while Herky made me a bed of dry pine-
needles.

"It'll be some cold to-night," he said, "an* we'll
hev to hug the fire. Now if we was down in the
foot-hills we'd be warmer, hey ? Look thar!"
He pointed down the ravine, and I saw a great

white arc of light extending up into the steely skv.
"The forest fire?"

^

"Yep, she's burnin' some. But you oughter
seen it last night. Not thet it ain't worth seein*
jest now. Come along with me."
He led me where the ravine opened wide. I

fels rather than saw, a steep slope beneath. Far
down was a great patch of fire. It was like a
crazy quilt, here dark, there light, r^ith streaks and
stars and streams of fire shining out of the black-
ness. Masses of slow-moving smoke overhung the
brighter areas. The night robbed the forest fire

of its fierceness and lent it a kind of glory. The
fire had ceased to movej it had spent its force, run
its race, and was now dying. But I could not for-
get what it had been, what it had done. Thou-
sands of acres of magnificent pines had perished.
The shade and color and beauty of that part of the
forest had gone. The heart of the great trees was
now slowly rolling away in those dark, weird clouds
of smoke. I was sad for the loss and sick with feai
for Dick and Hiram.
Herky must have known my mind.
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•'You needn't feel bad, kid. Thet's only a foot-

b1i?'
'° °f P»«i" gone up in «„ok X^'Buell s saw»,l| wen,, .«,. If, ^^.ost a sure thinlthet Leslie an' old Bent got out safe th^^

^wonder how they feel about me a^' Bud an' B^fA^l.nle prematoore roastin' for us, eh? Wal,

fire^anH7ll"V°*'?'"P- I'^X down near the

and Bill were ly,ng with their backs to it ahnostdose enough to scorch. Herky sat in hisS
>nd felt that he had covered me with his coat and

I slept far into the next day. Herkv was in

aThe'w^M
"^^

"If''"
'^•' ^"^ H'^y -iX

^r as le wT '*" ""
r^"'- "= *•'» "o. apl

What was to be done with me. The day passed

was hS"
'" ""'^ ^"^''™'' "= ""'f""^

"Come, kid, we'll rustle in to Holston toJay."

^rky went in search of the horses. They had*n.w.edfarupthe ravine, and thedawnhadb^„k„
JII

'w^'^^rm
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by the time he returned. Target stood well to be
saddled, nor did he bolt when I climbed up. Per-

haps that ride I gave him had chastened and sub-

dued his spirit. Well, it had nearly killed me.
Herky mounted the one horse left, a sorry-looking

pack-pony, and we started down the ravine.

An hour of steady descent passed by before we
caught sight of any burned forest land. Then as

we descended into the bij canon we turned a curve

and saw, far ahead to the left, a black, smoky,
hideous slope. We kept to the right side of the

brook and sheered off just as we reached a point

opposite, where the burned line began. Fire had
run up that side till checked by bare weathered

slopes and cliffs. As far down the brook as eye

could see through the smoky haze there stretched

that black line of charred, spear - pointed pines,

some glowing, some blazing, all smoking.

From time to time, as we climbed up the slope,

I looked back. The higher I got the more hideous

became the outlook over the burned district. I

was glad when Herky led the way into the deep
shade of level forest, shutting out the view. It

would take a hundred years to reforest those acres

denuded of their timber by the fire of a few days.

But as hour after hour went by, with our trail

leading through miles and miles of the same old

forest that had bewitche*! me, I began to feel a

little less grief at the thought of what the fire had
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destroyed. It was a loss, yet only a small part ofva« Pene„er. If only „y frfends had gotten out

at a trot. The trail was open, we made fast timeand when the sun had begun to cast a shadowTe^

*
rime r "™''^'

' """^'^ ""'^'^ 'f^^ P-

A

of time It was a surprise to me when we rod!down the last httle foot-hill, out into the scatter^
pines, and saw Holston only a few miles across [^

lug fa":
''^' ""' " """8^ -"'« °» his

•'Herky won't you ride in with me?"
Naw, I reckon it 'd not be healthy fer me."

any grubT '" ' "'" ' '"''''' " '>'=""'« °'

h.'ll'fi™
" '^""'"'' ?."°" ""^^ = "^y^- > rancher, an'he U fix me up. But, kid, I'd like to hev the, hossHe was Buell's, an' Buell owed me money ?^w

I calhlate you can't take Target back East wit!you, an you might as well let me have him."
bure, Herky." I jumped off at once, led thehorse over, and held out the bridle. Herkv dis!m«.nt«I. and began fumbling with thetC^

*(1

«
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"Your legs are longer'n mine," he explained.

"Oh yes, Herky, I almost forgot to return your

hat," I said, removing the wide sombrero. It had
a wonderful band made of horsehair and a buckle

of silver with a strange device.

"Wal, you keep the hat," he replied, with his

back turned. "Greaser stole your boss an* your

outfit's lost, an* you might want somethin* to re-

member your—^your friends in Arizony. . . . Thet
hat ain*t much, but, say, the buckle was an Injun's

I shot, an' I made the band when I was in jail in

Yuma."
"Thank you, Herky. I'll keep it, though Td

never need anything to make me remember Ari-

zona—or you."

Herky swung his bow-legs over Target and I got

astride the lean-backed pony. There did not seem
to be any more to say, yet we both lingered.

"Grood-bye, Herky, I'm glad I met you," I said,

offering my hand.

He gave it a squeeze that nearly crushed my
fingers. His keen little eyes gleamed, but he

turned away without another word, and, slapping

Target on the flank, rode off under the trees.

I put the hat back on my head and watched

Herky for a moment. His silenc? and abrupt

manner were unlike him, but what struck me
most was the fact that in our last talk every

word had been clean and sincere. Somehow it
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la "rrmt'^
'"*'

^r' ""'y '° <'"'P' "d thoseIwr ""' ^"8- ^* '«'*«'l Ae out-skirts of the town perhaps a couple of hours befnr.sundown A bank of clouds had spr ad out rft:west and threatened rain.
The first person I met was Qess, and he nut the

hotel. On the way he talked so fast and said^much Aat I was bewildered before wer"it^The office was full of m.„, and Cless shouted
^"

them. There was the sound of a chair J, •

hard on the floor, then I feltl;se,fX"<r bv*brawny arms. After that aU was rather hatt

wTtalU^J^^ °" ir"°"'"S at once. Then I

itfhr.rr4TaT:d'''°'-="'^<'"^^-<'
The new morning all was clear. Dick came to

r«tl^' • u T-
'"' ^"^ 'o breakfast, and sat at

I c^ M^"* J'" '"'' "'""• I' «"»«<! to me that

a:^o"sar.^"^""=»^''-"-tU.Ihad:stl

aft^'wnr^elfr'r^'
Buell had escaped,nng tne slash. His sawmil! and lumber-

ai5
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camp and fifty thousand acres of timber had been

burned. The fire had in some way been confined

to the foot-hills. It had rained all night, so the

danger of spreading was now over. My letter had
brought the officers of the forest service; even the

Chief, who had been travelling west over the

Santa Fe, had stopped off and was in Holston then.

There had been no arrests, nor would there be, un-

less Buell or Stockton could be found. A new
sawmill was to be built by the service. Buell's

lunbermen would have employment in the mill

and as rangers in the forest.

But I was more interested in matters which Dick
seemed to wish to avoid.

"How did you get out of the burning forest?"

I asked, for the second time.

"We didn't get out. We went back to the pool

where we sent you. The pack-ponies were there,

but you were gone. By George! I was mad, and
then I was just broken up. I wac afraid you'd

been burned. We weathered the fire all right, and
then rode in to Holston. Now the mystery is

—

where were you ?"

"Then you saved all Ae ponies ?"

"Yes, and brought your outfit in. But, Ken,

we—^that was awful of us to forget those poor fel-

lows ded fast in the cabin." Dick looked hag-

gard, there was a dark gloom in his eyes, and he

^Iped. Then I knew why he avoided certain
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references to the fire. "To be burned alive

always
' O " ""^^T ''•

''
'" '^--'-always. Of course we had to save our own lives-we had no time to go to them. Yet-»

'

rupted!" '
^'' " ''"''^ ^°"* ^•^^>" I 'nter.

"m'\'^K^°"/"''"^" ^^ ^^^'^^^ slowly.

Buell s horse can run some. I cut the men looseand we made up across the ridge, gotlost sur^

"n ^^^^-fi»-« »n that big cafion."
*^

looked at me. Hiram looked at me. Jim lookedat me and not one of them said a word fo That

iace. But for all my embarrassment it was sweet
pra.se. At last Dick broke the silence.

^^

Ken Ward, this stumps me! . . . Tell us about

thelVadtrr^^
'"y adventures from the momentthey had left me till we met again

verv r7'' ? f^^-
^""y'' '"^^» Ken-that ride in the

you saved the lives of those fellows I"
Amen l" exclaimed old Hiram, fervently. "My

^, you saved Penetler, too; that's no doubt on it^Ihe fire was sweepin* up the caflon, an* it would
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have crossed the brook somewhars in diet stretch

you back-fired."

"Ken, yu shore was bom in Texas," drawled
Jim Williams.

His remark was unrelated to our talk, I did not
know what he meant by it; nevertheless it pleased
me more than anything that had ever been said to
me in my life.

Then came the reading of letters that had ar-
rived for me. In Hal's letter, first and last he
harped on having been left behind. Father sent
me a check, and wrote that in the event of any
trouble in the lumber district he trusted me to take
the first train for Harrisburg. That, I knew, meant
that I must get out of my ragged clothes. This
I did, and packed them up— all r> Herky's
sombrero, which I wore. Then I went to the rail-

road station to see the schedule, and I compromised
with father by deciding to take the limited. The
fast east-bound train had gone a little before, and
the next one did not leave until six o'clock. This
would give me half a day with my friends.

When I returned to the hotel Dick was looking
for me. He carried me off up-stairs to a hall full

of men. At one end were tables littered with
papers, and here men were signing their names.
Dick explained that forest rangers were being paid
and new ones hired. Then he introduced me to

offi'^ers of the service and the Chief. I knew by
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tl^l tV°°''"' "™ ""' ^'^ '>"' >>«» talk."*• " ""oe nie so tongue-tied that r .^.Vj
find my voice when the Chi.f l

"''' ""•

shoot n,y h,„d w/lf Hetr':..'""" '"t
^ner,ceand.i„de,eL„dLT]4lrd:^

hoi'^ZteT^fiL^STdite^^^ "'

some time ago has been n? •
"^ ^°'" >'°"

"T L r^. ^" °' so"»e serv ce
'*

1 haven't had a chance to use it vef "
T Ki j

out, and I dived into my pocke to K^ l u^f^

changed toon, of husinessTndhJJ. '"
"""""

.,Y ^." ""dying forestry f"

••m/"' j y"lf°'"g '<> college this fall."

bitio!f^ r."''
'" "'™''"« '"•"'^ -"c ofyour am.bmon and, I may say, aptness for the forest sem'^

This ,s Penetier. Here are the Arizona PeatsThe heavy shadmg represents timbered land Alj«h«e are canons. Here's Oat Creel CaSon, Z,
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erne the fire bordered. Now I want you to tell me
how you worked that back-fire, and, if you can,

mark the line you fired."

This appeared to me an easy task, and certainly

one I was enthusiastic over. I told him just how
I had come to the canon, and how I saw that the

fire would surely cross there, and that a back-fire

was the only chance. Then, carefully studying the

map, I marked off the three miles Herky and I had
fired.

"Very good. You had help in this ?"

"Yes. A fellow called Herky-Jerky. He was
one of Buell's men who kept me a prisoner."

"But he turned out a pretty good sort, didn't

he?"

"Indeed, yes, sir."

"Well, I'll try to locate him and offer him a job

in the service. Now, Mr. Ward, you've had
special opportunities; you have an eye in your
head, and you are interested in forestry. Per-

haps you can help us. Personally I shall be most
pleased to hear what you think might be done in

Penetier."

I gasped and stared, and could scarcely believe

my ears. But he was not joking; he was as se-

rious as if he had addressed himself to one of his

officers. I looked at them all, standing interested

and expectant. Dick was as grave and erect as a

deacon. Jim seemed much impressed. But old
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Hiram Bent, standing somewhat back of the
others, deliberately winked at me.

But for that wink I never could have seized my
opportunity. It made me remember my talks
with Hiram. So I boiled down all that I had
learned and launched it on the Chief. Whether I
was brief or not, I was out of breath when I
stopped. He appeared much surprised.
"Thank you," he said, finally. "You certainly

have been observant." Then he turned to his
officers. "Gentlemen, here's a new point of view
from first-hand observation. I call it splendid con-
servation. It's in the line of my policy. It con-
siders the settler and lumberman instead of com-
bating him."

He shook hands with me agam. "You may be
sure I'll not lose sight of you. Of course you will
be coming West next summer, after your term at
college ?"

"Yes, sir, I want to—if Dick—"
He smiled as I hesitated. That man read my

mind like an open book.

"Mr. Leslie goes to the Coconina Forest as head
forest ranger. Mr. Williams goes as his assistant.
And I have appointed Mr. Bent game warden in
the same forest. You may spend next summer
with them."

I stammered some kind of thanks, and found
myself going out and down-stairs with my friends.
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'Oh, Dick! Wasn't he fine? . . . Say, where's

Coconina Forest?"

"It's over across the desert and beyond the

Grand Canon of Arizona. Penetier is tame com-
pared to Coconina. I'm afraid to let you come
out there."

"I don't have to ask you, Mr. Dick," I replied.

"Lad, I'll need a young fellar bad next sum-
mer," said old ^iram, with twinkling eyes. "One
as can handle a rope, an' help tie up lions an* sich.**

"Oh! my bear cub! I'd forgotten him. I

wanted to take him home."

"Wal, thar weren't no sense in thet, youngster,

fer you couldn't do it. He was a hueky cub."
" I hate to give up my mustang, too. Dick, have

you heard of the Greaser ?"

"Not yet, but he'll be trailing into Holston be-

fore long."

Jim Williams removed his pipe, and puffed a

cloud of white smoke.

"Ken, I shore ain't fergot Greaser," he drawled,

with his slow smile. "Hev yu any pertickler

thing yu want did to him ?"

"Jim, don't kill him!" I burst out, impetuously,

and then paused, frightened out of speech. Why
I was afraid of him I did not know, he seemed
so easy-g ing, so careless—almost sweet, like a

woman; but then I had seen his face once with

a look that I could never forget.
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"Wal Ken, I'll dodge Greaser if he ever crosses
roy trail again."

TTiat promise was a relief. I knew Greaser
Vould come to a bad end, and certainly would get
his just deserts; but I did not want him punished
any more for what he had done to me.

wJ!*r a"'
?''.^°"''' 'P"^ "^^ ^^"g^ '"on^ents.We talked and planned a little, I divided my out-

fit among n^y friends, and then it was time for the
tram. That limited train had been late, so they
said, every day for a week, and this day it was on
time to the minute. I had no luck.
My friends bade me good-bye as if they expected

to see me next day, and I said good-bye calmly.
1 had my part to play. My short stay with them
had made me somehow different. But my cool-
ness was deceitful. Dick helped me on the train
and wrung my hand again.

"Good-bye, Ken. It's been great v , have you

fo^r '
^^""^ ^^^'^ ^°"'" ^^ ^^""^ *" *®

He had to hurry to get off. The train started as
I looked out of my window. There stood the
powerful hunter, his white head bare, and he was
waving his hat. Jim leaned against a railing with
his sleepy, careless smile. I caught a gleam of the
blue gun swinging at his hip. Dick's eyes shone
warm and blue; he was shouting something. Then
they all passed back out of sight. So my gaze
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wandered to the indistinct black line of Penetier,
to the purple slopes, and up to the cold, white
mountain-peaks, and Dick's voice rang in my ears
liTce a prophecy: "You*U be back in the forestsf

niB END
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